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OREWORD
the Lisbon Summit in March 2000, EU leaders set an ambitious new
challenge for Europe: t o become the world's most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy.To reach this goal, the Commission put forward
a comprehensive strategy: the eEurope 2002 Action Plan. Since then, the global
economic environment has changed considerably, with the rapid falls in high-tech
stocks and the current economic slowdown.
t

This new situation requires active work t o meet new challenges in the field of high
technologies, the internet and new communications services and t o prepare a
successful merge between the old and the new economies. First, the changes which
are taking place in our economies concern the entire economic fabric.A growing
number of companies of all sizes and sectors are taking up, for example, the
internet, as are public administrations.The period of exaggerated expectations may
be over, but this integration of new technologies throughout the economy goes on,
and the structural changes that have taken place should facilitate an early recovery.
Second, as this integration progresses, so does the shift towards a networked and
knowledge-based economy and society.As an ever-increasing number of individuals
is connected, the value of networks continues t o grow.
Consequently, the events of the last eighteen months give added urgency t o the
Lisbon commitments and t o the eEurope strategy.They confirm that our economies
are being transformed by new technological developments, and that the vision of the
future information society is becoming a reality. As the pace of change remains high
and economic uncertainty continues, we must redouble our efforts t o ensure that
the benefits of the knowledge-based society are accessible t o all.
Public policies must pave the way towards an inclusive information society by setting
clear priorities and adopting a long-term perspective. Completion of telecoms
liberalisation will help democratise access t o new communication services. In
parallel, we must meet the needs of users and businesses for trust and confidence
in online transactions. Promotion of content will be essential for the development
of mobile and broadband services in the context of convergence. Easy and
widespread access t o skills training will help bridge the digital divide.And bringing
our neighbours into the eEurope process will be critical t o enlargement.
Research and technological development (RTD) has a key role t o play in these
developments.The lnformation Society Technologies Programme, an essential part
of the Community's 5th RTD Framework programme, supports high-quality RTD
that addresses a wide range of societal and business chal1enges.A~we move towards
the next Framework Programme, IST will continue t o be a major theme in
European RTD, reflecting the value of IST research in stimulating the
competitiveness of European industry, improving quality of life for European citizens,
and supporting EU policies.
This book provides a valuable insight into the contributions and achievements of
European projects supported by the IST Programme in the drive towards an
lnformation Society for all.

Erkki Liikanen

Member of the European Commission
Responsible for Enterprise and lnformation Society
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nformation Society technologies (IST) are increasingly transformin
around us, in the way we live, work, play and interact with each o
.constant companion, keeping us permanently in touch with friends
still less than I 0 years old as a mainstream medium, has become an indi:
shop, pursue our hobbies, learn new skills, access government services
working practices empower us t o work wherever and whenever we likt
are making our cars easier and safer t o drive. Ultra-realistic animati
experiences in culture and leisure. Slowly but surely we are seeing the I
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These new avenues, however, are just a foretaste of the opportunities
presented by the convergence of computing, communications and
content From modelling climate change t o the latest computer games,
and from e-commerce transactions t o lifelong learning, progress in IST
underpins virtually every field of human endeavour. In business, IST is
helping European firms t o improve their competitiveness in world
markets and be more responsive t o customers' needs.The IST sector
itself is one of the largest sectors of the EU economy, and presents
major opportunities for new markets in ISTbased products and
services. IST also has a vital role in addressing key societal challenges in
areas such as health, transport, environment, special needs, learning, and
cultural heritage. And with scientific research increasingly reliant on
global collaboration, Europe's position in e-science depends crucially on
the future development of world-class IST networks and applications.
But as expectations grow, so do the risks, such as the "digital divide"
between those with access t o IST and those without, o r violation of information security and privacy.

ii

In previous generations, European inventors pioneered the development of wireless telegraphy,television and
the programmable computer. More recently, Europe has been the birthplace of the liquid crystal display, the
worldwide web and digitalTV.The challenge now is t o lead the world in the technologies of the 21st century.
Europe already enjoys technological and commercial leadership in important areas, such as mobile and
wireless communications, nanotechnologies and computing grids, and has excellent potential in others. But
whereas the inventors of a previous era worked largely alone, today's research demands collaboration and
partnership.
Against this background of profound and rapid change, research and technological development (RTD) in IST
is essential t o Europe's future competitiveness and social well being. Despite growing use of IST in homes
and businesses, IST applications and services still need t o be more widely deployed. In addition, the European
IST industry has t o invest substantially in the technology and skills that are critical t o its future
competitiveness and gr0wth.A sustained RTD effort, that is driven by challenging applications and that fosters
inlnovation in technology and its take-up, is an essential element in shaping the European Information Society.

BOX I: ABOUTTHIS BOOK
This book shows how the IST Programme is working towards a vision of ambient intelligence. It focuses on the use of IST within
three key settings: by individuals and in the home ( s m a r t living); by enterprises and in the workplace (the e-economy);and by public
services and society at large (the connected society).A fourth section covers enabling technologies which underpin future services
and applications across these scenarios (enabling technologies).
The book provides a snapshot of the IST Programme at the present time.The articles outline key technical challenges and policy issues
3" and 4'
relating t o specific areas of the programme.They also summarise some recent IST projects (resulting mainly from the P*,
Calls) and describe some relevant final results from projects launched under the Fourth Framework Programme. Each of the articles
is referenced t o relevant action lines under Work Programme 2001 (or W P 1999NP2000 where no equivalent action line exists
within W P 200 l ).
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BOX 2 : W H A T I S T H E I S T PROGRAMME?
The Information Society Technologies Programme is part of the European Union's Fifth Framework Programme for research and
technological development (RTD), covering the period 1998-2002.
The Programme is structured around four Key Actions, each focusing on a tightly interrelated set of technologies, issues and
objectives of strategic importance for Europe. Each key action (KA) encompasses a range of research and development and takeup activities, from basic research through t o demonstration projects.
B

K A I , Systems a n d Services f o r t h e Citizen,focuses on the development of innovative applications and systems for
services of general interest, in fields such as health, persons with special needs, administrations, environment, transport
and tourism.

B

K A 2, N e w M e t h o d s of W o r k a n d Electronic C o m m e r c e , focuses on information society technologies t o enable
individuals, enterprises and other organisations t o adapt and compete in the emerging digital economy.

B

K A 3, M u l t i m e d i a C o n t e n t a n d Tools, focuses on the functionality, usability and acceptability of future information
products and services, particularly in the context of Europe's cultural and linguistic diversity.

B

K A 4, Essential Technologies a n d Infrastructures, focuses on those technologies underpinning today's converging
industries and infrastructures, and their integration within systems, applications and networks.

In addition, the IST Programme supports work on:
F u t u r e a n d EmergingTechnologies, covering research of a longer term nature o r involving particularly high risks,
typically either transdisciplinary o r in an emergi~ngdiscipline.
Research N e t w o r k i n g , covering the development of a world-class
the European research community.

research network infrastructure for
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Figures in euros, millions
Research relevant t o the entire Programme is co-ordinated through C r o s s - P r o g r a m m e Themes. These are a practical
manifestation of both the integrated nature of the Programme and the underlying convergence of information processing.
communications and media technologies. Projects are encouraged t o explore synergies with others in related areas through
clustering. By the end of the programme, such Cross-Programme themes are expected t o account for 12% of the work
undertaken.
Across the Programme, special emphasis is placed on measures t o strengthen international co-operation; t o promote innovation
and the participation of SMEs; t o improve human capital by developing IST-related skills; and t o monitor and analyse the socioeconomic trends and impacts of IST developments.The programme is also contributing t o policy developments in related areas.
For further information see: www.cordis.lulistloverview.htm
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The IST Programme:A Partnership for Europe
The Information Society Technologies Programme seeks t o accelerate the emergence of an information
society based on the needs of individuals and enterp
investment partnership with leading technology compan
of this size, it focuses not just on technology developrr
and deployment As well as technologists and engine(
various end-users so as t o take full account of the hum:
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BOX 3: HOW DOES I S T WO1
The IST Programme is managed by DG Information Society of the European Commission with the assistance ot the IST
Committee (ISTC) comprising representatives of each Member State and associated state. The IST Advisory Group
(ISTAG) provides the Commission with independent advice on the content and direction of RTD and on the exploitation of
results.
The Programme is implemented through a variety of RTD and take-up actions.These include shared-cost actions, the principal
means of support, as well as networks, concerted actions, and accompanying measures.Take-up measures are a special kind of
accompanying measure that help transfer and promote leading edge o r insufficiently deployed technologies and methods t o endusers.Take-up measures in the IST Programme include trials, best practice, assessment and access actions.
RTD projects and other actions are identified through periodic calls for proposals. Proposals addressing the specific areas of
the work programme are invited for submission within a fixed timeframe published in the calls for proposals. Other activities
within the work programme allow for continuous submission procedures without fixed deadlines.
The annual work programme is developed in close co-operation with industry, academia and user organisations.Advice for
the work programme is provided by ISTAG and the ISTC with representatives of member states and associated countries.This
advice helps define priorities which, with further specifications and consultations, result in the specific action lines.
The consultation process f o r w o r k Programme 2002 (WP 2002) also comprised meetings and workshops that involved more
than 400 IST experts from industry and academia. Reports of these meetings can be found on the programme website.
For further information see: www.cordis./ulistloverview.htm

3X 4:THE IST PROGRAMME AND E-EUROPE
The eEurope initiative aims of t o accelerate positive change within the European Union and bring the benefits of the Information Society
within the reach of all Europeans. I t has three key objectives. Firstly, t o bring every home, school, business and public administration online. Secondly, t o create a digitally-literate and entrepreneurial Europe which benefits from dynamic investors ready t o develop and
finance new ideas.Thirdly, t o ensure that the transition t o the digital age is a socially inclusive process, that builds consumer trust and
strengthens social cohesion.
An Action Plan for eEurope was adopted at the Feira Council in June 2000.This identified eleven priority areas t o be addressed by the
end of 2002.At the Goteborg European Summit in June 200 I. the Candidate Countries agreed t o launch their own parallel programme,
eEurope+, t o accelerate reform and modernisation in their economies.Together the eEurope and eEurope+ Action Plans provide a basis
for implementingthe lnforrnation Society across the whole of Europe.
The IST Programme and eEurope are complementary. They have inter-linked objectives and operate concurrently.
In the 2002 time-frame, the Programme will contribute t o eEurope mainly through its take-up and demonstration actions and
dissemination activities. Sectors targeted by eEurope which are also a major focus under IST, include electronic commerce, smart cards,
health, education, transport, and the research networking infrastructure. Beyond 2002, IST will reinforce the eEurope initiative by
providing support for a sustainable development of the Information Society consistent with the Programme's vision of the ambient
intelligence landscape.

Where is Research Heading?
Despite growing use of IST at home and at work, we are still far from reaping the full benefits of IST
applications and services.With the exception of mobile telephones and consumer electronics equipment,
the majority of current information and communication technologies are still designed primarily for
professional use and for "expertsW.They require extensive training t o take advantage of their possibilities.
They are still not reliable and can often be untrustworthy.Their cost, efficiency and performance needs t o
be significantly improved. These "non-user friendly" aspects of current IST are preventing further
development and wider deployment of the knowledge and information society.
Research is opening new avenues, however, which will extend the scope,functionality and efficiency of IST
applications and services. Involving a radical shift from the current "PC based" systems and from the
"keyboard, mouse and screen", the aim is t o render technology almost invisible and make its use natural
and effortlessThis new generation of IST will be accessible t o everyone, wherever they are, whenever
they want, and in the form that is most natural for them.
The IST Programme focuses on this future generation of technologies. It aims t o integrate computers,
networks and devices into the everyday environment so as t o provide access t o a multitude of services
and applications through easy-to-use human interfaces.This vision, which the Programme calls "ambient
intelligence", places the individual user at the centre of future developments within an inclusive,
knowledge-based society (Box 5).
Realisingthis vision requires a massive research effort. Major advances will be needed t o embed electronic
components and devices in everyday objects, and t o build networking and computing technologies with
sufficient bandwidth and performance t o interconnect such components everywhere and at anytime. In
addition, interfaces are required that use our natural senses (touch, smell, speech and gesture) for easy
and effective interaction with knowledge-based applications and services.
In technological terms, these are not discrete developments but a continuum. Work on miniaturised
components feeds into micro- and nano-systems, which in turn feeds through into RTD on
Communications and computing networks, the software technologies which run them, the knowledge
technologies needed t o access and manipulate data, and eventually t o the user interface. Adaptation of
generic developments t o meet the highly-specific requirements of particular end-user applications
a further challenge.

BOX 5: LIVING W I T H AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE
Ambient intelligence (Aml) provides a vision of the Information Society where the emphasis is on greater user-friendliness,more efficient
services support, user-empowerment, and support for human interactions. People are surrounded by easy-to-use interfaces that are
embedded in all kinds of objects and by an everyday environment that is caoable of recoenisineand res~ondinet o individuals in a seamless,
unobtrusive and invisible way.
Aml is a complex concept with far-reaching implications.To help people understand what is involved and t o focus future research efforts,
.
.
. . .. ISTAG commissioned four scenarios describing what living with the technology might be like for ordinary people in 201O.The scenarios
offer provocative glimpses of possible futures and aim t o stilr~ulatediscussion and debate about the priorities for IST research in the
coming years.
t A I T I P ~ . L . - L I - - L . ~
_ I - I ne rlrst IS mar Ir must De seen as a positive impact on society.
The scenarios exercise highlighted three key factors for the success ornml.
It must,for example,facilitate human contact rather than replace it, help t o build knowledge and skills, and inspire trust and confidence. In
essence, the challenge is t o create an Aml landscape made of "convivial technologies" that are easy to live with.
-

-

-

~
- -

-

Secondly, there are major implications for business practices.Aml offers the potential for new business and industrial opportunities, but
companies will only benefit from these if they are prepared t o be creative. Many Aml applic;mions require considerable cross-discipline and
cross-sector capabilities and will only reach the marketplace if companies are willing t o c:reate complex partnerships and adopt radical
business plans.
The third factor is the need for significant, long-term focused research.Such research should satlsty some generic tecnnology requirements.
Hardware should be smart but unobtrusive.The communications infrastructure will need t o support seamless interoperation between
mobile and fixed networks. Networks should be able t o reconfigure according t o a specific, perhaps short-lived, task and able t o
accommodate a huge number of actors and devices. Interfaces sholuld be natural feeling and irituitive t o use.And, most important of all,
the Aml world has t o be safe, dependable and secure.
> TL.. ...
.-.L,:..
Some research clusters t o support these requirements were also idennneo.
I nese were: enamng hardware,open interoperable networks,
intuitive interface technologies, security and trust technologies, knowledge technologies, and socio-economic research.

The scenarios were developed in conjunction with D G Information Society and the Joint Research Centre's Institute for Prospective
Technological Studies.The final report on the project, including the scenarios in full and the key findings, is available on 1STweb :
www.cordis.Iu/ist/istag.htm

The Story So Far

...

The IST Programme is a work in progress.With around half of the projects having started within the
last 12 months, in most cases it is still too early t o point t o definitive results o r achievements.
Nevertheless some clear patterns are emerging of how and where the Programme is beginning t o
make an impact. In addition t o the many technological advances described here, this book illustrates a
number of common characteristics and themes.

Support for e-Europe
Projects resulting from calls under the IST Work Programme are making significant contributions t o
the eEurope and eEurope+ Action Plans in a number of areas. In smart cards,for example, several RTD
projects address issues relating t o the Smart Card Charter, while the work on dependability of
information infrastructures also relates t o eEurope objectives. Socio-economic research on indicators
helps inform the benchmarking of IST in eEurope priority areas.The Programme's work on high-speed
research networks supports eEuropels aims on better network infrastructure. And eEurope's aims
regarding access and take-up are supported through trials and best practice actions in areas such as
intelligent transport systems, e-health, e-government, e-commerce and e-content.

understanding the human dimension

As 1
its

s permeates
~
into every corner of the economy and society, we are beginning t o realise that
impacts are far-reaching and can manifest themselves in unexpected ways. Across the
~ubstantialefforts are devoted t o socio-economic research t o help us understand

what these changes mean for individuals, enterprises, markets, and society as a whole. Examples,
to name just a few, include: studies on gender and social inclusion issues in the Information Society;
a series of measures t o monitor and support the IS at regional level; investigations of technological
market trends in the media, cultural and creative sectors; and techno-economic assessments

of emerging technologies such as open source software and all-IP netw0rks.A~well as informing
current initiatives such as eEurope. many of these actions feed directly into policy development.
Broadening the constituency

ISTtouches virtually every aspect of human activity and realising its advantages requires a broad
coalition.The Programme and its predecessors have a long-standing involvement with key endusers for IST applications and services in areas such as health, education and training, culture,
environment and business. Over recent years the Programme has made substantial efforts to broaden this
community even further. For instance, there is an on-going engagement with: architects and interior
designers (on workplaces of the future); economists, econometricians and statisticians (on socio-economic
models and policies); social and behavioural scientists (on usability and interfaces); the voluntary sector (on
social inc1usion);and artists and creative industries (on digital content and expression).This inter-disciplinary
collaboration will be especially valuable in view of the long-term, issues-oriented approach envisaged under
FP6.
Building consensus
Standardisation and industrial consensus are essential t o the rapid development and take-up of ISTThe
Programme reinforces the links t o standardisation and industrial forums t o ensure coherence in EU-wide
technology deployment and in the creation of new open frameworks for fair competition and fast
innovation. Examples are found across the Programme.They include working groups and task forces on
issues such as IPv6, biometric security, and interoperability of business systems. Others are independent
organisations sponsored by the Commission, that promote consensus in areas such as mobile
communications,and transport information infrastructure. In addition, projects and project clusters provide
European contributions t o standardisation bodies (e.g. ETSI, CENICENELEC, ITU working groups), and t o
industry consensus frameworks (e.g. DAVIC, DVB, OMG, IEFT,W3C).
Demonstrating best practice
While the take-up of IST products and services is accelerating, many businesses and organisations remain
unconvinced of the benefits.Take-up actions play an important part in enabling novel IST solutions and
systems t o enter the mainstream.The Programme supports a wide variety of such measures, including best
Practice actions aimed at validating existing solutions; trials of leading edge technologies; and co-ordinated
access to specific knowledge and expertise. For example,the Programme has a portfolio of over 60 projects
that aim t o support new business practices in SMEs (many linked t o eEurope), making this one of the
world's largest digital economy demonstrators. Trials have also been launched, o r are currently being
finalised, in e-health, e-culture, e-government, e-environment, and digital publishing. Other technologySpecific take-up measures target areas such as real-time vision systems, software, microsystems, and
microelectronics.
Creating world-class infrastructure
High-speed networks will open up new possibilities for collaborative learning and research,and their crucial
is acknowledged in both the eEurope Action Plan and the proposals for FP6. The Programme is
financing a major investment in the implementation of a very high performance, pan-European network
Service.Thiswill not only provide a platform for the European research and education community but will
also hprove connectivity between Europe and other regions.

..

Strengheningcompetences and skills
In the face of growing evidence that the IST skills gap is a barrier t n omwth..the Pro~rarnmeis
increasing attention t o improving human capital by developing I
training and competence-building measures in microelectronics

l

Encouraginginternational co-operation
Given the increasingly global nature of IST research, there are I
through international co-operation in ISTrelated RTD activities.'
t
expanding range of international activities. Some of these aim c
IST Programme amongst Candidate Countries and Newly
participates in a series of EU initiatives t o promote the inform
Mediterranean (EUMEDIS), Latin America (@LIS), and Asia (
frameworks (COST, EUREKA andTen-Telecom) are being strer

Towards the Next Framework Progra~
The Commission's suggestion for the next RTD Framework Pro
European Council and Parliament in February 2001 and the re
in May 200 I. FP6 will be a key instrument for the realisation o f t
achieve greater synergy between national research efforts. T
towards this next Framework Programme.

Vlll

Information SocietyTechnologies is an important thematic prio
IST research will aim t o create European added value, stimula
marketplace, and support EU policies. Research will continue t o
,

,

~ntelhgence.
While the specific proposals have yet t o be agreed, in general terms the IST proposal foresees a
continuation of current research on both core technologies and specific applications.The FP6 instruments
are likely t o be different, however.

Developing the core technologies
RTD will address three main technology building blocks:
Pushing the limits of miniaturisation and minimising the costs and power consumption of
microelectronic and micro-systems components. This also involves the exploration of new
materials, such as organic flexible materials for displays and sensors so that they can be placed anywhere,
even in the human body. and take any shape.
Developing rnobile,wireless, optical and broadband communication infrastructuresand computing
technologies that are reliable, pervasive and can be adapted t o accommodate new applications and
services. They will lead t o the next generation internet and will have t o support the exchange of
increasingly large amounts of information. In the next ten years, it is expected that the average household
will be managing terabytes of photos, music, videos, software and
documents.
Developing uselrfriendly interfaces which are intuitive, can
interpret our senses such as speech, vision and touch and that
understand gestures. Preparations will also be made for the next
generation web technologies that make access t o knowledge simpler
and more effective.

Concept for a C6O-based memory
developed under BUN, on FET project

-
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A strong applied and application-specific research effort is foreseen t o address the socio-economic
challengesin an integrated way. Research will aim at:

.
.

Solving t r u s t and confidence problems in the areas of security, privacy, property and individual rights
and dependability.Improving trust in the knowledge society is a key requirement for its development

Addressing societal challenges in areas such as health, inclusion, transport, environment and cultural
heritage, as well as business challenges such as support t o new value chain management, mobile
commerce, and ework tools and processes.This will require multidisciplinary research that ties together

and supports progress in various core IST technologies.
Preparing the Next Generation lnternet
European researchers already enjoy the world's fastest and most extensive research networks, developed
through the GEANT project. Further support for the research networking infrastructure and its extension
will be provided through the Specific Programme: Structuring the ERA.The objective is t o upgrade the
research infrastructure t o beyond 100 G b i t k enabling researchers across Europe t o share knowledge and
collaborate on solving complex scientific problems. Such networks will be a cornerstone towards the
realisation of the ERA.
Upgrading of the infrastructure will be complemented in the IST priority by research on the tools and
applications of knowledge and computing grids that form the basis of the next generation internet.These
will enable the harnessing of computing resources across Europe and will bring them t o the desktop of
any researcher o r engineer. In addition t o scientific computing,work will focus on environment, engineering
and business applications.These will pave the way for the full rollout of the next internet in all fields. Close
articulation is therefore envisaged between the work on the research infrastructure in the relevant specific
programme and the IST priority.

IST Programme in 2002
In 2002. the Programme's activities will focus on consolidating the research effort in domains that require
further support, and on starting t o prepare for the next Framework Programme.
Further support will be provided t o consolidate, complement and extend FP5 activities and results in key
technology fields and in areas that contribute t o reinforcing the eEurope objectives.The Programme will
also support the Community policy on Third Generation Mobile Communications, as presented in the
recent Commission Communication. For this, an intensified effort is foreseen on the development and
testing of innovative 2.5-36 mobile applications and services, and on fostering the rollout of IPv6.

h preparation of FP6, the Programme will bring together and concentrate on activities t o be reinforced in
the next Framework Programme, as outlined above. Specific actions are also foreseen t o mobilise the
research communities, identify research objectives and prepare research roadmaps. In addition, the
Programme will reinforce its effort t o articulate RTD at a European level with initiatives in the Member
and Associated States in all relevant fields. In particular, it will include activities t o encourage collaboration
between Member States' research programmes.
The final Work Programme 2002 is available on ISTweb: www.cordis.lulist

IST projects o t t h e IBC2001 Conference
in Amsterdam

m he following figures provide a snapshot of the IST Programme from various perspectives.The data
reflect the position at October 200 1 (up t o and including the Sixth Call for Proposals) and include

-

retained proposals as well as those projects for which contracts have been signed.
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o RTD project exists in isolation.
While a project team will have specific

Clustering can also help participants improve
return on :-..------- I-..
'- L..

objectives t o meet and problems t o

drawing

toget

overcome, the true value of RTD can only be

developments in

realised if results are shared with other IST

reach critical ma

projects and with relevant interest groups. To

influencing stand;

this end, the IST Programme offers specific

within the E u r o ~

support for activities that facilitate

States.

co-

operation o r coordination between related

CO-opc

prerequisite for c

projects, known as clusters.
Cluster activitie
The objective of clustering is t o achieve

studies of technl

synergy between projects (either RTD o r take-

business issues;

up) that have agreed t o undertake part of their

benchmarking; di

work in close co-operation with one another.

demonstrations

2

This means that projects may decide t o co-

training activities

ordinate their activities in an on-going way,

these activities c:

based on common objectives, because they see

participants of t

an added value and want t o achieve tangible

organisations and

results. Clusters can address action lines, key

projects, and re1

actions, cross-programme themes o r other

RTD programme

areas within the IST Programme.
You can get in\
Clustering is undertaken on a voluntary basis: it

joining an existin,

is up t o project participants t o decide if they

the initiative t o f

want t o cluster o r not. An increasing number

appropriate groi

of projects are doing so, recognising that

Programme prowoes a varlery or rnearis r o

clustering enriches the capabilities of all the

enable you t o assess the opportunities (see

participants

of

box). Since IST projects have only started

know-how.

during 2000, most clusters are still in the

complementary

through
skills

exchange
and

Clusters help IST projects
shore their knowledge

process of being formed or have started only

activities. A proposal for the cluster must be

recent1y.A list of active clusters is maintained

submitted to the Commission, covering only

on ISTweb.

the clustering activities not new RTD.
Applications for project clusters are assessed

Clusters are supported as specific projects

under the continuous submission scheme, with

within the ISTWork Programme.Contracts for

proposals evaluated in batches about every

cluster projects are of two types. For thematic

three months.

networks, the Commission signs a contract
with the network co-ordinator who may

While clusters aim at co-operation between

establish a membership agreement with the

IST projects, other mechanisms aim t o

other participants. Participants from new

stimulate co-operation between various actors

projects can be added t o the thematic

with common RTD objectives. Networks of

network, usually with no additional financial

excellence bring together a critical mass of

support from the Commission. The second

industrial and academic research groups to co-

type of cluster is an accompanying measure, in

ordinate their research and other activities

which the contract is signed between the

towards common strategic goals. Working

Commission and all the participants involved.

groups aim t o

improve the systematic

exchange of information and to forge links
Establishing a new cluster will require you to

between experts and teams. Funding for these

bring together a group of projects who see an

measures is on the same basis as for clusters.

added value in co-ordinating some of their

Finding the right cluster
The 1ST Programme can help you find relevant clusters by providing information on existing
cluster activities and, where relevant, by providing funding for new cluster projects (see main
text).
Information on all current projects is available on ISTweb at: www.cordis.1ulistlprojects.htm.
The project factsheets can be browsed or searched, by using keywords, by using the "Search
1STweb"facility at the bottom of the page.
There are also frequent opportunities to discuss clustering with other projects. Many
programme areas organise meetings 2-3 times per year (oflen

called concertation meetings)

at which projects are invited to come and share their knowledge and experience. These
meetings can be used to discuss with other projects the possibilities of forming a cluster.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-200I VIII. I. I

Project clusters

Commission Contacts:
Web

Marianne Sanders

rnarianne.sanders@cec.eu.int

www.cordis.Iulist/cpt/cpcs.htm

F nvestment in RTD alone is not enough t o
-

I

-

ensure that Europe reaps the benefits of
the Information Society. New IST services

are expensive t o develop and deploy and can
have long lead times. Hence, the risks of being
overtaken by rapid and unforeseen changes in
market conditions are high. In addition t o
research and practical experimentation,
therefore, focused socio-economic research is
needed t o ensure that research priorities
match the future needs and expectations of
businesses, citizens and policy-makers.

I

The IST Programme supports analysis of the
socio-economic context of information and
communications technologies (ICTs) t o
develop a better understanding of the
challenges, impacts and opportunities of the
knowledge-based economy and society. I t also
addresses the conditions under which
sustainable economic development, favourable
employment conditions and secured social
inclusion and protection can develop and
prosper. Bringing together researchers from a

4,.

wide

range

of

disciplines,

the

work

' X i V demonstrates the value of co-operation
between the "hard" and "soft" sciences in
providing new insights on emerging issues.
Research is addressed both at Programme
level, through a Cross Programme Action, and
at Key Action level, through more specific
activities undertaken within particular action
lines.The CPA is concerned specifically with the
macro-economic dimension of the lnformation
Society and with challenges relating t o usability
and the broad adoption of IST solutions. In
particular,the work focuses on the fundamental

economic, societal and social issues highlighted
by the Presidency Conclusions of the Lisbon
European Council and by the eEurope initiative.
A wide rang1
CPA and re
the Program
study of vo
social inclus
effects of cl
systems in E
changing wc
media indl
economic r
(TONIC).
In the light
between thc
exploration
divide is a
requirement
are identifiel
equal oppc
-- -Findings are
policies and for the IST Programme itself. Much
of this work is related directly t o eEurope
priorities and targets.
Understanding users' requirements is another
key theme.To succeed in the highly-competitive
global market, European companies have t o
develop and deploy usable and effective IST
solutions. This
requires
a
detailed
understanding of user needs and, increasingly,
interactions between users and developers
throughout the entire solution lifecycle.
Despite compelling evidence of the benefits of
employing user-centred design methods t o

Best practices for eEurope
The eEurope initiative aims to accelerate the take-up of IST and related services within the EU and
bring the benefits of the lnformation Society within the reach of all Europeans. Identifiing and
promoting best practice is a key step towards these objectives. BEEP is analysing best practices in
four eEurope domains: employment and skills, governance, social inclusion, and regional cohesion.
Data from existing sources is being supplemented by findings from ISTS own RTD projects.The results
are being widely disseminated to policy-makers. Linked services, in the form of best practices,
benchmarking standards and knowledge bases, are also accessible through a user-friendly website.

produce more usable products, such methods

and requirements in European industry has

are still not widely deployed, with the result

been undertaken, and best practice guidance

that most computer systems are unnecessarily
difficult t o use.

and tutorials are being developed. A n
independent organisation will be set up t o

IST's UsabilityNet provides a website and

A related project, PRUE focuses on customer-

support network t o assist organisations with

supplier relationships, and in particular the

usability, user-centred design and process

introduction of usability tests as part of the

improvement. A survey of current practices

procurement process.

support the work once the project ends.

An equal information
society
SIGIS

is

studying

public

and

commercial initiatives to include
women in information and communication technologies and thus the
Information Society. The project aims
to analyse the variety of inclusion
strategies and efforts applied in
different EU-countries, to clarify their
assumptions and dimensions and to
assess their potential and efficiency.
As a result, SlGlS will provide
analytical tools, based on the great
variety of such strategies, that should
help policy-makers, designers and
practitioners'communities to improve

their integration eforts.
veryone should benefit from
Information Society applications

Further
.
-. -..-. .info
...I S T Action Lines:

IST-200I V. 1.7 CPA7

Socio-economic analysis and indicators for
the information society
IST-2000-26224
IST-2001-33356
IST-2000-25400
IST- 1999-20692
IST-2000-26329
IST-2000-25172
IST- 1999-29067
www.usabilitynet.org
ET-2000-25427

Project References:

BEEP
LAW
MUDlA
PRUE
SlGlS
TONIC
USABILITYNET
VSllS

Commission Contacts:
Web

Karl-Heinz Robrock
karl-heinz.robrock@cec.eu.int
www.cordis.lu/ist/cpt/cpa7.htm

m he

-

future success of the European

Information Society depends not only

activities

on

through

having the

best technological

solutions but also on having appropriately

.

teams or

-

academic

qualified people t o design and implement them.
There is already a significant deficit in key ICT

A supple

skills in Europe, t o the extent that skill

transfer

shortages are emerging as a potential barrier t o

between

future progress.

can act
collabora

The quality of, and ease of access to, I C T

these tral

related training within the ICT industries
themselves are a significant factor. In such a

Marie Cu

rapidly

training f

moving

field

even

experienced

professionals have t o continuously update their

doctoral

skillsets t o ensure they stay on top of new

without

developments. Young graduates often need

experienc

specific training t o help them make the

environrr

transition from study t o work.And with new

compete

knowledge emerging all the time, there is a

Examples

need for specific measures t o transfer

elderly

knowledge and skills between academia and

technoloj

industry, and between one academic discipline

xvi

and another.

Still relatively

lime IS

Known aDour approacnes

t o training within the European IT sector. To
The IST Programme helps fight this knowledge

help fill this gap,the Programme has undertaken

gap. A series of measures concerned with

a

continuous professional development aim t o

infrastructures within I T companies and

study

to

identify

existing

training

maintain and enhance the skillsets of graduate

opportunities for improved co-operation. In

personnel in research, industry and other

particular, the study aimed t o analyse the

organisations.

The

establishment

or

development of training infrastructure is

implications

of the growth of in-house

corporate universities for ISTrelated skills

supported, together with multiplier initiatives

development. Focusing on large IT companies

such as training of trainers. On-the-job learning

and training providers, the survey showed an

for experienced and young professionals in

enormous cultural difference between US and

Competence building for computer vision
Having proved itself in manufacturing industry for applications such as quality control, machine vision
technology is now finding uses in other areas. In the information society, image analysis techniques will be
required in a wide range of circumstances. However, as vision systems become more sophisticated, they
become harder to build and test. New systems engineering techniques based on performance
characterisation will be needed.

PCCV is equipping current and future practitioners with the necessary skills to design and test the next
generation of computer vision systems. Around 60 people are being trained in the use of performance
characterisation for computer vision through workshops, supplemented by webbased training materials.

I

European corporations. Whereas the US

For the future, more needs t o be done t o pool

training infrastructures are fairly uniform, the

this wealth of resources so as t o ensure high

European approach is extremely diverse.

quality, industry-relevant training. Measures t o

Training needs, infrastructures and content

this effect are being invited under WP2002 as

differ considerably between organisations and

part of moves towards the European Research

between countries.

Area.

Supporting IST entrepreneurs
ISFBUSINESS TRAlKlT offers IST innovators intensive
training on how to write an investor-winning business plan.
In a one week hands-on crash course, participants start the
process of writing a business plan based on a commercially
proven methodology.This includes lecture sessions, individual
coaching, computer-aided working, and presentations.
Further feedback and advice are available after the course.
Participation is open to all on-going or completed 1ST
projects free of charge, so as to encourage them to join a
new

generation

of

European

technology-based

entrepreneurs.
Shortage of IT skills is a major issue for Europe

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-200 1 VIII. 1.4
IST-2001 VIII. 1.5

Project References:

DALES
LM-ML-IN
PCCV
IST-BUSINSSTRAIN-IT

Improving human capital in IT by competence building
Bridging the IT skills gap through development of
training infrastructures
IST- 1999- 19998
IST- 1999-80024
IST-1999-14159
IST- 1999-29055
wwwtrain-it.org

Commission Contacts:

David Cornwell

david.cornwell@cec.eu.int

he

lnformation

Society

health, intellirnn+

presents

significant opportunities for Europe's

commerce.

regions, enabling them t o improve their

example, is

competitiveness in global markets, create stable

development

jobs and tackle issues of social inclusion.

communities

Disparities between regions mean these

best e-busine:

+-nrnrrrr

r\rctnmc

anrl

a
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opportunities are not evenly spread, however,
yet another manifestation of the Digital Divide.

In Decembe~

Indeed, since the ability of individuals, firms and

Member Statc

public actors t o embrace IST is at least partly

Lyon t o

determined by their local and regional

developments

circumstances, the regional dimension of the

key message

CO

lnformation Society is a particularly important

measures

one.

development

fi

integrated re!

I

1

1

The EU's Structural Funds, and especially the

called on Me

European Regional Development Fund, place an

Structural FUI

increasing emphasis on IS issues. Actions here

capacity t o us

take a programming rather than a project

assess very c

approach.They aim t o leverage knowledge and

which they

technological

other measur

innovation t o support the

development of Europe's regional economies

set

whilst maintaining regional identity. To date

implementatic

more than 100 regions are developing and

improve synergies between the Structural

111 implementing regional IS strategies.

up a

Funds and the Framework Programmes.
features

Within the IST Programme, the regional

prominently in the eEurope Action Plan. Several

dimension is addressed through a variety of

The

regional

perspective

also

of eEurope9s priority themes have a regional

RTD and take-up actions. USHER, for example,

dimension, including those on e-government, e-

is a support initiative for regional development
agencies (RDAs). The project is researching
RDA needs and developing models of best
practice for RDAs in supporting the rapid takeup of IST by SMEs. The outputs will include
tools t o support policy development, training
materials, and the identification of complementary "best of breed" e-commerce software
tools.The package will be rolled out t o the 240
members of the European Association of
Development Agencies (EURADA).
E-MINDER addresses the needs of SMEs in less
developed regions. A network of e-commerce
competence

centres

will

leverage

the

participation of local SMEs in e-commerce and
so enable them t o compete at a global scale.
A wide-ranging investigation of the impact of
the information society on regional economies
is being undertaken by RISESI.The project will
identify metrics and best practices in regional
development, training, social inclusion, and
IST is

regional development

employment based on investigations in five

such as the Local Authorities Telematic
Network Initiative (ELANET), the European

European regions.

lnformation Society Conference (EISCO), the
These and other projects with interests in

European

Regional

lnformation

Society

regional aspects of IST have recently launched

Association (eris@), Telecities, and the Tele

a cluster initiative called eREGEN. This has

Regions Network (TRN).

three objectives. Firstly, t o develop a common
view on electronic business models and how

In addition t o RTD activities, regional take-up

they support regional and other networks.

initiatives are supported through a Cross-

From the regional development perspective,

Programme Action.This supports pilot actions

the cluster will seek common views on the

and demonstrations for regional- o r sector-

transformation required at regional level in

specific approaches t o the digital economy,

work patterns, workers' competencies and

providing clear added value and benefit at a

socio-economic relationships.And in the policy

European level. Emphasis is put on mid- t o

domain it will look at the implications for

large-scale projects enjoying a high degree of

future RTD and for regional policy.

support from key regional players, and which
should be capable of leveraging additional

Much of the Programme's work on e-govern-

private o r public funds from regional, national

ment and on new indicators and statistics also

o r European sources (including Structural

has a strong regional dimension. In addition,

Funds) for a later full deployment.The CPA has

many of the activities are undertaken in

a strong synergy with the eEurope Action Plan.

partnership with established regional networks,

European digital islands
MEDlS is looking at the IST needs of island communities. New models of telecommunications and telematic services are being
evaluated that are suited to the needs of European islands and other isolated or geographically dispersed areas. Participation
of regional governments, local administrations and public bodies through a user group ensures that the results reflea the
characteristics and needs of their regions, and maximise the benefits for their communities. The final result will be a planning
manual to assist European islands in defining and executing their future strategies.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-2001 1.3
IST-2001 11.1.1
IST-2001 CPA7
IST-2001 CPAI I

Project References:

E-MINDER
E-REGEN
MEDlS
RISES1
USHER

Commission Contacts: Valentine Reilly (KA I)

Web

Administrations
Socio-economic analysis
Socio-economic analysis and indicators for
the information society
Regional and sectoral pilot actions and
demonstrations for the digital economy
IST-2000-28403

valentine.reilly@cec.eu.int

Thanassis Chrissafis (KA II)
athanassios.chrissafis@cec.eu.int
Frank Cunningham (CPAI I)
francis.cunningham@cec.eu.int
www.cordis.lu/ist/ka I /administrationslhome.html

he transition t o the new information-

participation. EASIST, for example, supports

~ased economy represents a major

applicants from Slovakia.

:hallenge for the countries of Central,
Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. In these

ENRlN has set up a network of 12 regional

countries both R&D expenditure and average

information nodes (RINS) t o promote the IST

productivity are still lower than the EU average.

Programme in Russia. The RINS provide

IST infrastructure and skills will be essential in

assistance t o potential participants in identifying

enabling these countries t o take full advantage

possible projects,finding consortia partnersand

of the existing strong science base, increase the

preparing proposals. WlSTClS also Dromotes

competitiveness of their industry, and improve

the IST Programme

access t o global technology markets. Thus, for

(Armenia,Azerbaijan

the

international

Russia, and Ukrain~

collaboration in RTD is of strategic importance.

candidate

countries

teleworking and e-b~

The Candidate Countries have been associated

With skills a key iss~

t o the EU Fifth Framework Programme for

accession countries,:

some years now. Others, notably in the Western

training and retraini

Balkans and the newly independent states of the

offers

former Soviet Union, have been linked t o the

businesses wishing

Framework

loosely.

programmers t o

Common problems such as lack of familiarity

countries. TrainlT

with RTD projects, the high cost of proposal

educational and indu

Programme

more

assistance

writing, and limited knowledge of the EU still

Eastern European t o improve IST training in the

deter many high quality organisations from

region. The project will set up e-learning

X X applying. Several projects aim t o overcome

environments and deliver experimental training

these obstacles by raising awareness of the IST

courses on software application development

Programme

and IT business consulting.

The
a partne

and

providing

'mmme:
Europe

support

for

Other projects provide a platform for sub-

Focused socio-economic

regional initiatives o r programmes. The South

undertaken. BIT-HOUSE NET is studying the

research is also

Eastern Europe Information Society Measure

usage of IST by SMEs in the Baltic region and

(SEEISM) is a set of co-ordinated activities t o

disseminating best practices. And the use of

support the IS in the Balkan region. lnterB1T has

teleworking solutions in business and research

helped t o establish networks of IS actors across

between EU and NIS countries is being

the region and led t o a cross-programme

promoted by TELESOL.

platform upon which t o plug more specialised
thematic actions.Around a dozen projects and

While regional and sub-regional

domain-specific networks and accompanying

activities have an important part t o play, the

support

measures are currently supported under

true measure of success will be when such

SEEISM tackling issues within the Balkan

actions are no longer needed.The participation

context.These include: a best practice network

of organisations from candidate countries in

on

new IST proposals is steadily increasing

e-business tecnnologies and servlces

(SEED); professional development of librarians

(currently 44%),and in the most recent calls the

in Central & Eastern Europe and the Balkans

success rate of candidate countries reached the

(CELIP); and a network for mathematics for

same level as the EU (around 26%). In addition,

industrial applications (MATHIND). Further

many existing IST projects are being extended

proposals are currently being evaluated as a

t o admit new partners from within the region.

result of calls during 200 l.

1

The eVikings ore coming!
eVlKlNGS helps leading Estonian 1ST research organisations to establish better links within European innovation networks, and
to disseminate EU and Estonian RTD results. The project will create a virtual network of excellence for IST in Estonia.

In the short term, eVlKlNGS will strengthen Estonian links with the IST Programme, starting with co-operation with its
neighbours around the Baltic Sea. It will also assist the Estonian community in joining in co-operative projects within the IST
Programme, and ofer advice to the Estonian administration on national research and technology policies.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

Project References:

Commission Contacts:

Web

ISF2001 11.1.1
ISF2001 V111.1.6

Socio-economic research
Enabling RTD co-operation with Newly
Associated States

ADONIS
BIT-HOUSE NET
CELIP
eVlKlNGS
MATHIND
SEED
TELESOL
TrainlT
WlSTClS

IST-2000-28031
IST--1999-29030
IST-1999-29083
IST-2000-26452
IST-2000-26015
IST-I 999-29060
IST-1999-29038
IST-2000-2818 1
IST-1 999- 14 106

www.eurotex.org/NewAdonis

www.irc.ee

www.ednes.org/wistcis

Michel Bosco
michel.bosco@cec.eu.int
Jean-Yves Roger
jean-yves.roger@cec.eu.int
Erik Habers
erik.habers@cec.eu.int
www.cordis.lulinco2/srclp-candid.htm

OST is a framework for international

I

'V

COST TlST Actions have established a unique

co-operation between nationally-funded

Europe-wide pool of networked knowledge in

RTD activities, for which the RTD

specific fields of research. They contribute t o

Framework Programmes play a supporting

the education of young scientists, and allow

role. COST now covers 33 European countries

European researchers t o build crucial expertise

and 17 scientific and technical domains, one of

through short-term scientific missions and

them being Telecommunications, Information

exchanges. Significant contributions have also
been

Science and Technology (COST TIST).

made t o

international

relevant

European

standards

and

bodies

In COST each participant obtains their own

(CENICENELEC, ETSl and ITU), in areas such

research funding, in most cases from national

as radio propagation, network management,

RTD programmes and from industry. EU funds

mobile communic

are used t o cover the additional costs

future of the inter

associated with co-ordination. O n average, the
COST FP5 funding constitutes about 5% of the

As a highly succ

overall RTD budget for COST Actions. These

with EU participa

co-ordination costs cover aspects such as a

model for future

secretariat, meetings, seminars and workshops,

the European Res

short-term scientific missions, and publications.
COST TlST Actions address basic research
issues and typically combine European centres
of excellence with related industrial actors in a

XI1

-

framework with common research objectives.
activities and timescale. Overall, 28 Actions are
currently operational, grouped in 8 Research
Domains. More than 2000 leading scientists are

Over recent years, CUS l Actions L40 and L68 have made major

involved in these Actions within COST and

contributions in the area of optical networking and photonic

non-COST countries.

components. The projects developed the widest tuneable DBR
(distributed bragg reflector) laser, which will enable further increases in

This wide-ranging co-operation has only been
possible due t o the unique nature of COST,

bandwidth through optimising optical communications.

which allows widely different RTD funding
streams t o be combined within a common

The work has resulted in significant commercial spin-offs. A new

overall framework. Industry, in particular,

company,Altitun, was formed to exploit the tuneable laser and currently

appreciates the flexible IPR scheme which does

employs over 2 0 0 people. In the late nineties, researchers collaborating

not oblige participants t o vest sensitive IPR
information into the co-operation. Close co-

I

in COST 2 4 0 set up another company, Opto Speed SA, to commercialise

operation is also ensured with related IST

new designs for semiconductor optical amplifiers.And a third start-up,

Programme activities and COST contributes t o

Optillion, is currently investigating the application of results on high

international enlargement of the IST research

speed lasers within the next generation of 10 Gbitls Ethernet systems.

community.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

IST-200I VIII. 1.7

Enabling RTD co-operation with third countries

Commission Contacts: Peter Wintlev-Jensen
peter.wintlev-jensen@cec.eu.int
Web
www.cordis.lulcost/srcltisthome.htm

G

MEs are the lifeblood of the European

Programme.

The

network

disseminates

economy, being the main source of

information about the Programme through

growth and new jobs.They have much

workshops and conferences, complementing

key barriers, such as finding the right

organises international partner brokerage

for their needs, protecting their
accessing suitable means of finance.

events.An online partner search facility is also

/PR,
Recognising the specific challenges for SMEs,

offered, targeted at specific calls and tasks.

the IST Programme places special emphasis on

As the Programme moves towards maturity,

measures t o promote innovation through

the volume of information on results arising

e + & i n g RTD results.

from projects is increasing substantially. To

b

, p i n from greater use of IST but first have t o

national

awareness-raising

efforts,

and

ensure effective access t o and exploitation of
such measures are SME Exploratory

this information, a new service, IST Fair, will be

Awards (EAs) and SME Co-operative Research

launched in early 2002. This will provide a

TWO

(CRAFT). EAs cover part of the cost of

unique and highly visible access point t o a range

developing SME partnerships and RTD ideas

of web-based services designed t o extend the

which show great innovation potential. These

reach of

innovations

generated

by the

could be the basis for future collaborative

Programme t o a much larger community of

research (RTD) proposals o r co-operative

users. Key target groups include investors and

research (CRAFT) proposals.The latter allow

the media, as well as intermediaries, and end-

SMEs with limited o r no in-house R&D

users in a variety of business sectors.

capability to entrust the necessary research t o
third parties.
In addition, various activities aim t o encourage
SMEs t o take-up novel technologies and
approaches in thematic areas such as ecommerce.

usability,

new

media,

and

microelectronics. Specific actions are described

Recognising IST innovation

in relevant articles in this book.

Now in its seventh year, the European 1ST Prize is an award for groundOther measures aim t o broker partnerships

breaking products that represent the best of European innovation in

between

information technology. It provides public recognition and a highly visible

current

or

potential

project

participants and t o improve awareness about
the Programme and its results. Ideal-IST, for

profile to entrepreneurial teams that excel in generating novel ideas and

R&D, and converting them into marketable products.The high standards

instance, is a network of experts in 31
European countries (all EU member states and

of applicants and the competitive screening procedure for selecting the

associated countries) which provides help for

winners make this a distinguished prize for new IFdriven products. The

companies wishing t o participate in the IST

prize scheme is organised by the European Council ofApplied Sciences
and Engineering (Euro-CASE), and awarded at the annual IST
Conference.

urther info
iT Action Lines:

IST-2001 V111.1 .E

Dissemination and awareness of IST programme result!

karl-heinz.robrock@cec.eu.int
:ornrnission Contacts: Karl-Heinz Robrock
Ve b
SMEs: www.cordis.lulinnovation-smeslhome.html

Ideal-IST:www.ideal-ist.net
European IST Prize: www.it-prize.org

p

iven the increasingly global nature of

strategies

information

communication

infrastructure

are significant

partner countries

and

'3technologies. there

acros!
W

benefits t o be gained for the EU through

connection to th

international co-operation in ISTrelated RTD

speed network. 11

activities. Collaboration with researchers from

regional IS pilot

outside the EU can help achieve global

proposals, of wh

consensus on interoperability and standards.

funding. The projf

International co-operation also promotes the

application areas

exchange

health, tourism anc

of

scientific

information

and

F

technological know-how worldwide.
Latin America is

I
l
I
I

i~

Like other Fifth Framework programmes, the

strong links with the €U. Building on recent

IST Programme is open to researchers from

dialogue under the EUROLATIS initiative, the

across Europe under association agreements

Commission has proposed a new programme

between the EU and the individual countries

called @LIS as a basis for Euro-Latin American

concerned. Researchers from each of the

collaboration. @LIS will include demonstration

"associated" countries can submit proposals

and take-up projects t o be monitored within

for IST research projects and receive funding

the IST Programme, in priority areas such as

under the Programme on essentially the same

health, tourism, transport, urban development,

basis as EU participants. In addition, a number

and e-governance. Measures to adapt the

of other countries around the world have

regulatory environment, foster education and

science

co-operation

training, and improve connectivity between the

agreements with the EU, either already in force

two regions will also be supported. The

and

technology

or due to enter into force shortly. These

initiative is expected t o be launched officially at

agreements also allow researchers from other

the EU-Latin America Summit in Spring 2002.

countries to participate in the IST Programme,
although each must bring their own funding.
Likewise. EU researchers may participate in
corresponding research activities funded by

Diving aid surfaces successfully

those countries but must fund themselves.
International co-operation actions within the
IST Programme aim to build awareness of the

In the diving industry, awareness about divers'safety is greater than ever.
Currently, most accidents occur due to divers getting lost on their way back

Programme and facilitate the formation of

to the support vessel. Providing them with a simple but efficient homing

project consortia that include partners from

system will drastically decrease the number of diving accidents.

third countries and the associated states.
Support is provided for activities such as
working groups; thematic, information and
partnering networks; regional information

The EyeSea has been developed to provide recreational divers with an
advanced navigational system especially designed to get them back safely
to their starting point It consists of an acoustic transmitter and individual

centres; and the organisation of events.

small size acoustic receivers worn by each diver on their wrist.The acoustic
The EU-MEDIS Programme promotes IST
related

co-operation

within

the

Euro-

Mediterranean region, and is the largest
initiative ever undertaken by the European

transmitter generates acoustic pulses beyond the audible band.
Development of the system, which was supported under INCO projed
EURIDICE, took 1 7 months.

Commission in the development of the global
of

In 2000, companies from France, Germany, Morocco and Egypt formed o

Mediterranean Information Society Focal

new company named XIOS to commercialise the results, which is now

information

society.

a

network

Points is being created which will work with
government agencies to develop harmonised

marketed under the tradename EyeSea.
/

For Asia, the main co-operation mechanism is

on joint initiatives that enable a pooling of

the Asia IT&C Programme. The Programme

expertise. Smart MEIJI, for example, is a joint

aims to create Europe-Asia IST partnerships by

initiative between the European smart card

improving links between the two regions. Its

industry

activities cut across eight IST application areas:

organisations. The project will promote the

and

Japanese

card

agriculture, education, health, transport,

exchange of scientific information between the

society, tourism,

e-

two regions and address issues relating to

commerce. Currently, 13 projects have been

interoperability and standardisation. USAnet is

selected for funding with others being

a portal to support closer co-operation in RTD

manufacturing, and

evaluated. The Commission is also supporting

between the EU and the US. It provides

EuroChina 2002, a major conference and

information

exhibition taking place in Beijing in April 2002.

opportunities, RTD funding, and a partner-

on

search database.
Co-operation

with

other

industrialised

countries is also encouraged, with an emphasis

The IST PI--

smart

technology

transfer

I ne

new servlces are nor only mome Dur also more meramwe ana Dersonallsea. In m e overloaaea

information world, people need help to
and multimedia encoding, for example, ;
personal preferences and store the prog

l

-.-

earning today is no longer confined t o

Access t o lifelong learning solutions for a wide

institutions such as schools, colleges,

variety o f user groups is addressed by

unwers~ties, companies o r training

FELLOWS. N e w distance learning services are
being developed and validated for those who

centres. N e w technologies and tools offer
learners greater flexibility, easier access t o
information and the opportunity t o match

-

-Preparing for life outside

learning t o t h e r specific needs, circumstances

-

-

---*

and learnmg profile.The home is increasingly
important as a learning environment for many

Prisons are a challengrng environment for

citizens, including disadvantaged groups such

I. rrrsoners typically have

limited access to technology, as well as beinj social isolated and poorly

as the unemployed o r people with special

motivated. HER0 is investigating the use of 15;T applications and services

needs, and those in remote o r isolated
locations. Learning is becoming significant in

to help offenders rehabilitate. The target groups are first offenders

other

between 18-25 years old, typically await in^ sentence or on remand. and

contexts

too, from

prisons and

community centres t o care homes.

prisoners due for release.
I

Technology has a key role t o play in facilitating
access t o lifelong learning for all.The challenge

A package of health services shows inmates how to deal with issues such

l

is t o develop solutions that offer high quality

as depression, drugs, and sexual hea1th.And learning services allow them

learning services t o adults in a motivating and

to assess their skills and access back-to-work initiatives. Delivered mainly

encouraging way. Such

through the internet, the services are being piloted at eight institutions in

services

should

support the learner's continuous personal

Germany, Greece, Italy and UK.

1

helping them t o define their personal learning

Also dealing with young prisoners, HOPE is developing interactive training

1

goals and t o manage the learning process.

programmes that involve a high degree of experimental participation and

development in both their private and
professional lives. This means, for instance,

2

I

Services should also enable the easy and
widest possible remote access t o innovative
learning environments, including help in
accessing content and direct support from a
human tutor. Brokerage of relevant learning
services, and support for the assessment and
recognition of acquired skills also need t o be
considered.
Within the IST Programme, new ICT-based
approaches t o lifelong learning are addressed
within the Learning Citizen cluster. This
initiative embraces new systems and services
t o support lifelong learning for individuals
outside formal education and training settings.
The research aims towards intelligent, userfriendly solutions with innovative integration
of emerging technologies. Following a call in

2000, nine projects were selected. These
develop robust web portal architectures and
design-for-all interfaces for life long learning
and address

in particular

social

skills,

innovation in digital resource sharing on the
web, and reducing social exclusion for
underprivileged groups.

self-assessment.

1

.--

p
-

-

need access t o education and training outside

newest mobile technologies in learning and

of formal education settings. Specific target

come up with pedagogically sound solutions.

groups are women at home with low
educational attainment, marginalised young

The effects of ISTenabled distance learning

people, immigrants, and illiterates. A t a

on teacher-student communication is studied

technical level, the work focuses on design of

by PedCare. While IST can bring many

a technology platform and user interface

benefits for the students, the teacher's

based on open standards, such as XML,]ava

response capacity can be stretched t o the

and Flash.

limit. As mobile devices become more

NEMO focuses on lifelong learning for the

worse. PedCare's methodology, known as

deaf, mentally disordered and elderly. The

Learning Relationship

project is elaborating the lifelong educational

improve relationships between learners and

prevalent, the situation seems sure t o get
Manager, aims t o

needs of these groups and defining a web-

teachers by optimising use of the new

based

technologies.

support

model.

This

will

be

Information

flows

and

implemented through a web platform and

communication processes will be managed by

associated tools, and tested in real-world

supporting tools based on CRM concepts.

cases. EDCOMNET is a virtual community
platform for adult learners. I t will act as a

These and other projects with interests in

portal stimulating the active learning of social

lifelong learning issues are supported by the

skills, developing creativity,

autonomous

opinion forming and decision-making. m-

Learning Citizen Cluster Node project
LCCN.

Learning will investigate the usability of the

A marKet for lifelong learning
A marketplace for lifelong learning is being created by METACAMPUS.The
I

portal will support individuals in the selection, purchase and use of learning
resources best suited to their lifelong learning needs, preferences and
profile. Such a portal will provide end-users with a high-quality means of
solving their learning needs.Additionally, an intelligent brokerage service will
ofer providers access to new markets for educational resources.

Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

IST-200 1 111.2
EDCOMNET
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METACAMPUS
NEMO
PED-CARE
PROMENTHEUS
commission Contacts:
Web

]ens P Christensen
wwwproacte.com

Education and training
IST-2000-26037
IST-2000-26247
lST2000-26274
IST-2000-2627I
IST-200 1-33539
IST-2000-25270
IST-2000-263 14
IST-2000-25308
IST-2000-25417

oad accidents continue t o carry a
toll in Europe. Every year then
more than 1.6 million road accide
the EU, involving over I million injuries a1
000 deaths. Around 95% of road acci
involve some form of human error and in :
three-quarters of cases the driver is so11
blame, for example through excessive spe
by misjudg~ngroad o r weather conditions
@

'

Increased road safety through the in trod^
of more efficient active safety systen
vehicles is a key target in the eEurope P
Plan. By the end of 2002,all new cars sold
EU should be equipped with active I
systems, with an additional target of red
fatal accidents by 50% from their current
by 20 1 O.This requires extensive RTD effo~
the Community and industry, co-oper
with all stakeholders in Europe and
regulatory and policy actions by
Commission and the Member States.
Safety requires a systems approach which
into account interactions between the h\
the vehicle, the environment incl
vulnerable road users, and the tran
infrastructure. Passive safety systems, su
airbags and safety-conscious design, ail
minimise o r mitigate the consequences
impact, and have largely reached their I
Preventive systems, such as better inform
on weather and accidents, and post-acc
emergency services (e.g. the E- 1 12 initi;
also have their part t o play. Most attention,
however, now focuses on the use of active
safety systems t o support the driver in both
routine and emergency driving tasks.

sensors with a wider range of functions,
improved performance, and the application of
data fusion approaches so as t o give a better
overall picture of the driving environment.

h

; Supporting European markets for active safety
I

1
ADASE I1 is a support initiative that will prepare the ground for the widespread introduction
of active safety and other ADAS within the European automotive market. Lead by the
European Council for Automotive R&D (EUCAR), the project is mobilising a wide range of
industrial actors and other stakeholders so as to ensure early product spin-offs from ADAS
research. Activities include surveys and roadmaps to monitor status and trends in ADAS
technologies, expert workshops on technologies and related socio-legal issues, and leading E U
actions in relation to harmonisation and standards. Results are widely disseminated through
newsletters, reports, workshops and web services.

,

'

Amongst the most recent projects in this area,
AWAKE focuses on systems t o monitor a

rescue, partly through use of the E- l 12 panEuropean emergency service. Highly advanced

driver's alertness and awareness of his
surroundings. CYBERCARS is looking at
electronic tow-bar systems for autonomous

radar and stereoscopic video sensors are being
developed under DENSETRAFFIC. And
RESPONSE II is investigating legal and social
aspects of ADAS, including codes of practice,

,I,;,,;~-

in

snrh-n

-VPI?IC

AlnFR
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cost-benefits and likely accident reduction.

New attributes
for digital maps

L

l

A key requirement in the development of intelligent transport systems
is enhanced geographical databases
that can interface to vehicle-based
ADAS. NextMAP is evaluating the use
of enhanced databases of digital
maps compatible with the next
generation of ADAS. The work
involves

identifying

new

map

database requirements for future
ADAS and other ITS opplications.The
technical and economic feasibility of
these new maps is being evaluated
and tested, and results formulated in
terms of technical specifications.

Intelligent transport systems
IST-2000-280I 0
IST-2000-28058
IST-2000-28062
IST-2000-28487
IST-2000-29638
ISF 1 999- 1 1 206
~

Commission Contacts:
Web

L

~
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David Callahan
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L
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n the IST-enabled world that

IS

now

PACKAG

emerging, users will be able t o interact wlth

concept

systems and applications in ways that are

point-of-s

easier and more natural than ever before.This

food, d r

prospect

intelligen

is

particularly

significant

for

1

individuals with special needs. It opens the way

develope

t o systems that are more interactive and

TALKINC

adaptable t o the user's specific circumstances

standard

and significantly improve the individual's quality

powerful

of life.

Existing

1

technolog
In

the

area

of

assistive

technology

(technologies which help t o compensate for

cost and
box).

functional limitation), a new generation of
intelligent assistive systems and devices is

One in t e

emerging that are easily adaptable t o the

of hearin;

individual's needs. Such systems aim t o support,

BlueEar i!

enhance, augment o r replace the individual's

based on

functional capabilities, including cognitive and

Bluetoott

sensory abilities.

with he;

Within the IST Programme, work is underway

sound. AI

on

that will

hearing a
the

development

of

multi-sensorial

interfaces and systems, in areas such as

include a

mobility,

transportation.

products

manipulation, vision and hearing as well as

manufactl

orientation.

secure home, recreational and working
environments.The projects capitalise on recent

Other pr'

advances in intelligent user interfaces and

touch-ser

personal devices capable of self-adaptation.The

blind peo

development of mobile, user-friendly interfaces,

and GRA

technologies and systems is also covered. Long-

systems

term research on the improvement of impaired

amputees

human functionality is also addressed.

The artificial eye
Genetic visual diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa, are a common medical condition.
OPTlVlP aims to optimise an implantable visual prosthesis, comprising a miniature artificial
eye attached to the person's spectacles and an implanted stimulator. The projea will create
an optimised and fully validated optic nerve visual prosthesis that will enable the user to
recognise patterns, detect obstacles, and detect, identifi and grasp selected objects.
OPTlVlP follows on from a previous EU-supported project to develop an implantable visual
prosthesis, which resulted in an individual with retinitis pigmentosa receiving a prototype
device in 1998.

1

1

Barcodes t h a t t a l k
Reading dificulties are a common
disability, experienced by a wide range
of people from the dyslexic and visually

impaired, to the elderly and people with
learning problems. These groups ofien
have to rely on friends, companions or
strangers to gain information from
written texts. An

easy means of

accessing information without the need
for additional human intervention is an
important step in giving the readingimpaired greater freedom within the
community.
TALKING BARCODES is developing an
my-to-use and low-cost handheld
device to transform two-dimensional
barcode

information

into

audible

speech. Such a system offers a wide
range of potential applications for
people with reading dificulties. The
concept could also lead to evolutionary
levelopments and adaptations, for
aample by allowing data input through
N e w types of barcodes will help
people with special needs

wireless connection or by reading the
nformation from a radio frequency tag

f the application requires this.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:
Project References:

IST-2001 1.2

Persons with special needs, including the disabled and
the elderly
BLUEEAR
IST-2000-2637 1
ENORASI
IST-2000-2523 I
http:llenorasi.systema.gr
FASTY
IST-2000-25420
www.fortec.tuwien.ac.atlfasty
GRAB
IST-2000-261 5 1
www.grab-eu.com
MAPS
IST-2000-275 19
OPTlVlP
IST-2000-25145
www.dice.ucl.ac.be/optivip
PACKAGE
IST- 1999- I2223
TALKING BAR-CODES IST- 1999-550 15
www.tni.be

Commission Contacts: Franqois junique
francois.junique@cec.eu.int
Web
www.cordis.lulis~kaIlspecial-needslhome.htm1

raditional models of publis
dissemination as the final si

-

publishing process.

lnforr

packaged and delivered t o the m
accessed by whoever is interested i
the overloaded multimedia

WO

refined, personalised approaches t o a
are needed. Together, the trend2
increased bandwidth, media cor
multiple access, mobility and persol
devices present a tremendous oppo
personalised content and services.
represent a substantial challenge,
emerging business models are

lllure

complex than current personalisation solutions
can cater for.

effort needled in internet
searching.

8

C-WEB

is

Personalisation is not the same as customi-

concerned with a generic

sation. Customisation is a supply-side product

and

strategy, where the content provider adapts

platform

oper1

technology

a

key

element

in

maintaining

a

competitive product portfolio. PEACH is
developing a tool for the production and

support

delivery of personalised media services

and specifies interactive digital products and

information exchange within

that covers the entire publishing value

services for specific target markets. W i t h

virtual corn

chain. The tool allows editor to acquire

personalisation, on the other hand, users

commerce,

themselves modify the interactive service t o

focuses on :i framework for

suit their own individual purposes. Such

personalisec

approaches can be applied t o various scenarios
-

business-to-business, business-to-consumer,

to

retrieval techniques. It also supports the

catalogues

based

standards

and

on

packaging and delivery of personalised

open

content to meet customers'requirements,

consumer-to-consumer - and t o services as

specification:S. And OPELIX

well as content.

is

The IST Programme supports a series of
projects

concerned

with

personalised

developing

generate

"intelligent

applications"

with

-..LL-..*

pay-per-view models, etc). investigations

copyright protection, certi-

into the feasibility of these business

schemes.

over the internet.The new software tools will

'--l..A'-*--I--:--!
r-U A : n---rrrrruurrrg Lerrrrlrrur hupport \or urllercrrr

mation offerings, including

multimedia content and services. For instance,

allow authors, designers and publishers t o

to

business models (e.g. integration of ads,

fication

IMAGEN targets tools for the personalised

tools

support personalised infor-

publishing, delivery and authoring solutions for

publication and distribution of digital content

information proactively using agent-based

and

payment

models are also being undertaken.

-

rhe boundaries of learning are changing

and services. These activities aim t o enhance

hand

human learning and cognitive processes and

technological developments, such as the

anticipate future needs of individual learners.

all the time. O n the

one

internet, mobile communications and virtual

The research is expected t o contribute t o an

environments, create possibilities t o support

overall advancement of the state of the art and

learningin new ways. In addition our definitions

should help build a multidisciplinary community

of learning are changing,as we gain new insights

of European researchers. Projects are being

into how people learn and what they need t o

selected following a call under WP200 I.

learn to adapt t o changing economic and social
conditions.Thereis a growing concern amongst

The research action on e-Learning Futures, is

educationalists about

widening gap

part of a broader vision, provisionally entitled

between educational theories and existing

Next Steps in Learning Future, providing the

the

learning environments.These tend t o be driven

bridge linking t o the future scenarios of

mainly by technological advances rather than

"ambient intelligence". However, research into

educational objectives.We need t o stand back

how human learning and cognitive process can

and re-examine the relevance of current

be enhanced through

mainstream activities in educational IST in the

important aspect is not enough.To materialise

light of new thinking.

ICT, although an

such a vision, research has t o be complemented
with Community-building support measures,

This need t o re-think the future in terms of the

such as networks of excellence, independent

fundamentals of education and training is

associations, summer

schools

and wide

probably the most vivid idea emerging from the

dissemination activities aiming at promoting the

workshops on the Future European RTD

assimilation of the new concepts by individuals

Agenda For Advanced Learning Environments.

and organisations.

These workshops were held in
2000 with a wide participation of
experts

from

technological.

cognitive, social and pedagogical
sciences, representing industry
and acadernia. They concluded
that, in view

of

the

rapid

evolui:ion of ICT and the
unfoldling vision of eEurope, the
time vvas right t o establish a long-

l

term research action addressing
the f ilture priorities in IST for
educaltion and training.
This

perspective is already
reflect:ed in the IST Programme's
initiative on e-Learning Futures. I t

8

supports experimental, longer
term
research
into
next
gener;ation e-learning systems

Further info
IST Action Lines:

IST-2001 111.2.2

Commission Contacts: Carlos Oliveira
Web
www.proacte.com

e-Learning Futures
carlos.oliveira@cec.eu.int

Social and economic changes
require new approaches t o learning

9

r

oday's television viewer has no short
of

I

choice.

Over

recent

ye

developments in satellite and cable h
brought dozens of channels into the h01
New generation digital TV services, delive
via satellite, cable and terrestrial networks,
pushing the choice up into the hundreds.
how are the users expected t o find what t
are looking for amongst this channel overlo
And why can't the programmes be m
interactive?
Future technological developments may sc
the problem. Interactive digital video
expected t o make a big breakthrough over
next

few

years. An

industry-suppor

standard for interactive digital video compl)
with the DVB-MHP specifications was issuec
2000, suggesting commercialisation within

EU from about 2002. This technology
enable the viewer t o be actively involved anc
influence the programmes in a way he want
User acceptance of these new services
depend on the quality of the interacl
support available. Faced with hundreds
channels and thousands of services access
through set-top boxes, web-PCs and o t
devices, users will need new tools t o g~
them through the maze of information. So
and ethical issues also arise, such as the
need for safeguards for rated content
(i.e. that requiring parental consent),
and the use of users' profiles for highly
personalised

advertising

and

promotion.
Research has important contributions
t o make. New electronic programme
and service guides will enable users t o
filter and access content more easily.
New tools will be required t o search,
select, access and manage a wide and
diverse range of content.These could
cater for a variety of different delivery
channels, including hard disk storage,
set-top-boxes, and high speed lnternet
access. N e w interface designs will
make services easier t o use. Metadata
schemes

will

searches for

enable
video

on-the-fly

content

and

-

r ith healthier lifestyles and advances in

widening of

medical treatment, more and more of

for people

us can expect t o live into very old

specific neec

W

age. While many old and very old people are

impairment

able t o enjoy full and active lives, others require

systems usef

regular and on-going care which must be

and mobile t

\

provided either by carers o r the health

importance

services.The challenge is t o enable the elderly

discriminatio~

t o continue t o live independently without the

deaf o r hard-

impairments that arise from growing old.
WISDOM, fc
Assistive

technologies

and

sophisticated

information technology can together improve

for

the quality of life of older people with

information.

impairments. Similarly, technology can help

enabled sys

more

compression

independent lives. This not only makes a

the project v

people

with

disabilities

to

live

difference t o the well-being of the elderly and

communicati~

disabled, but also improves their economic

sign

circumstances. Research in IST will play a

development

crucial role in permitting access t o education,

the needs o

employment and leisure activities and in

interaction.

enlarging

I2

mobile solut~
people

the

possibilities

for

langu;

social

participation and inclusion.

CONFIDEN'
environment

Current work being undertaken by the

I t will providc

Programme addresses personal care, mobility

organisations

and communication, improved access t o a wide

personal, soc

range of services, and greater participation in

GPRS and UI

social and community activities, including

environment

extending

employment

and

learning

opportunities.

users withir
supports i n d ~

Today, the web is an essential medium for

Many people

communication. Several projects focus on the

form of m

Virtual signing for the deaf
People who are profoundly deaf and for whom sign language is their first language often experience difficulties
accessing information, entertainment, and public and educational services. Many people who have been deof from a
young age find it difficult to acquire knowledge of spoken languages and hence have below average reading abilities.
ViSiCAST aims to improve access to information and services for the deof who use sign language. Virtual humans
(avatars) capable of generating European deof sign languages are being developed and applied across a variety of
media, including broadcast television, the World Wide Web, and multimedia. Results are expected to include a live
signing system for television using avatars, signing from motion capture video, and a semi-automatic text-to-signing
translator accessed from a web browser. Potential applications range from broadcasting to face-to-face service
transactions in retail stores and post offices.
p

-- - --

DOCQHOME is utilising Bluetooth, GPRS and

From a design-for-all perspective, IRIS is

UMTS technologies as the basis for a low-cost,

investigating the suitability of a range of

easy-to-use interactive monitoring system that

multimodal

will teach patients how t o monitor their own

incorporating the requirements of users with

tools

and

methods

for

healthcare. Also in the area of home-based

special needs in internet-based systems and

care, MEDICATE is looking at systems t o

services. And CONSENSUS is exploring, at a

automatically control, store and dispense

pan-European level, the feasibility of using IST

prescribed medication.

tools t o assess the driving abilities of drivers
with special needs.

porting social care
rgeing population is a critical problem for European
I. With

increasing life expectancy, greater numbers of

IST can help the elderly
live independent lives

e are requiring social care over

ded periods, far

out-stripping the

ble resources.
addresses the escalating demand for
care amongst the elderly. A suite of
services is being developed to aid

7 t h

~ r okf social assistants and to introduce
y

persons

to

supportive

IST

.ations. The services include video
.encing,

alarms,

surveillance,

mlised assistants, household services,
ainment and education, all supported
the

DVEMHP

digital W platform.

lent sofiware

agents and simplified

?interfaces

are

also

important

nts of the research.

Further info
lST Action Lines:

Pr

IST-2001 1.2

Persons with special needs, including the disabled
elderlv

ealth is one of the most important

holding

aspects of our lives. One only has t o

suppor

look at the number of magazine

exampl

features on health and well-being, the bestselling books on health and lifestyle, and the

Obesi~

wealth of health information on the internet,to

countri

appreciate that people have a genuine interest

populat

in looking after their health. Still three out of

extent.

four Europeans d ~ eas a result of either

chronic

cardiovascular diseases o r cancer, however.

expect;

Many of these deaths could be prevented if

predisp

people paid greater attention t o lifestyle-

targete

related factors such as smoking, nutrition,

groups

physical exercise, social relationships, and the

their

environment.

others

I

control
IST has a key part t o play in encouraging

weight-

citizens t o adopt appropriate lifestyle changes.

approal

A new generation of innovative, secure and

invest~g

portable health systems will be able t o provide

treatmf

people with personalised information and

treatmf

guidance at home, work, school o r on the
sports

14

health lifestyle-related

Weight

products and services, in areas such as nutrition

measur

and physical exercise, will facilitate information

non-inv

flows

field. And

between

individuals,

medics

and

paramedics, and the healthy lifestyle industry.
The

is devc
compo:

IST Programme's w o r k on health

-

--

promotion and disease prevention aims t o
support citizens in their efforts t o stay healthy.

Turning on t o the health channel

Such systems should allow all individuals,
including those predisposed t o diseases, t o
respond t o risk factors

(such as high

cholesterol level o r high blood pressure) by
actively supporting lifestyle changes.The work

HEALTHSAT is developing a platform for a new health multimedia service.
Health education and lifestyle programmes will be distributed via the first
integrated satellite, web and WAPIUMTS ( S W ) platform. Services will be

focuses on portable and secure systems for

accessible through satellite and internet direct-to-home digital f l PCs and l,

citizens t o monitor their health, as well as

mobile terminals. Full compliance to all recently published standards

personalised,user-friendly solutions for general
health information and guidance.

(MPEG-4, MPEG-7, DVBRCS) will allow simultaneous access to both

l

1

,

,

'

1

!

interactive streamed video, and anywhere, anytime access to programmes ,
Among the most recent projects, H-LIFE

l

and services.

addresses the issue of quality in health
information. While many sources of health

New techniques for producing programmes are also being investigated, i

information exist, there is no single co-

matching the requirements of broadcasting (digital television), multicasting

ordinated source of such guidance.The project
is developing an easy-to-use system which will

(satellite) and narrowcasting (web). Health content is particularl~

provide "certified" guidance on maintaining a

appropriate for testing the S

healthy lifestyle. I t

criteria demanded in this field: quality, credibility, security, confidentiality,

comprises t w o large

knowledge repositories, one containing qualityassured health information and the other

W platform because of the wide range of

plus multi-cultural and multi-lingual requirements.

- -

1

for different parts of it (arms, legs, trunk) at

measurements themselves at home. I t will be

home, surgery, clinic o r hospital.The solution

equipped with adapted software for easy

will comprise two different systems. One will

interpretation by the patients and will have the

be for the PC platform t o be used by the

ability t o connect via an RS232 serial port with

doctors and their patients in healthcare

an external PC and printer. This second

centres, surgeries o r clinics.The second system

equipment will be more dedicated t o healthy-

will be a battery-operated device that will

lifestyle and illness prevention with limited

enable

functional analysis.

patients

to

perform

some

A healthy life begins at home

l

ersonal computers (PCs) are extremely

-

this age-old material. FlCOM is developing

powerful devices but they can hardly be

computing fibres that could be interwoven with

called user-friendly. Despite major

textiles, and SMART-ITS is
devices

investigating

advances In software and hardware, they

context-sensitive

remain difficult t o set up and use - a real

perception and
- rnmml~niratinn
- ......-...---.-.. ranahilitiec.that
-- -- ...-.--,-..--

with

low-level

-

deterrent t o an "Information Society for all".

can be attac:hed t o everyday objects and

Things are changing however. A new genera-

e "on the spot" networks.
thereby creat~

tion of smart objects ("artefacts") is emerging
that will make access quick, easy and less costly.

A second gr-oup of projects is looking at

Soon a whole host of everyday objects could

communicaticm between artefacts. These

have commun~cationabilities, from pens and

include ad hoc wireless

paper, t o cafe tables, school desks, park benches

networks tha.t can link together eye-glasses,

communication

and billboards. Even the clothes we wear will be

pens, button!; and wallets (2WEAR); archi-

intelligent. Together, these artefacts will form

tectures for the modular construction of

new people-friendly environments in which the

collections c)f artefacts such as bedroom

computer-as-we-know-it has no role.

furniture (e-C;ADGETS); and artefacts that can
adapt in real-1time t o their immediate environ-

The Disappearing Computer is an initiative

ment o r t o hc)W people use them (ORESTEIA).

under the IST Programme's Future and
EmergingTechnologiesaction that looks at how
information technology can be diffused into
everyday objects and settings. The initiative is
exploring how everyday life can be supported

16

Imagine a

interacting real artefacts. The technology

gadgets, car be bound togetl?er into ad-hoc interacting clusters which
.. ,- ..
display colleccrve runcrron. e-cladgets is developing a common architecture

providing these capabilities disappears into the
background, taking on a role similar t o

l

everyday objects, extrovert

and enhanced through the use of collections of

srruurrurl rrl wrrr~rlU rrrururuuc

U,

F

(C;AS),

based on industry

electricity - an invisible pervasive medium. As

for e-gadgets, the Gadgetware Architectural Style

a result, new functionalities and new forms of

technological standards. GAS will enable objects to communicate and

use will emerge that enrich everyday life and

interact with each other and their environments. These gadgetworlds can

lead t o a smarter and more deeply interconnected world.

be configured for a variety of scenarios, including to meet the needs of the

..

disabled, young children, senior citizens and other user groups.
Following a call in 2000, 16 research projects
were selected which were in keeping with the
vision. The

The third grouping mainly addresses how

investigations are of a long-term nature, looking

people might interact in such environments.

further than simply embedding computers into

For example, FEEL is concerned with the

general

orientation

of

the

desks and tables.They investigate, for example:

problems

How can computing be integrated with paper

technology. MIME targets designs of what could

o r with textiles? H o w could collective

constitute intimate media and personal objects.

behaviour of artefacts be designed? H o w do

INTERLIVING aims t o develop sharable tools

of

intrusiveness

of

mobile

the characteristics of everyday objects change

for families using approaches based on

once they are enhanced with new properties?

ethnography and CO-design. And SHAPE is

One group of projects focuses on how t o make

places.

designing mixed-reality artefacts for public
information artefacts, particularly ones that are
open and connectable within a wider system.

The work partly builds on activities started

PAPER++ aims t o augment real paper with IT

under

13, FET's initiative on intelligent

properties (using invisible electronic inks) so as

information interfaces. Launched in 1996,13 has

t o provide a new interactive medium based on

evolved into a closely knit community of more

than 300 researchers across Europe. The

real locations could become the basis for

thrusting force of this initiative is t o investigate

communication and exchange.

new

paradigms

for

interacting

with

information, and in particular t o research and

The outcomes of over 20 13 projects will be

develop new human-centred interfaces suitable

specially featured at this year's Orbit Comdex

for the broad population.

exhibition and conference in Basel,Switzerland.

A

range

of

interactive

human-centred

This multi-disciplinary research effort takes a

prototype technologies will be on display

fresh look at h o w people interact with each

within a specially designed 13 village.

other using IT as an active medium, rather than
as a box sitting on the desk feeding people

In the future, the 13 and dc initiatives will be

infnrrnatinn. In narticular. it moves awav from

rlncdv

inter-linked under one new umbrella
ation.

New objects, such as electronic
paper and textiles, will change
the way we communicate

Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

Commission Contacts:
Web

IST-2000'41.2. I
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FlCOM
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efore long householders could return
ome t o find the oven preheated, the

The scope of RTD covers not only the home
eL..-..

ldeo set and the washing machine

hc

going thanks t o home automation systems.The
inclusion of microprocessors in home and

Pr
er

o f k e devices enables them t o communicate

W
C

with each other and, via the internet, t o

of

exchange information with the wider world.

ne

Everything from the PC,TV andVCR t o lighting.

CC

central

conditioning,

se

dishwashers and washing machines, answering

heating

and

alr

in1

machines and security alarms will be capable of

nc

being remotely monitored and controlled.

ne

W i t h home devices becoming increasingly

of

"smart", there is a need for open platforms and

de

standards that enable equipment t o be linked

arl

I.

L__&
*L_

_____I_L
_L-:_
_

_I

_
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hc

together within home networks. Traditional
local area networks are too complex and
expensive for this. Alternative solutions are
needed that meet the specific requirements of
the

home environment. The t w o

main

contenders are wired connections, including

18

mains electricity, and wireless networks
provided by radio andlor infrared technologies.

n o m e m K arms to create a truly mterrrgent, user-yrrenay resrdentrol
environmcrnt connected to a broadband network. In the HomeTolk

l

system, aclvanced domestic aptbliances will be controlled via powerline by

l

The future success of home networking will

a multifunaional residential gatewaylcontroller and will be capable of

depend on the availability of easy-to-install

communicating with the residents via natural voice interface (recognition

home networks, together with a gateway that
provides a secure demarcation between public

and synthesis). The work involves creation of an innovative, distributed

and private domains.The challenge here is t o

communication and control platform that brings together existing efforts

develop open and general gateways with

in home automation, voiceXML, and broadband access. The project will

multiple

contribute to standards bodies and special interest groups and will follow

interfaces

to

different

access

networks, home networks and protocols. In

open source approaches.

addition, the availability of new bundled home
services

that

take

advantage

of

this

infrastructure will be crucially important.
Within the IST Programme the integration of

e-HERO is one of several projects dealing with

applications and services within the home is

the development, integration andtor testing of

addressed under the Cross-Programme Action

residential gateways and access networks. A

on Home Environments. This aims t o extend

point-to-point

home systems and platforms t o better support

network is being developed for private and

broadband

radio

access

the needs of users. Potential applications

professional use within the extended home

include independent living for the elderly and

environment.The system will provide two-way

disabled, home healthcare, e-work at home,

communications at 10 and l OOMbps between

entertainment, as well as multimedia and

the service provider and multi-dwelling

interactive home environments for learning,

residential buildings. A n innovative home

education and training.

network based on the HlPERLAN2 standard is
also being developed.

i
1

The introduction of IPv6 and mobile IP into

care monitoring system based on a wireless

wireless home networks is being addressed

personal area network, comprising medical

under FUTURE HOME. Open and scalable

sensors and ultrawideband technology.

"base stations" for home networks and generic
device interfaces are also being developed. In

In the area of audiovisual systems and services,

@HOM a new concept for an IP-based

SHARE-IT! focuses on an end-to-end system

broadband home network is being defined.

for easy access t o and transfer of personal
content between local storage devices using

ect targets low-cost

home-to-home networks. While SPATION is

for delivering video-

concerned with the storage and transfer of

les t o tackle the rising

data between different home devices such as

ople. Residents will be

PCs, set-top boxes,TVs and VCRs.

.S

and medical staff
through a perso-

INSPIRE

nal safety device

interaction as an interface t o infotainment

and
camera.

uses

natural

spoken

dialogue

movable

devices installed in a smart home environment.

Also

A strong user involvement in the development

concerned with

process will ensure the system's acceptability

home care, U-R-

by the elderly, disabled and those not-

SAFE proposes a

technically inclined.

personal health-

Home devices ore
increasingly interconnected

". -..-. ....ST Action Lines:
'roject References:

IST-2001 V. l. l CPA l
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FUTURE HOME
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Home environments
IST-2000-28186
IST-2000-281 33
KT-200 1-32562
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IST-2000-28406
KT-2000-28279
IST-2000-28703
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Commission Contac
Web
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Carlos Morais Pires
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www.cordis.lulist/cpt/cpa I.htm

aving long been overlooked, the

the authoring c

economic and social significance of the

education and

creative arts is now widely recognised.

the time re(

The creative industries have a key role in

techniques.

preserving Europe's linguistic and cultural
diversity. As well as being vehicles for social

OPENDRAMA

and artistic expression, the creative arts are

digital music

also major drivers for tourism and regional

composers ar

economic development. A t a time when

deliver lyric 01

I

multimedia digital content is a major growth

music in digita

market, harnessing the creativity of creative

tradition t o

artists, enterprises and cultural media centres is

channels. The

of prime importance for Europe.

the user t o vis

(

and libretto in I
IST can be a key part of the creative process.

I
I

information an1

A growing array of applications and tools is

include broadt

now available for creative professionals, and

and DVB broac

increasingly many artists choose t o work
primarily, o r even exclusively, in digital media.
As users of the technology, however, the
creative

20

is currently

of 3 D virtual

under-

WORLDS STL

represented in the R&D process. A series of

an integrated 1

projects under the IST Programme aim t o

used by teams

foster

community

An environme~

closer collaboration between the

creative, academic and M D communities.

3 D virtual w o r
internetTVThc
a real-world pr

In MELIES, researchers are aiming t o develop
photo-realistic virtual actors t o "star" in films

I

Also concerne

and 3 D webcasts. An authoring system will

developing a r

allow a virtual representation of a real actor t o

that will enabl

be captured and used t o produce new

populate 3 D vi

interactive web content.The tools will enable

of-the-art tech

--

L

l

e

a

---- -

.--

d agendas for the creative arts

I

i

The development of a dynamic new cultural industry based
technology is hampered by the tradit~onalseparation betweer

1

academia and industry. RADICAL is a working group that aims t~

:

emphasis in the RTD process and to examine how technology an

/

another.

1

RADICAL promotes dialogue and exchange of ideas and exper)

:

creative industries as a basis for sustainable research collabo

/

communities. It also helps to raise awareness of opportunities for

'

j

(

and media and cultural organisations within 1ST pr0jects.A series
are being planned to bring together European technology dc

I creative teams.

industrial R&D, the system will allow realistic

application able t o export animations in

simulation of body and clothes, facial
expressions, and real-time motion. The V-Man

standard f0rmats.a plug-in for major computer
graphics applications, and a C++ development

product will be available as a stand-alone VR

toolkit.

$ts, camera, action!
ONS is an interactive 3 0 system for the
lal prototyping of drama productions
:ring the whole lifecycle, from authoring,
ming, production

through

to

post-

production. The system will help authors,
directors and producers to go beyond the
illustrative capabilities of traditional storyboards, scenarios and scripts.
Authors conceive stories visually and make a
dynamic virtual mock-up of their workThe 3D
story could then be shown to potential backers
for them to see the quality of the material. Or
it could be distributed amongst the production
personnel, such as costume design, set design,
casting director, special effects supervisor,
sound supervisor etc., to allow them to plan
their input. Logistical staff; such as cost
estimators and location finders, will benefit
from the detailed descriptions of a VISIONS
M a n y artists now work
primarily m digrtal media

story, and publicists will get a good idea of what
they have to promote.
i

Further info
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Project References:
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revolution is underway In healthcare.

device will include sensors such as

Faced with an ageing population and

heart rhythm, 2-lead ECG, blood p

rapid innovation in medical treatments,

blood saturation, skin perspiratiot

healthcare providers are looking for cheaper

temperature.

and more responsive ways of delivering

monitoring

services

environment, A M O N

than through

large, centralised

institutions. After four centuries of delivering
healthcare in hospitals, industrialised countries

By

providing

outside

of

the

will

giv

( including the high risk and elderly) freedom of
rnovement and so enhance their quality of life.

are now shifting towards treating patients at
the point of need. Healthcare services have t o
be accessible t o everyone, wherever and
whenever they need them. In many cases this is
best achieved through home-based healthcare,

The home matron

which can be both more comfortable and
convenie~tfor patients and less costly for

During the recovery phase, pati

healthcare providers.

monitor critical, but open simj
temperature, blood pressure,

A t a technological level, homecare requires
new telematic environments for monitoring

hospitals to perform remote, c
r

and exchanging information. Personal health

of patients recovering in their

systems are also an important feature. These

the clinical staff in case of an

include systems for personal health monitoring,

system will provide informatior

and fixed o r portable prevention systems (such

22

1

I

their carers. The solution comt

as advanced sensors, transducers and
microsystems). Other possibilities are personal

technologies (UMTS, Bluetooth,

medical advisors able t o supervise prevention

with ubiquitous medical sensor,,

and treatment, and certified information

trials.

..,

...,.,
,.,

... ..., ,...,..

systems t o support health education and
awareness.

Similar approaches are being investigated by projects HEALTHMATE

Within the IST Programme, homecare is
addressed under RTD supporting continuity of

and TOPCARE.

-

p
-

care.The aim is t o enable patients who are not
confined t o hospital t o participate actively, in
close collaboration with their healthcare
provider, t o their on-going care. More
specifically, the cluster on home care is
concerned with research on a new generation
of biosensors, home receivers and transmitters,
and

middleware

for

handling

medical

information. Particular emphasis is given t o the
protection of privacy, t o usability and reliability,
and t o respecting multilingual and multicultural
approaches.
An advanced, wearable personal health system
is targeted by AMON. This will monitor and
evaluate human vital signs using advanced biosensors, and transmit the data t o a remote
telemedicine

centre

using

GSMIUMTS

technologies. The wrist-mounted monitoring

Much routine rnonitorina

I

The monitoring of broken bones is a relatively

neurological and psycho-physical health state,

routine procedure that takes up a lot of clinical

which can also be applied t o monitor healthy

time. USBone is developing an ultrasound

citizens. These measures are an excellent

wireless apparatus that clinicians can use t o

method t o show reactive parameters and

monitor the healing process from the patient's

changes caused by stress, fatigue, emotional

home.The system will be incorporated into the

states, drugs and alcohol. DAPHNE aims t o

external fixings used t o set a broken bone and

quantify reactive parameters using a small

activated while the patient is walking around o r

home-based device that is able t o send data

doing other activities. Diagnostic information

back t o operational health centres by wireless

on bone healing, based on ultrasound signals,

transmission.

will be transmitted back t o the hospital o r
health centre.
Parkinson's disease is one of the most
progressive neuromotory diseases and affects
both young and elderly people. Research on
neuromotory pathologies have generated
methodologies

for

assessing

patient's

The portable heart monitor
With the number of cardiac patients in Europe growing steadily, there is an urgent need for
a portable care device that will allow individuals to monitor their health status and detect early
cardiac events such as ischemia and arrhythmia.
EPI-MEDICS is designing a solution based on the interpretation of cardiological information
derived from ECG tests. The device will be able to record and store ECG signals with a

;

professional quality level, incorporate intelligent self-adaptive data processing and decisionmaking techniques. Different levels of alarms will be generated and the alarm messages
forwarded with the recorded signals to the relevant healthcare providers by means of the
latest wireless communication devices.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

IST-2001 1.1.2
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I

he advantages of mobile information

-

services will be developed that will enable

services will be apparent in many daily

service providers t o produce rich multimedia

life situations. W i t h the synergy of

content for mobile users.The target market is

cellular and broadcast networks, people will be

primarily in-car information systems, with

able t o use interactive broadband services in an

possib

affordable way while on the move, just as they

persol

can via the fixed network. Cars, trains, planes,

based

airport lounges, street kiosks etc, will all permit

will al

access t o new mobile applications and services,

impler

as of course will a new generation of personal

your

devices, such as mobile phones and PDAs.

user
Relevant activities are found across the IST

servic~

Programme. The Cross-Programme Action on

enable

"info-mobility"

aims

to

develop

and

demonstrate new and improved user-friendly
mobile services for transport,

24

servic~
other

business,

inform

tourism, leisure and other applications. The

contel

emphasis

technology

so en

integration. RTD is also addressed under

accorc

is

primarily

on

individual action lines, in areas such as m-

prefer

commerce, interactive publishing, information

t o t h t a ~awn L

access, and intelligent transport systems. For

mobile lifestyle, high use of mobile phones, and

instance, the DRiVE project is investigating

generally

enabling technologies for cost-effective in-

technology. Business models for these services

vehicular services (see box).

are also being explored.

VI

JSI VICSJ,

enthusiastic

VSL~UJXZVI

attitudes

C~ISII

towards

Effective use of geospatial data within mobile

Focusing on soclo-economlc aspects rather

services requires access t o and integration of

than RTD, MOBICOM is undertaking a major

complex data in real time. A new project,

modelling exercise on the future evolution of

GiMoDig, will develop and test methods for

m-commerce services.This entails an analysis of

delivering geospatial data t o mobile
users by means o f real-time data
integration and generalisation. A new
cross-border data service will provide
seamless access, through a common
interface,

to

the

large-scale

topographic geo-databases maintained
by national mapping agencies in various
countries. Special emphasis will be put
on providing appropriately generalised
maps through mobile terminals with
limited display capabilities. The project
will

use

emerging

XML-based

standards and will test the applicability
of these for web-based spatial services.
Another recently launched project,
MOVIES, is concerned with enhanced
information services for mobile users
and vehicles. Innovative tools and

A whole new world
of mobile services

I

the mobile communications and e-commerce

be undertaken on the likely intensity of the

sectors with respect t o the key factors driving

new market evolution. The outputs will be a

their evolution and growth. New development

series

trajectories emerging from the convergence of

development of m-commerce services in

of

evolution

scenarios

for

the

mobile technologies and e-entrepreneurship

Europe, that take account of regulatory and

are being assessed, together with new business

policy issues, new methods o r work, new

models and services. In addition, research will

market dynamics, and new business models.

,,,I the driver's seat - DRiVE scenario 2005
~m:Alicegets a wake-up call from her operator. She has to catch a high-speed train leaving at 9:00 am and her personal
centre has calculated the commute time to the nearest central station according to her schedule and the actual traffic
In. Before going to the train station she needs to drop the children at her parents.
rm: She enters her new X-class cybercar. The car recognises her, loads her schedule and profile from the travel centre
elcomes her. On the journey she asks her X-mate digital car assistant to download her audio news and play some
,g music.To keep the kids busy, X-mate also downloads the new version of the "sunflowers" edugame.
1m:Afler dropping off the kids Alice arrives at the stati0n.A~usual it took longer than planned but due to X-mate's

'I guidance she still made it for the train. On the display in front of her the default travel information system presents
hts of the region she is passing through. She downloads her e-mail. One topic is really important and she sets up a
~nferencewith a colleague to handle it.
am:Alice arrives in Paris. On the way she has selected the restaurant for lunch and calls her friends to confirm the
n. Her travel service has provided her with a map, which she stores on her portable display. During her travel she has
be time conveniently and used a number of terminals and radio access technologies without having to configure anything.
ilas quite a smooth journey!
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organisation's economic value, the capture, application and reuse of those assets is becoming the main
source

OT compeurlve

aavanage ror nowl ledge-based organisations.This creates a need for more people-

focusc:d approaches t o krlowledge management, and for smarter ways of accessing large datasets, especially
audio-visual data.
Public services, too, are having t o adapt.Administrations at all levels are seizing the opportunities presented
by IST t o interact with the public in new and innovative ways. IST enables public agencies t o make the
delivery of public services more citizenother. Examples highlighted here include
the management of cultural institutions.
Another interesting aspect is the way in
is becoming the norm, a trend that has p
planning, and for our attitudes t o work i.

,ew

areas of our lives are changing as

quickly, in

quickly as work.Ten years ago most of us

meet phy:

would have thought of work as a fixed

business,

location where we went for a set period t o do

companie!

a specific job.This static view is being replaced

emerging

by a model that is much more fluid.The fixed

enterprise

location has given way to mobile working, the
set hours t o flexible working, and the precise

The IST P

job description t o task- and project-oriented

of researc

team work.

already pr

individuals

Increasingly, companies and
recognise that

utilising

new

technologies can enable them to work more
efficiently

and

exploit

new

business

opportunities.

Research
looking

;

underline!
job searcl
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These new flexible working methods go much

people lot

further

teleworking.

as part oi

Teleworking replicated the tools needed to do

work exc

existing jobs on the move or in remote

this marb

than

home-based

locations. Flexible working provides workers

narrowly,

with better tools for specific tasks.These allow

matching

individual team members immediate access to

interactio

information, and in some cases can eventually

environm

transform the nature of the jobs themselves.

confined 2

For freelance professionals and specialist

of profes

workers, in particular,flexible working practices

web desig

make it possible to form project teams more

Plotting e-work trends
An international survey undertaken under 1SJ's EMERGENCE project
confirms that e-work is indeed taking place on a significant scale in
Europe. Covering 7300 employers in 18

EU

and applicant countries, the

survey shows that the dominant forms of e-work within organisations are
the use of remote offices, many of them call centres, and the employment
of multi-locational workers.
Fully home-based e-work by employees, although found in some countries,
remains a minority practice. Such internal farms of e-working by
employees are outweighed by external forms using outsourcers, however.
Around 43% of companies buy in autsourced e-services for at least one
function, and 2 I % of firms are involved in supplying these e-services.

1
The strongest driver of e-work is the search far specific technical skills, followed by cost
and quality considerations. Trade in e-services within Europe is greater than trade with
the rest of the world, suggesting a considerable degree of internal cohesion.

Approaches t o work are chongrng

FAMILIES is studying the implications of e-

of different work-family experiences in four

work for work-family balance. Essentially a

countries. Issues being addressed in further

pathfinder exercise, the project aims t o identify

detail are the distribution of costs and benefits;

emerging issues and provide guidance across a

impact

range of policy areas. Results so far include an

management of work-family

analysis of a wide variety of new working

implications

methods for various types of family; a

circumstances, such as single parents and

methodology for comparing experiences and

working carers.

of

family
for

roles
families

and

childcare;

conflict; and
in

challenging

outcomes; and a series of in-depth case studies

3upyvrting flexible working
FLEXWORK is developing a package of resources and tools to help small businesses and their advisors to assess and
implement flexible working approaches.The resources include a Handbook of Flexible Working, blueprints and success stories,
templates and checklists, took for flexibility and cost-benefit analysis, management briefings on important issues,
regional workshops for SMEs and business advisers.The project is working closely with a number of regional development

authorities and the resources will be disseminated through the European Association of Development Authorities (EURADA).

Other projects focus on e-work within specific

digital services.VIP is concerned with ethical

situations. ATTRACT aims t o introduce new

aspects of cross-border teleworking, especially

working methods for insurance agents as part

for developing c0untries.A voluntary industrial

of a wide-ranging transformation

of the

code of practice is being developed, in dialogue

traditional working environment.

with international companies, as a means both

sector's

PlDSS is studying the dramatic changes arising

to

from new working practices in amongst postal

countries and t o stimulate global trade in e-

operators, including opportunities for new

services.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

Project References:

Commission Contacts:
Web

improve working

conditions in host

IST-2001 11.1.1
IST2001 11.1.3

Socio-economic analysis
Mobile and ubiquitous e-work and e-commerce

ATTRACT
EMERGENCE
FAMlLlES
FLEXWORK
PlDSS
STAR
VIP

IS%1999 20960
IST- 1999 13420
IST-1999 141 15
IST-2000-26367
IST-2000 2872 1
IST-1999 14122
IST-2000 25463

Peter Johnston

peter.johnston@cec.eu.int

www.emergence.nu
www.flexwork.eu.com
www.databank.itistar
www.unomondo.org
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. ealth services. like other organisations.

are

having

to

embrace

the

o r sharinj
geographi~

the

therefore

internet and other communications networks.

collecting

Within many hospitals, standardised patient

technical

I

information between specialist departments.

Under

t

Frequently, hospitals have t o work with other

collaborat

health agencies as well, necessitatingthe sharing

and healtk

opportunities

presented

by

medical records already assist the exchange of

of clinical information between different

share pat

organisations and specialities. And increasingly,

whether 1

this

the

home o r

traditional care environments into the home

collaboration

extends

beyond

work foc

itself.

supportin:

Patients need a single, point of entry t o

continuity

healthcare

takes intc

collabora

I

that

cuts

across

collaborat

should enable healthcare services t o be

technolog

provided t o the patient as promptly and as

virtual re

locally as possible, while supporting the

wireless c

collaboration

30

services

institutional boundaries. The "virtual hospital"

of

healthcare professionals

throughout the care episode. This implies an

For instal

optimal mobilisation of healthcare resources.

dispensin;

for instance by sharing the results of diagnostic

patients,

tests irrespective of where they are produced,

moment a prescrlptlon

Team-based care for speech therapy
Speech and language therapists deal daily with a diversity
of speech and language disabilities, ranging from overall
cognitive deficits to those with more specific diflculties. The
computer-based visual speech aids (VSAs) currently used
have many limitations, however.
TELELOGOS proposes

an alternative

approach

to

technology-assisted speech therapy. An interface design
package will enable users to work as a team, and access
and use existing VSAs as well as commercial systems and
technologies such as groupware and videoconferencing. This
easy-to-use environment will allow therapists to find the
optimum treatment for each patient, by incorporating
different treatment methods. It will also be suitable for use
as a communication aid by non-specialists, such as curers.

is produced t o the moment when it is

being developed t o support rehabilitation

administered. A patient-focused approach is

processes at home, based on advanced

adopted in which drugs are dispensed in single

sensors,

doses, packaged and delivered per person and

wireless connections, teleconferencing, and

per time-frame (daily, weekly, etc.) from a

decision support systems.

real-time

internet

connections,

centralised st0re.A distributed pharmaceutical
information system will significantly improve

Pioneering a new approach t o patients' medical

co-operation and interaction between patients,

records. D O C M E M will provide doctors with

families,

healthcare

operators,

retail

mobile access t o records held on a central

pharmacies, and general practitioners.The new

online hosting service. Also concerned with

system will also help t o decrease dramatically

mobile access, MOBI-DEV is developing a new

the amount o f errors linked t o the drug

generation o f mobile devices with advanced

management process, enhancing quality o f care

user interfaces for healthcare professionals.

and reducing costs significantly.The results will

The use o f decision-support tools in healthcare

be

different

is addressed by SMARTIE.The result will be a

organisational healthcare contexts outside the

tested

and

validated

in

huge collection o f medical digital assistants

hospital.

running from stand-alone PCs, web browsers
and handheld devices, tested and tried in real

e-ReMedy aims t o dramatically increase the

world situations and licensed under an open

quality o f the rehabilitation services provided

source initiative.

t o patients by hospitals and rehabilitation
centres, while at the same time reducing the
costs incurred. A n innovative infrastructure is

e cyber psychologist
Couches are ofien considered the best used therapeutic tools in psychotherapy. But modern-day psychotherapists are giving

'4 t heir chaise longues in favour of more sophisticated approaches. In particular virtual reality (VR) devices look set to appear
so01I in many consulting rooms.

VEPSY is exploring the application of VR in clinical psychology. The project is developing innovative VR-based tools for the
treatment of patients, undertaking clinical trials to verifj. their viability, and actively disseminating the results. The selected
2.-

orsorders are: panic disorder, social phobia and agoraphobia; obesity, bulimia and other eating disorders; and male sexual
'nfunaion.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

Project References:

Commission Contacts:
Web

IST-2001 1.1.2

Intelligent collaborative environments
supporttng contlnutty of care

DOCMEM
E-REMEDY
MOBI-DEV
PHARMA
SMARTIE
TELELOGOS
VEPSY

IST-2000-253l 8
IST-2000-25146
KT-2001-26402
lST2000-26230
IST-2000-25429
IST-2000-26292
IST-2000-25323

w.e-remedy.com
wwwmobi-dev.arakne.it

www.telelogos.gr
www.vepsy.com
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are

from leadingexperts.The project will create a set

increasingly transforming our lives. Their

of modelling tools to support scenario and policy
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noted
ICT in
produc
might I
Sector
much I
The I!
mobilir
model
Europc
modell
In thelong-te
in Eurc

society

technologies

,

E

urope is a large market for audio-visual
But the market is fragmented,
both on the supply side (many different

Activities include coaching and
support for IEP project teams t o
support

their

user

validation

information providers) and the demand side

efforts, and studies of new and

(different cultures and end-user sectors). This

emerging

diversity, including linguistic diversity, provides

requirements relating t o IEP.

issues

on

Benchmarking
regions

digital

user

The convergence and integration of
broadcasting, publishing, telecom-

rich resources and markets for the EU's audiovisualindustry, but it also hinders the sector in

In advertising,

exploitingthe benefits of ISTWe need t o know

perceived t o allow a more direct,

muchmore about the impacts of audio-visual

interactive relationship

content, and the related technologies, on the

advertiser and audience. ACTIVE-

and markets in which they are

A D addresses the acute shortage of

allowing regions to harness their

knowledge

consumer

unique linguistic and cultural resour-

responses t o interactivity and new

ces. Yet this is not uniform across

used

new

about

media are
between

A series of IST projects are investigating

approaches t o advertising. Using

publishing and digital content from

applied research, the project is

the users' perspective.

munications

and

information

technology offers substantial opportunities for regional developmenf

Europe, and peripheral regions may

exploring the role of interactive

be excluded from fully accommo-

advertising

dating these developments.

within

marketing

An innovation as simple as e-mail, for example.

communications

and

can fundamentally change an organisation's

mechanisms

measuring

processes and dynamics. COMMORG is

effectiveness.

for

defining
its

TEDlP is studying the progress ofthe
information society within six peri-

looking at how organisational structures and
processes evolve following the introduction of

MUDlA is studying the way in which

pheral European regions. Investi-

e-rnail, communications. The research focuses

journalists in news media access and

gations focus primarily on the
regional context of the audio-visual

on the way in which e-mail substitutes for face-

use

to-face communication, the effects on trust,

developing long-term scenarios for

identify and group behaviour, on more general

news production and consumption.

multimedia

resources

and

industries (the "digital value chain")

patterns of social interaction; and on decision-

and their role in regional develop

making within organisations.

ment The results will be used to
establish a technology watch for the

Usability is another key issue. Many vendors of

regions concerned, as well as being

electronic publishing products fail t o take

widely disseminated to practitioners

sufficient account of user validation.They miss

and policy-makers across Europe.

the opportunity t o understand user needs
early on, adapt the product t o these needs, and
assure that it will be accepted in the market.
W E T 5 promotes the widespread adoption of
a user-centred approach t o design and
evaluation within projects concerned with
interactive

electronic

publishing

New medio is of greot economic
importance for Europe

(IEP).

Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

Commission Contacts:
Web

IST-2001 Ill. I. I
ACTIVE-AD
COMMORG
MUD1A
TEDIP
VNET5

Publishing d~gitalcontent
IST- 1999-20 157
1ST-2000-26075
IST-2000-25400
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IST-2000-25465

Pascal Jacques pascal.jacques@cec.eu.int
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n the Information Society the role of

Public administrat

government and public administration is

efforts t o changt

multi-faceted.They regulate, promote and

analytical methodc

act both as service provider and customer.

used in business. l

The key challenge here is for government t o

a

change so that it functions, and is seen t o

supporting toolse.

function, as a single enterprise. Looking t o the

will allow public a1

longer term, we need t o work towards a

delivery and devel

vision of integrated government in which

work builds on

European

administrations,

citizens

and

businesses are able t o interact seamlessly.
without

technological

or

comprehensi

particular

in

rt

architecture.

organisational

constraints. This requires a secure, easy-to-

TRIDENT addresz

access infrastructure through which t o deliver

of planning data. P

improved, high-value public services.

developed

that

technologies of
Several important principles follow from this.

integration and in

citizen's choice. When people interact with

t o improve plann

government they want t o do so on their own

related applicatio

terms, and hence public organisations need t o

urban development

co-operate in ways that make sense t o the

monitoring. A

customer. Secondly, government and its

telephone directory service, will demonstrate

services need t o be more accessible. All
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acquisition, digital

Firstly, services have t o be built around the

services that can be delivered electronically
should be access~ble over internet, mobile
phones, d ~ g ~ tTV,
a l call centres, PCs as well as
conventional

means. Social

inclus~on is

another priority. N e w services must be
developed that are easy t o use and available t o
all. This includes providing services for
minorities such as language groups and those
with disability o r special needs. Finally, i t is
essential t o make better use of information.
Government's knowledge, information and
data are valuable public assets.
Adoption of the latest technologies, strategies
and practices will be essential in improving
public services, making them more efficient,
productive, affordable and easier t o use.
Community research is helping by developing
technologies t o accompany the organisational,
process and cultural changes faced

by

government and public administrations in the
information age.The IST Programme provides
a platform through which public officials
themselves are able t o develop and test new
models of service delivery based on the needs
of

citizens

rather than

administrative structures.

on

traditional

third

planning and urban
application,

a

3D

opportunities for spin-off revenue-generating

Other projects in this area focus on: a
technical platform for administrations t o use

services that exploit public data.

e-documents
MEDlS

is

undertaking

an

analysis

of

(AIDA);

an

employment

documentation system for mobile workers

telecommunications, telematic infrastructure

based

and service needs in European islands.

knowledge management model for sharing

PRISMA is engaged in foresight studies,

information resources between local and
regional administrations (EUSlanD).

scenario-building exercises and best practice

on

lavacards

(FASME);

and

case studies on the future evolution of egovernment

services. And

EMPLOY

is

developing innovative multimedia tools t o
support the management of the Structural
Funds.

Overcoming the fear of technology
At present we have two types of IST users: techno-enthusiasts who readily embrace the new
technology and core groups who use IST reluctantly and infrequently. The AVANTI project is
investigating new ways of accessing and presenting information that will help these reluctant
or non-users overcome their fears.
A virtual human personal assistant (avatar) will provide the main interface between the user
and internet-based services. Development involves new techniques such as speech activated
commands in selected languages, to augment conventional keyboard access. Similar avatar
interfaces will be accessible through a range of devices, including PC, mobile phones, digital
TV, and private kiosks, so that the user can easily switch between them. The acceptability of
biometrics for security identification and recognition is also being studied.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-2001 1.3

Administrations

Project References:

AIDA
AVANTI
EMPLOY
EUSlanD
FASME
IMPULSE
MEDlS
PACE
PRISMA
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IST-1999-10497
157-2000-2858s
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IST-1999-1 1678
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ave you ever stopped t o think how

metadata). Thi:

much information there is on the

require an arr

world wide web? According t o a

achieved ideally

at the

content analysi!

University of California at Berkeley, the

this are the fc

"surface" web (i.e static, publicly available web

action line on S'

recent

estimate

by

researchers

pages) consists of approximately 2.5 billion
documents, which amounts t o around 25-50

Work under t t

terabytes ( 10") of information. But the "deep"

main strands wt

web, which is information accessible through

research then

web-connected databases, dynamic web pages,

Access. Filterin)

intranet sites etc, is around 550 times bigger

Firstly, there

and is growing at a huge rate. For example,

framework, usi

scientific

techniques fol

programmes

such

as

earth

I

observation satellites and genome research,

reasoning, such :

generate petabytes ( 1 0") of new data per year.

the formalisms

Even the flow of general e-mail is surprisingly

generating autc

large, somewhere between I I

-

20 petabytes

per year, although not all of this is stored.

have t o be i m ~
meth0ds.A thirl
within this se

These figures underline a general and growing
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Issues here inc

problem: how t o access and utilise information

knowledge man

in ways that add value in our daily lives. For this

transactions, in1

t o happen we need t o let computers take the

collaborative .

strain by making content more understandable

Finally,we have L.svvl\ ,,v..

t o machines.Today, most of the web's content is

the Semantic Web and make the information

designed for humans t o read, not for computer

understandable t o people, for example through

programs

intuitive visual

to

manipulate

meaningfully.

Computers can parse web pages t o interpret
their layout and activate embedded programs,
but they can not interpret the context
(semantics) of the content.
Over recent years the concept of the Semantic
Web has emerged from the W 3 C consortium
t o describe developments which aim t o make
content more machine-understandable. The
Semantic Web will bring structure t o the
meaningful content of web pages, creating an
environment where software agents roaming
from page t o page can readily carry out
sophisticated tasks for users. For example, such
an agent coming t o a hospital's web page will
know the meaning of keywords such as
"appointment times, treatment,waiting list" and
will be able t o act on them.
For content of whatever form t o be machineunderstandable it must be bound (in terms of
being attached, pointing) t o some formal
description of itself (often referred t o as

-L

..L

u8nL..n

-L.

Ontologies (a document o r file that formally

dynamics of audiovisual content, i t will be

defines the relations among terms) are

necessary t o automate the production of

promising tools for providing semantically

metadata as much as possible through content-

sound descriptions of digital content that can

based multimedia analysis and indexing

be processed automatically. In particular, they

recent field of research.

-

a

will play an important part in establishing the
"Web of Trust", an autonomous network of

Agents, automated programs which act on

interacting certificates and authorities similar

behalf of human users, are another key feature

to the digital certificates that are starting t o be

of the Semantic Web.The effectiveness of such

used in e-commerce.

software agents will increase exponentially as

Mobile platforms, o r the wireless web, pose

automated services (including other agents)

more machine-readable web content and
particular demands in terms of content

become available. By collecting, processing and

semantics, due t o the wide variations in usage

exchanging information from diverse sources,

patterns and the differing capabilities of mobile

agents will help realise the real power of the

devices. New methods for expressing these

Semantic Web.

user profiles are badly needed. Semantic
indexing of multimedia data also represents a
huge technical challenge. Given the size and

Ontologies that provide shared and common descriptions of specific domains are key building blocks for the Semantic Web.
Ontology research draws on many different research disciplines, however, and interactions between these different communities
ore still emerging. With its strong scientific competences in the ontology field, as well as cultural and linguistic diversity, Europe
has a unique opportunity to fully exploit ontology-based technology and to play a leading role in this emerging area.
ONTOWEB is supporting the growth of Europe's ontology research community. The project's network aims to stimulate a
dialogue on Semantic Web technologies involving academia, industry and others, to disseminate information and research, and
to enhance training. It will also represent the European ontology community worldwide and co-operate with related initiatives
such as DAML in the US.

oday, a vast amount of information is

In the area of image search and retrieval,

accumulated in the form of video,

FAETHON will extract high-level semantic

picture and audio. By its very nature,

information from syntactic and low-level

this information does not lend itself t o

semantic information in audio-visual archives.

automated searching since most current

VIBES focuses on streamed image browsing

searching techniques are based on text.

based

Imagine trying t o use keywords t o compare

classification. F

free-kicks o r t o analyse passing movements in

multimedia inc

the afternoon's TV soccer programmes. To

footage, includ

make these resources highly interactive in

this further t

completely new ways and t o improve their

between live

usability, emerging techniques for content-

catalogue data

based

multimedia br

multimedia

indexing

(CBMI)

are

required.

'

new 3G mobil

Indexing audio-visual material is far from

Video annotat

trivial, however. I t is an expensive and time-

uses semi-aul

consuming task because it is usually carried

information

out manually by experts. Furthermore, the

boundaries, c;

l

trend towards digitisation for all forms of

clusters, for

content has created a situation where the

training appli

delivery of electronic information is becoming

facility for vide

progressively

and -7, as par1

independent

of

the

final

rendering on TV, cinema o r computer screen.
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on

tools.

Information is packaged by the broadcaster o r
publisher in a variety of forms, delivered

Focusing on in-

through alternative channels, for viewing on

uses content d

whatever device ihe {Iser has available.

digital product
generic file w r

The IST Programme has an emerging portfolio

ENREVI focus

of around 30-40 projects which address

images for e

content-based processing of audio-visual

content mana

resources as part of their work. RTD covers

archives

all

PRIMAVERA,

aspects

of

the

storage,

retrieval,

is

maintenance, tracking, interoperability and

views and filtering or rne meala tnrougn

management of content in digital and hybrid

advanced image analysis and indexing.

analogue-digital forms, including copyright
management and cross-media publishing.
Audio-visual metadata schemes, such as
MPEG-4 and -7, which allow searching and
profiling of multimedia objects even in moving
video are key elements. Target applications
include

multimedia

database

retrieval,

monitoring o f T V and radio broadcasts.
intuitive retrieval of video and music, analysis
o r restoration of audio-visual archives, and
access

to

museum

and

digital

library

collections.

Easier access
t o multimedia information

expectations of products are

customer? The lifecycle approach is quite

nging.With a huge range of choice in

generic and includes phases such as definition

ually every market sector, purchasing

of

re increasingly based not on price o r

specification, realisation, usage, maintenance,

0

requirements,

productlservice

In but on solving a problem o r

and end-of-life disposal. Experience has shown

demand. For manufacturers this

that the provision of new services throughout

lancing products with added-value

the product lifecycle offers great business

3

--

user

-- part of the customer offering.They
sell benefits, not boxes.

potential.
Clearly, extended products call for much wider

I

xtended product" is a complete service

skills and competencies than can be expected

;e that combines a physical product and

from the manufacturer o r supplier of the

atecl

that

physical product alone. Hence, they are natural

i m pyes its marketability. The enhancements
can irlclude tangible features that make the
pmdu'c t more intelligent, customised o r user-

outcomes for extended o r virtual enterprises,

serviceslenhancements

the emerging multi-enterprise networks that
are supported by strong communication links.

friendly, including embedded features like
maintEnance. Other aspects, such as services,

Only extended o r virtual enterprises have the

engineering o r software, are intangible and
make the offering more information- o r

support extended products across the whole

breadth of capabilities and skills necessary t o
lifecycle.

,~now~edge-intensive.In either case, the
l

proposition for customers is in the benefits

EXPIDE is a clustering activity for IST projects

arising from the value-added service rather

with interests in this emerging area. W i t h

than the physical product itself.

strong involvement from the e- and mcommerce sectors, the project is building a

1
1

elecoms, for example, customers are no

community of researchers across Europe and

longer focusing on mobile phones but rather

in particular provides a forum for exchange of

are 1looking for complete service packages.This

information for related

in cl^~desaspects such as fixed term contracts

IST projects. Actlvltles

guaranteeing access t o a range of mobile
servICE:S, or the ability t o easily transfer their

focus on new busmess
processes In dynamic

user envit-onment (telephone number, phone

enterprises

as

bnnl
---.<,I
nessages etc) when upgrading from one

relate

extended

phone to another. Similarly, in markets such as
automotive, customers are being offered
enhanc:ed benefits, like new safety features and

products,
analyses

long S €wee intervals.

tegic

to

they

including
of

trends,

development of stravisions,

~

and

definition of roadmaps.
lew perspective requires a product
llrecycle approach t o identify where new types

Opportunities
future

for

RTD collabo-

of customer benefits can be found. Key

ration

questions are: what could be the benefits?And

dissemination of results

and

for

what Ikind of utility would be beneficial t o the

are also addressed.

Further info
ISTAction Lines:
Project References:

IST-2001 11.3.1
EXPIDE

Dynamic value constellations
IST-1999-29 105
www.exp~deorg

Commission Contacts:
Web

jorge Gasos
www.cordis.lulist/ka2

jorge.gasos@cec.eu.int

Mobile phones are o typical
exornple of a n extended eroduct

t

is one of the great ironies of the

priority is scientific visualisation and dynamic

multimedia age that we still use "WIMP"

representations of information structures.

(windows,

pointers)

Another area of interest is tools for interacting

interfaces and text boxes t o navigate around

with and manipulating virtual objects. The

audio-visual web sites and retrieve multimedia

visualisation-based management of very large-

icons,

mouse,

content. The explosive growth of multimedia

scale datasets, in the region of terabytes and

data has clearly demonstrated the need t o

beyond, is also being pursued.

organise, filter and present information in a
more user-friendly way. New techniques and

SMARTDOC is concerned with visual data

tools are needed that enable users t o navigate,

navigators that enabll

search and understand large-scale and complex

share data, informati

multimedia datasets and unfamiliar information

internet, including tnrougn mome aevlces.

spaces. New natural interfaces based on touch,

Visual data navigation of large abstract and

gesture o r speech are high on the research

numerical data is supported, and the system

agenda, and visualisation is one key example of

will be validated through test application

non-text interfaces.

'

Researchers are

pnc

t o naviEate through con

Information visualisation, a relatively new
discipline, is concerned with ways of presenting
information spaces and structures, such as
websites o r networks, t o make them easier for
users t o access and understand. It enables large
masses of data t o be presented quickly in an
understandable way by using graphics. Different
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types of visualisation approaches are under
investigation

for

different

classes

of

information, for example whether the data is
linear (as in tables), in a hierarchy (as in a
thesaurus) o r in network form (hypermedia
nodes).
W i t h the World Wide Web growing at an
exponential rate, the mapping and retrieval of
information from cyberspace is a key focus. Like
maps of the real world, these cybermaps will
help users t o navigate the new information
landscapes beyond their computer screens.
New metaphors are being applied t o describe
cyberspace and the information flows within it.
Current examples include cities, molecules,
spheres, trees and filing cabinets. New ways of
visualising and interacting with data, for
example through intuitive visual interfaces, will
also be crucial in realising the current vision of
the Semantic Web.
Within

the

IST

Programme

RTD

on

information visualisation aims t o supplement
recent advances in computer graphics and
image processing by focusing on the semantics,
interactivity and usability of the images. One

Imagine being ab!e to fly through a virtual model of the entire world.The Virtual Planet project aims to do just this.A new type
ofv;rtuoI reality system is being developed, called the V-Planet Explorer, that will allow the real-time 3D rendering of images of

the Earth's surfoce on mainstream personal computers. Similar to a web browser, the Explorer will enable people to explore
d,

interact with a digital version of Earth, a huge database of natural and cultural information.The project will benefit from
access to the SRTM Mission database and to very high-resolution city models captured with state-of-the-art operated

airborne sensors. These dotabases will be used for tuning, testing and validating the system on reaCworld cases.

knowledge management, medical and industrial

lnformation visualisation is not t o be confused

engineering environments.

with scientific visualisation, which is a more
established discipline. Scientific visualisation is

A framework t o support the site planning

not forgotten in IST, however, as one of the key

process in civil engineering is envisioned by

issues for research here is the need t o keep

INVISIP. New mechanisms for formulating and

pace with the very large distributed datasets

refining queries will be developed as well as

produced by increasingly complex computer

visual data mining techniques.AS A N ANGEL

simulations.This calls for improved approaches

targets multi-tasking virtual human assistants

t o data structuring and storage which are

which will help the user t o interact with a wide

more amenable t o visualisation purposes. and

variety of IST applications in a more natural way.

more

automated

approaches

to

data

recognition and analysis t o remove the burden
In take-up actions, 3D SEARCH is concerned

on humans.The increasing role for distributed

with a content-based search application, taking

computing

advantage of a 3D user-interface for ontologies

imposes additional demands. Other key issues

(grids)

in scientific

research

and results presentation. COSMO.LAB is

include the use of visualisation techniques in

demonstrating

combining data from various sources, and

a

visualisation

tool

for

comparative visualisation within and across

astrophysics problems.

different application domains.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

IST-2001 111.4

Information access, filtering, analysis and handling

Project References:

3 0 SEARCH
AS AN ANGEL
COSMO.LAB
INVISIP
SMARTDOC
V-PLANET

IST-200 1-29583
IST-2000-29298
IST-2000-28481
IST-2000-29640
KT-2000-28 137
IST-2000-28095

Commission Contacts:

Franco Mastroddi

Web

www.cordis.lu/ist/ka3/iaf/index.htm

franco.mastroddi@cec.eu.int
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onfirmmg "Moore's Law", formulated 35

alread

years ago, the power of computers

operat

doubles v~rtually every 18 months.

focus

Computational performance has increased

interm

more than a million times over the last 15

validat

years, t o the extent that the Cray I, the leading

testbec

supercomputer in the late 1970s. pales into

a wide

insignificance today when compared with even

to

the most modest laptop. Even so, computer

infrast~

S

technology is finding it difficult t o keep pace
with the ever-growing demand for calculation-

Under

intensive scientific and industrial applications in

Europi

areas such as genomics, climatology, fluid

testbe

mechanics, astrophysics, chemistry and biology.

feasibil
their c

In particle physics, for example, the Large

cover

Hadron Collider (LHC) being built at CERN in

such a

Geneva, due t o enter service in 2005, will

imagin;

generate several petabytes (10" bytes) of data

essenti

every year. Processing this data will require a

softwa

computing speed estimated at 20 teraflops, o r

the dif,-, -,,.

20 000 billion floating-point operations per

provide transparent access t o the system for a

L-,,.r-.-.

.,v-,

-.,,,6

U,4.-..,U

second.Todayf most powerful supercomputers

user community which is widely dispersed

can only manage 3 teraflops. Similar issues are

geographically. These developments follow an

encountered in other areas of science: the

open source approach. By co-operating with

European Space Agency's earth observation

similar initiatives in the US, the project will also

satellites, for example, download around 0.5

develop international standards which will be

petabytes per day.The problems arise not only

discussed within the Global Grid Forum.

in information processing but also in storing
the raw data, and visualising and manipulating
the results.
Grids represent a radically new computing
concept

for

data-

and computationally-

intensive applications. The principle is t o
decentralise computing resources by using a
high-speed network linking supercomputers,
batteries of processors, disks, databases,
computer systems, and, of course, users, in a
kind of worldwide virtual laboratory. By
enabling an effective sharing of resources with
reliable, co-ordinated cheap access, grids will
open the way t o new forms of global cooperation.
Support for the development of this new
World Wide Grid is identified as a key priority
within both the e-Europe Action Plan and the
proposals

for

the

Sixth

Framework

Programme. Within the IST Programme, work
t o support emerging grid technologies is

Grids offer a radically new oppmach to computing
for dota-intensive applications such as medicine

EuroGRID, another key project, focuses on

infrastructures

and

technologies

enable

applications in fields such as chemistry and

coordinated sharing of resources across

biology (bio-Grid), weather forecasts (meteo-

geographical and organisational boundaries,

Grid), and computer-assisted engineering for

they have significant implications for the sort of

the automotive and aerospace industries

virtual organisations we see emerging in

(CAE-Grid). Under the latter, for example,

business today. In the business environment,

engineers at Daimler-Chrysler and their

grids could offer added value by enabling the

partners will have access t o high performance

creation of complex applications out of an

computational resources through a portal.The

assortment of web-services. They could also

networking of HPC centres is also being

lower investment costs and development

investigated (HPC-Grid), including agreements

cycles through scalable and interoperable

on aspects such as security standards, access

systems, and support new business models and

policies and certification.

standards.

A third testbed, DAMIEN, is developing

This evolution towards grids for business,

middleware building blocks for simulation and

which will be a key element of work under FP6,

visualisation, also for the aerospace and

will most likely be achieved through greater

engineering industries.

emphasis on the grid knowledge layer, so as t o

In 200 l, the grid became a Cross Programme

commercial processes. I t will also be necessary

activity in IST A recent call for proposals

t o provide access t o a broad range of end-user

support

more

intelligent

through

office

and

and

complex

resulted in a number of new initiatives t o be

systems,

launched soon, covering a broad spectrum of

environments and wireless devices. Over time.

home

grid-technologies and application areas.

grid functionality will become a standard
technology layer delivered over the internet.

Although scientific research is the main focus

Only then will we truly have a World Wide

for RTD at present, the economic significance

Grid.

of grids are much more far reaching. Since grid

Further info
IST Action Lines:

Project References:

IST-2001VII. 1.2
IST-200I V. 1.9 CPA 9

Research Networks:Technology and application Experiments
Gr~dtest beds, deployment and technologies

DATAGRtD
DAMIEN

IST-2000-25182
IST-2000-25406

EUROGRID

IST- 1999-20247

Commission Contacts: Kyriakos Baxevandis
Web

www.cordis.lulistlrn

www.eu-datagrid.org
www.hlrs.delorganizationlpdsl

projectsldamien
www.eurogrid.org

kyriakos.baxevanidis@cec.eu.int
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,here was a time when a museum o r

IST Progra

library was a physical location.You had

heritage. TI

t o visit the building t o access its

organisatio

collections o r experience its artefacts. This is

collections

no longer the case. Cultural and memory

repositorie

institutions are going digital, gearing up for a

and long-te

- centres of

virtual colle

new role as "knowledge factories"

learning and discovery accessible t o all.

real and vir
emphasised

As repositories of huge collections of high
quality content, digital libraries are one of the

RENARDU

Information Society's most important assets.

gateways t

Each has particular strengths and specialisms.

access t o

To date, individual institutions have been islands

information

of excellence with relatively poor connections

national an

between them. The growth of high-speed

together t c

research networks (grids) raises the prospect

service t h

of much stronger links, with each institution

resources t

being a node within a high-quality network

t o search

infrastructure.The question then becomes how

through a

i

best t o connect and ensure access t o these

consortium

resources within a grided system.

metadata, :
other stanc

This new context for cultural and memory
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for a fully-fi

institutions is addressed under several of the

Digital contl
increoringly interconne

The European Library
Europe's national libraries have at their disposal major digital and
other collections of cultural and scientific publications. As global
networks grow in significance it is becoming increasingly important
to share knowledge and resources. By combining the resources of
some of Europe's national libraries, the concept of a single
European Library is moving closer to reality.
The European Library (TEL) project is providing the groundwork on
which to build a pan-European library service. Bringing together
virtually all of the EU's national libraries, the project will make
recommendations on how to improve the handling of digital and
other collections in the future. By setting up a generic framework for
major national and deposit collections, TEL will improve access to
library services across national boundaries.

DELOS is a network of excellence on digital

O f course, not all libraries are major national

libraries. I t provides an open forum within

institutions. PULMAN is networking local and

which t o debate and set an international

regional public libraries and cultural institutions

research agenda and stimulates exchange of

t o stimulate and promote the sharing of

know-how and best practices. Five forums have

policies and practices for the digital era.

been set up focusing on: digital library-related

Activities

RTD, performance aspects, standardisation,

consensus-building

dissemination and technology transfer, and

workshops, and a web-based directory of

include best practice manuals,
conferences,

training

spin-off

distance learning materials. Also concerned

projects have recently been approved. CLEF

with take-up, D-LIB will set up a Digital Library

promotes RTD in cross-language information

Competence Centre which will provide

international

co-operation. Two

retrieval.The project will evaluate information

specific user communities with access t o

retrieval systems operating on European

advanced digital library testbeds, services and

languages in both monolingual and cross-

expertise.

language contexts. I t will also create test-suites
of reusable data for use by developers in

In the area of scientific resources, recent

benchmarking such systems. CHlOS provides

projects include: an online environment for

support on the harmonisation of ontologies

research information in the life sciences

used t o specify metadata, as input t o an

(ORIEL);

international standard being proposed by the

biomechanics (BIONET); and an architecture

a

European

network

for

ISO.

for the storage and reprocessing of digital
scientific data (ARION - see box).

'he digital science library
uch of scientific knowledge resides within specialised collections held by individual research and technology organisations.
dike traditional digital library objects, scientific objects (referred papers, experimental results etc) can be complicated to reuse
unless precise information is stored about them. Building on the findings of previous studies in this area, ARION is aiming to
provide a new generation of digital library services for the searching and retrieval of digital scientific collections. The software
tools produced will enable the user to browse networked repositories of scientific collections, as well as to publish their work
directly into a scientific digital library.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

1ST-2001 111.1.3

Next generation digital collections

Project References:

ARlON
BIONET
CHlOS
CLEF
D-LIB CENTER
DELOS
ORIEL
PULMAN
RENARDUS
TEL

IST-2000-25289
IST-2000-28074
KT-2000-29216
IST-2000-3 1002
IST-200 1-32587
IST- 1999- 1 2262
IST-200 1-32688
IST-2000-29204
IST- 1999- 10562
IST-2000-25347

Commission Contacts:

Bernard Smith

bernard.smith@cec.eu.int

Web

www.cordis.lu/ist/ka3/digicult

-

-business is often descr~bedas the SME's

supports a number of differe~

gateway t o global business and markets.

that complement GoDigit

This is true In pr~nciple,as some success

projects. Trials for SME usc

storles show. For the most part, however,

promote the adaptation ant

European SMEs find the opportunities difficult

leading-edge technology i~

t o grasp. W h ~ l emany SMEs now have a basic

service applications and its

web presence, ava~lableind~catorssuggest the

suppliers and users. Best

jl

majority are still reluctant t o use the internet

promote improvements in b

as a business tool. More needs t o be done t o

processes and operations t h

help tradit~onalSMEs make the transition and

SME users t o methods and

"go digital".

are proven but not yet

The obstacles are well documented. SMEs lack

the viability of new tech~

Demonstration projects are
the crucial technical and management skills

economic advantages but

needed t o capitalise on the new technologies.

commercialised directly.

1

W

They also lack access t o standardised and fully
compatible ICT solutions that stay relatively
stable over time, and so run the risk of
becoming

"locked-in"

to

inappropriate

technologies. Despite reductions in the capital
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A very wide range of projc
issues. FLEXWORK and Pf
example, aim t o help SMEs
ways of flexible working as

costs of ICT equipment, total costs of

resources t o business advi

ownership are still seen as prohibitive,

SMEs in implementing su

especially once personnel costs are factored in.

PROVE-SME, best practice

Regulatory frameworks are complex and not

developed

atuned t o cross-border e-business. And the

constituting efficient virtual

high attrition rates among "dot-com" start-ups

UCA-Net is investigatingSME

to

support
I

and the tighter financial climate that has

IT tools and organisational m

resulted, presents a further disincentive for

such virtual

"traditional" SMEs.

creating a pan-European net

organisations

centres t o improve take-ul
In April 2001, the European Commission
launched the GoDigital initiative under the
general umbrella of the eEurope 2002 Action
Plan. GoDigital, which is managed by D G
Enterprise, aims t o support and promote
actions that will accelerate e-commerce
capability among European SMEs. It offers a
platform for ideas, bringing the opportunities
and challenges of e-business t o the attention of
Europe's SME community. The

initiative

supports actions t o disseminate best practice
and raise awareness of the benefits t o be
derived from the take-up of new technology.
Actions are funded at national level; the
Commission's role

is t o

highlight and

encourage participation.
RTD also has an important part t o play,
primarily in generating real life business cases
based on novel technologies, solutions and
business practices. The

IST Programme

engineering and manufacturin

Looking t o the future of SMEs in a networked

For

economy, it is clear that they will have t o

discussion focuses on the needs of the SME of

the

Sixth

Framework

Programme,

operate as nodes in an extended virtual

2010. The

enterprise if they are t o remain competitive in

entrepreneurial and dynamic world-class SMEs

a global networked environment. Measures will

able t o compete effectively in the globalised

need t o be found t o support SMEs as efficient

digital

and effective players in this virtual environment

assessment of SME technology capability,

whilst also ensuring they maintain a reasonable

development of appropriate methodologies t o

vision

economy.

is

to

Priorities

create

will

highly

include

level of autonomy. The on-going development

improve

of

advanced services providing added value and

extended

enterprises

needs

to

be

capability, and development

of

monitored so as t o ensure that future support

customisable and reusable software. Best

actions are both appropriate and efkient.And

practice actions for such a scenario could focus

specific

on the formation and support of networks of

measures will be necessary t o

encourage effective leadership among SMEs

regional SME communities.

involved in extended enterprise networks.

A o n e - s t o p shop for e - l e g i s l a t i o n
Global e-commerce offers a way for all enterprises, notably innovators, to reach wider markets
and grow faster. For e-business to thrive, however, the legislotive and regulatory framework
must be known. ECommLex is a service to provide entrepreneurs with easy access to
comparative information about legislative and regulatory matters affecting e-business in the

EU Member States. A web-based portal will provide access to a database of legal topics
indexed by business types. The service will help enterprises and their advisors to get relevant
information on legal issues quickly and easily.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-200 1 11.1 5
IST-2001 11 1.6
IST-2001 CPA I I

Hlgh Impact take-up, dlssem~nat~on
and trainlng
Large-scale demonstrators
Reg~onaland sectoral pdot actrons and demonstratrons
for the dig~taleconomy

E-CornrnLex
FLEXWORK
PROTELEUSES
PROVE-SME

lST2000-28560
KT-2000-26367
IST- 1999-20852
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IST- 1999- 14095

Commission Contacts:

Frank Cunningham

frank.cunningham@cec.eu.int

Web
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Project References:
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has

for specific local markets, o r according t o

emerged as one of the most intriguing

pen source

software

(OSS)

specialised needs such as the disabled. The

phenomena of the Information Society.

flexible distribution is especially important in

First initiated in the eighties, over recent years

developing countries, allowing them access t o

the free software movement has reached a

advanced technologies without having t o pay

critical mass that has spread in the mainstream

expensive royalties.

software market, in which the term "open
source" is now often used.

Until recently ope

OSS can be distributed free from many of the

programmes. Thi:

received relatively
restrictions of traditional software products.

significant effort bc

Users are able t o use the software as they wish,

Open source appl

for whatever they wish, on as many computers

important elemeni

as they wish and in any appropriate situation.

work in software

Furthermore, they can amend the software t o

include fostering a

fit their needs. This includes, for example,

of free software in

improving it, fixing its bugs, adding t o its

European-based :

functionality,

software projects.

and

studying

its

internal

operations. They are also allowed, in fact

catalysed the form,

encouraged, to redistribute it t o other users,

on Libre Software

usually for free, who could themselves use it

software players

according t o their own needs.

countries.

A key feature is that the user has access t o the
software's

source

code. This

allows

a

programmer t o understand the programme's
functionality and t o work with it in much the
same way as the original author. The user's
freedom under certain obligations t o modify,
improve and distribute the code are set out
under a public software licence.
The impacts of open source technology are yet
t o be understood but are expected t o be
significant. Using novel development models,
developers around the world are collaborating
on software projects employing open source
approaches. W i t h the source code open t o
widespread scrutiny, the software's strengths
and weaknesses can be rapidly identified and
improvements made. Users benefit through
access t o software based on open technology
standards.
W i t h a huge amount of code and development
tools now available, it is possible t o create
robust software systems using only open
source software and without any commercial
components. This

can

have

significant

advantages for the rapid diffusion of software
technology, for example in adapting software

Take-up actions to encourage the adoption and

and open architecture router-firewall for the

the development of freelopen source software

S O H 0 market. The use of open source

were open under IST's Work Programme 2000

security protocols in industrial applications is

and the first six projects started during 200 1 .

being evaluated by SECRETS, while PENGUIN-

LlBRE is evaluating the suitability of Linux-

PC is adapting a proprietary numerical control

based products

embedded

system to RealTime Linux. OROCOS develops

telecommunications solutions, and ACEOS

robot control software under OS andlor free

for

use

in

aims t o port Linux to an embedded network

licences. In addition some RTD projects were

processor, also for telecoms applications.

contracted that aim at producing open source

OPENROUTER will adopt open source

software results.

software for the development of an efficient

Under.standing open source
k L - --..
,vor~-rr~~rietary
transactions are dificult to measure through usual economic indicators but are an increasingly important

feature of the new economy. FLOSS is investigating such transactions in the context of open source soflware.A survey of users
and developers is being undertaken to provide the first comprehensive database on open source. In addition, a unique survey
of 0SS source code will measure authors' contributions and other indicators. Business models, best practices and
policylregulatory aspects are also being assessed.
While focusing on OSS, the project will have implications for measuring and modelling other aspects of the new economy.

In May 2001, the Commission organised a

software solutions and public procurement

consultation meeting t o discuss the main

policy will be important drivers for future

challenges

future

development. In the RTD area, appropriate

research

measures need t o be found to create a

programmes in this field. Among the wide

favourable environment for open source

range of issues discussed, it was noted that

development. Given that many developers are

orientations

ahead
for

and

possible

European

software patents and aggressive copyright

innovative individuals, this could be addressed

enforcement are key obstacles for the open

through grants or fellowships.

source model. Inter-operability with existing
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advent of the new economy, with its

enhance creativity and productivity, and

emphasis on exploiting intellectual

improve the quality of working life.They should

assets,

also be safer and use fewer resources.

challenges

many

of

our

conventional views on work. Knowledge
workers no longer need t o be bound within a
part~cular office building. Communications
technologies, wired and wireless, take work
into new settings such as the street, train, cafe
and home.The nature of work is changing too.
Spaces

designed t o

support

the

work

Sustainable workplaces for knowledge
workers

processes of the industrial age fail t o provide
the stimulating environment needed by today's
knowledge

workers.

The

adoption

of

alternative environments.frorn marketplaces t o

SANE considers tne Impact or new ways or working on people,
process and place. Focusing on creating workplaces for

coffee shops, offers fresh opportunities for

distributed teams of knowledge workers, the .project
is
-

urban renewal.

developing and validating a unified framework for the design
of sustainable work environments.

Thus, it is clear we need t o radically rethink the
workplace. The design of office buildings has
been poorly related t o the needs of the
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The framework addresses the problems and issues of existing

organisations and individuals who use them.

technology in use in the real-life workplace. In addition, SANE

Too often design has been supplier led and has

will design and develop upcoming user-specific KT-enabled

not been matched t o users' needs.Where user

workspaces, processes and tools, and validate them in

requirements have been taken into account,
design has often been focused on expressing
corporate image rather than supporting the

multicultural contexts. Special attention is given to the study of
interaction in both physical and technology-enabled spaces,
with emphasis on different levels of privacy in different types

work process.

of space.
The pressure of organisational change and the
continuing development of new IST calls for
new approaches t o how we view and think
about our workspace.The very real advantages
of distributed collaborative team working will
only be realised through a better understanding
of how people use technology t o support their
work processes and activities. This in turn
needs t o reflect the role of social, cultural and
physical features in the work environment. To
date such issues have received scant attention
from the research community.
The IST Programme is fostering a critical mass
of RTD effort on the offices of the future.This
multidisciplinary activity engages architects,
urban

planners,

interior

designers,

technologists, social scientists and others in
developing and validating new concepts for the
sustainable workplace based on user-centred
design

principles.

Combining

emerging

technologies with new approaches t o design
and teamwork, these novel workspaces aim t o

N e w design opprooches make offices
more comfortable and attractive

1

The virtual meeting
Effective teamwork, bringing together the expertise of specialists from all over the world, is
crucial in modern organisations. Similarly, conferences held online, offering all the conveniences
of a real conference, help to save time and money.AvatarConference is developing a toolkit
for setting up and administering virtual online conferences in which users are represented as
avatars, i.e. as animated 3D figures.The system will be a scalable, modular application offering
a large number of supportive functions. Key features include multi-user real-time
communication, speech and voice recognition, online translation, and interaction through
whiteboards, PCs and interactive-N.

Among the most recent projects, UNITE is

Knowledge Worker in 20 I0.The challenge is t o

demonstrating user-friendly and highly-efficient

equip the future European workforce with the

co-operative workplaces for project teams and

world-best tools for participation in the

virtual organisations. VIEW aims t o help

knowledge economy. N e w work-tools and

identify the role of virtual environments (VEs)

spaces must be accessible t o all workers

in supporting high quality work within future

through a variety of intuitive human interfaces.

industrial workplaces and t o understand the

These will be based on innovative use of voice,

impact of VE technologies on users. The

visual and other media and should be able t o

expected outcomes will help industrial users

cope with differences in language and culture.

across Europe t o applyVE systems and tools in

They must provide transparent operation

areas such as design, prototyping and training.

between different tools, systems and services
used by the knowledge worker, so that

Looking t o future activities

under FP6,

discussions are focusing on the Networked

unnecessary complexity and the subsequent
requirement for retraining are minimised.

Further info
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nowledge is the currency of the

The document is the portal

Information Society. Whereas in the
industrial era the key asset was capital,
the

Klee&Co, an Esprit project, has developed a KM solution for

dominant asset is knowledge. Just as capital

creative and innovative environments characterised by

in

today's

knowledge organisations

assets can be acquired, used, depreciated and

informal learning processes and based on individual memory.

then replaced, so intellectual assets are

Targeted at the needs of professional and creative work within

captured, applied, maintained and perhaps
ultimately deleted through the knowledge

design and innovation processes, Klee&Co overcomes the

lifecycle. Indeed, such intellectual assets are

barriers to efec :tive common culture and

CO,mmunication.

only of value t o the organisation through their
capture, application, and reuse. If people are

.#

8

,, ,

P

The solution taKes tne rorm or a corraDorative environment

unable t o share their precious intellectual

based on a set of knowledge-sharing tools. Within this

assets with colleagues, their value t o the
organisation may be lost.This fluidity presents a

repository, people can easily find documents produced in other

new challenge for knowledge organisations and

projects, communicate with clients and broiea Partners. view
.

is the central issue in knowledge management.

v

presentations etc. In this documlwt-centric approach, all
. - . -.
relevant information is accessible rnrougn me one
screen,
-,......-,L

For some, knowledge management has its

A
,
.

~~

roots in the business process redesign (BPR)

which links users to related people, documents, keywords and

movement of the late 1980s and early 1990s.

mail.This "view with context"represents a radically new way to

and the early successes of the information

create and share knowledge within communities and teams.

systems and intranet approaches
of the late
..
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1990s. However, this focus on transformation
of enterprise processes missed the real point
of knowledge management - t o facilitate the
exchange of knowledge between people. Such
movements did not address knowledge and
people issues explicitly.
In recent years, attention has shifted t o putting
equation, and t o understanding better how
people interact with each other in teams t o
innovations.

improve the rate of innovation in European
organisations and t o bring KM t o real
sustainable use. Furthermore, the increasing
importance of mobile and creative workers

people at the centre of the knowledge

produce

Thus,there is a need t o show that KM can truly

Corporate

or

organisational memory stores, portals, and
other IT solutions, important as they are, have
become simply enablers o r facilitators. Thus,
rather than focusing on tools t o build various
forms of intelligent systems, the emphasis has
shifted towards methodologies which can
support "natural intelligence", and towards
tools which put people back in the centre.

who work outside of traditional corporate
structures,

including

"e-lancers"

with

a

company size of one,
emphasises the need
for

a

broader

approach. In addition
to

the

latest

technological systems
and

methodologies,

this calls for greater
contributions from the
human

and

social

sciences t o reflect the
fact that businesses are

Despite some significant advances, knowledge

complex ecosystems.

management is still n o t widely used by
businesses as a whole, nor deeply embedded in
those where it is employed. Organisations have
not yet fully embraced KM as a foundation for
innovation. In short, they are often not yet
convinced it can make a difference.

People are at the centre
of successful knowledge
management

Many of the most recent IST projects reflect

MIRROR.And an earlier project, NIMCUBE is

this new context. MILK, for example, aims t o

developing a toolkit t o track innovation and

develop a KM solution for web-oriented

reuse of knowledge in R&D.

multimedia

companies

and

e-commerce

providers. I t will integrate technological.

The K M requirements of particular business

organisational and business aspects for typical

models represents another perspective. OPAL

work situations for remote working. Also in

will help e-lancers and others t o find partners

the multimedia sector, AUDlOTAlN creates

online, addressing aspects such as compatibility

novel KM solutions t o support the use of audio

and trust as well as competencies. While

content in digital entertainment services.

PlKON focuses on the information needs of
extendedlvirtual enterprises.

Several projects focus on the needs of hightech industries. H-TECHSIGHT is developing a

Other projects target K M applications and

KM system t o support the assessment of

tools for specific sectors, including professional

technology trends and market dynamics in

business services

high-technology

industry (KNOWCOAT), engineering (WISE)

markets. A

Europe-wide

community of practice for learning and

(INKASS), the coating

and aerospace (ENKE).

innovation in the natural sciences is targeted by

Building the European KM community
Knowledge management embraces a broad range of disciplines and research areas. The
European KM Forum aims to strengthen the KM community in Europe and bring together a
critical mass of KM experts.The Forum helps define open standards and common approaches
to KM to help make it better known and accepted. It analyses KM trends, develops strategic
visions and defines roadmaps for future activities. It also links European centres of expertise
and special interest groups and provides a focus for international collaboration.The Forum is
expected to evolve into a B2B community which brings together users and suppliers on a dayto-day basis.
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Web

n the e-economy,a firm's competitiveness is

networked organisations so as t o establish

determined by the speed and ease with

their interoperability needs and requirements.

which i t can integrate novel e-business

However, further research is needed on the

solutions and practices, and collaborate

dynamic characteristics of virtual organisations,

effectively with others. Given the diversity of

their decision-making processes, the way

systems and processes employed, however,

responsibilities are identified and managed, and

inter-enterprise collaboration is still hugely

how t o map between different enterprise

complex, expensive and time-consuming. To

models.

take an analogy from the world of personal
computers, we do not yet have a situation

A t a technical level,

' a

where companies can simply "plug-and-do-

framework for the intl

ess

business".

systems based on open arcnwuures and
platforms. Such a common framework will

In the networked economy firms, and in

provide a reference for future discussions of

particular SMEs, need t o be able t o quickly set

VOs. This requires looking at how virtual

up

organisations manage and co-ordinat~

and

operate

loose

associations

of

organisations as circumstances require. This

security, and IPR. Mechanisms also havc

efficient and seamless. Business systems need

found for handling integration at d

t o work together ("interoperate") in a way that

levels, e.g. platform, application, bl

supports collaboration within and between

processes.

enterprises.The benefits, in terms of time, costs
and ease of use, will enable European
companies t o adapt quickly t o new market
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activities in areas such as contract nego

dynamic partnering has t o be timely, cost-

requirements.
As firms respond t o these needs we are seeing
the rise of new types of inter-networked
organisations.

These

so-called

virtual

organisations (VOs) are highly flexible,dynamic,
and share resources and skills.They are able t o
leverage the power of network technologies t o
meet customer demands for high added-value
products and services in a global market.
For businesses t o be able t o work together as
virtual o r extended enterprises they have t o
share a common technical framework. An IST
Working Group is investigating new ideas on
interoperability that support the vision of
"plug-and-do-business". The initiative aims t o
equip

European

industry

with

novel

middleware and knowledge-sharing solutions
as well as standards that provide the seamless
interoperation

both

within

and

across

enterprises. In its work the W G has identified
three major themes.
Firstly, enterprise modelling is an important
supporting element for setting up and managing
VOs. W e need a better understanding of inter-

In addition, as in other areas of information

operability in business systems under FP6. In

exchange, ontologies and semantics will play a

the meantime, work will continue under

key role in ensuring the interoperability of

WP2002 t o study real-world issues and user

business systems. Issues here include the need

needs, and t o identify priority areas where

t o clarify the place of ontologies and ontology

interoperability

services in enterprise modelling and in the

improvements for efficiency and production.

could

offer

significant

architecture of VOs, and t o ensure a strong

A comprehensive analysis of existing work in

European involvement in the W3C's activity on

the Member States is also proposed, and
preliminary scenarios for future action will be

the Semantic Web.

elaborated.
The WG's outputs are likely t o provide a basis
for a large research initiative on inter-

Creative thinking on smart organisations
Rapid advances in ICT combined with the trend towards the new global "creative economyUare
leading to the emergence of new business models, new organisational forms, and new
technological solutions. There is an urgent need to elaborate visionary scenarios, anticipate
future requirements and provide advice on RTD strategies.

THINK CREATIVE is a network of experts on emerging smart organisations that is generating
a common vision of the future and advising on future RTD strategies i n this area. The network
is focusing on identifjhg and characterising the emerging organisational forms, the required
infrastructures and tools, and socio-organisational needs over timescales of 5, I 0 and 2 0 years.

In addition, a broad range of current IST

produce research roadmaps which could

projects are looking at RTD issues in relation

inform research activities t o be conducted

t o virtual organisations. VOSTER is a newly-

within FP6.

launched clustering activity that aims t o collect,
analyse and synthesise results from this

Concurrent enterprising is a relatively new

substantial research effort. The project will

concept, representing the convergence of

define VO-related concepts, types, characte-

concurrent engineering and virtual enterprises.

ristics and indicators, and will also identify and

CE-NET is setting up and further developing a

recommend useful approaches for modelling

well co-ordinated and effective support

VOs. Relevant technologies, standards and

infrastructure throughout Europe t o share and

infrastructures will be assessed. and V 0

exchange the latest developments in this

approaches will be actively promoted t o

domain.

European industry. The project will also
Further info
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IST-200 1 11.2.2
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s the world of work becomes ever

IST's Advanced Training 'Systems cluster is

more complex and portfolio careers

developing

become the norm, barriers between

approaches t o ICT-based vocational training.

and

validating

radically

new

work and learning are disappearing. Employees

Research

are moving in and out of work and between

environments for complex, high-tech industrial

working tasks In a world where skills,

situations using advanced simulation and

dlscipllnes and jobs mutate rap~dly.Increasingly,

immersive

areas

VR;

include

new

collaborative

learning

training

organisations requlre a flexlble workforce with

environments; and co-operative team-based

broad competencies rather than workers

training using corpo rate knowledge networks.

tramed in a speclfic but llrnlted sk~llset.Thus,the
emphasis is shiftmg from job-related tramng t o
career-related self-development.

The CORONET projecr, ror example, 1s
integrating corporate knowledge networks and
group
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learning

processes.

DERIVE

is

As individuals take greater responsibility for

experimenting with the use of virtual reality in

their own professional development they will

the teaching of mechatronics, a new discipline

need

combining mechanical engineering, electrical

to

access

work-related

learning

opportunities throughout their lives. People

engineering and ITVirTEPPE is creat ing a fully

will be looking t o learn where, when and how

integrated learning and teaching channel for

they need t o - at the office, in the factory. on

workers in the printing industry lbased on

the road. Such learning will be self-determined,

satellite, ISDN-DSL and internet teclmologies.

tailored and specific t o their skill needs, but at

Other industry-specific applications"

the same time will bring the benefits of

aircraft

collaborative, team-based approaches.Thus, we

training

have t o think in terms of flexible individual

emergency management (A-TEAM).These and

learning solutions available on a ubiquitous

other projects are supported by the cluster

basis and with complete mobility.

project K2.

maintenance
(ASIMIL

(AITRAM),

and

:--1..-l-

IILIUU~:

aviation

ADAPT-IT),

and

IST is a key tot
for work-related learnir

The knowledge game
KITS aims to help senior managers gain an understanding
of knowledge management (KM) and how t o implement it
within their companies. The system takes the form of a webbased learning game using a real situation where users do
not always have access to all information and where
unexpected events may occur. The game is played by three
learners collaboratively, and takes learners through four
phases of W procedures. They are required to respond
collaboratively to events by defining interventions, thus
encouraging mutual reflection and knowledge exchange.
The first prototype is almost complete and evaluation on
learning processes will commence before the end of 200 1.
Learning effectiveness will be analysed at a later stage in
the project.

Under WP2001, the Self-Learning for Work

Actions will have t o address the needs of

action line reflects the increasing emphasis on

organisations for a flexible workforce with

empowering individuals t o manage their own

multiple competencies, rather than just training

career-related learning, in response t o rapidly

workers in a specific, limited skill-set. The

changing

and

acquisition of knowledge and competences

employment needs.The research will evaluate

goes beyond the transmission of set skills and

organisational,

business

the added value of this new way of learning, its

procedures. This raises many complex issues,

socio-economic impact, and the benefits for

such as how t o

model and structure

the various actors (learner,tutor, sponsor etc.).

knowledge; the relation of knowledge and

One priority is use of IST t o support flexible,

knowledge structures t o particular types of

personal models for learning (e.g. skills analysis,

content;

motivation, self-assessment). Novel ways of

knowledge. A major challenge will be t o use

supporting the recognition and development of

emerging technologies t o develop soft skills

and

the

cultural

context

of

soft skills and informal learning (interpersonal

(which frequently depend on tacit knowledge),

communication, team work, leadership and

that have high value t o employers.

project management) are also addressed.
Other focus areas are communities of learning,

The social element of collaborative learning

and personal intellectual capital (such as

also poses challenges t o telematic systems, and

electronic CVs).

the relation between work and learning, on- o r
off-the-job, is crucial. The possible advantages

Looking t o the future, it is clear that education

of blending face-to-face and technology-

and training approaches should be learner-

supported learning should also be considered.

centred. They should cover both on-the-job
training and the interleaving of work with
learning within an environment that permits
access anytime, anywhere.
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ccess t o and exploitation of high-quality

new policies. In particular, urban transp

, information is critical t o our ability t o

policies frequently aim t o reduce the negal

>

'safeguard the environment. Information

environmental effects of traffic. These sour

society technologies present opportunities for

of environmental and transport data

the delivery of new environmental information

inadequately linked, however. Integration

services or, for example, air o r water o r soil

disparate inforn

quality, better control of pollution and waste,

way will allow p

and more efficient management of natural

better assess

resources.They also offer prospects t o improve

urban transpori

1

decision-making processes and increase public
participation in environmental issues. In short,

Also concernin

lSTs will provide key building blocks for putting

establishing a networK or mome mlcrosrarll

the sustainable development principle into

which

action.

measurements of a series of air pollutants.-

-

will

provide

near

real-ti

information will be communicated back
RTD on environmental applications under the

GSM and disseminated t o the public via

IST Programme focuses on a citizen-centred

internet in the Marseilles region.

approach
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with

significant

support

for

standardisation, interoperability and market

Compatible standards are an essential facto

stimulation.The main technical emphasis is on

exchanging environmental data. COASTBI

new tools, integrated systems and services for

and EDEN-IW are developing search

environmental monitoring, using techniques

retrieval systems that will enable users

such as remote sensing,
- GIS, advanced data

access distributed environmental informat

mining and decision support systems.

sources through a single virtual interfz

In the area of air quality management, for

that will provide a single point of entry t o c

example, HEAVEN aims t o develop and

products covering meteorology, sea ice

demonstrate new concepts and tools t o allow

oceanography.

;

JWICOS, is developing an information syst
;

cities t o estimate emissions from traffic in near
real-time. Urban planners, traffic engineers,
environmental and health officers have often
made independent efforts t o address these
problems when using novel technologies and

Mobile access t o environmental information
With greater public concern for the environment, citizens are increasingly interested in
information on issues such as local environmental conditions and public health. Citizens e
services to be easy to access and understand, and tailored to their individual needs.
APNEE is designing information services that draw upon various channels, such as mobile phor
portals, and street panels, for a variety of usage scenarios. The project is building interfaces to
quality management tools, utilising technology standards such as OpenGlS, WAPIWML and Sh
The application is being tested in four major European cities. First trials for an SMS service or

!

information have been conducted by FranceTelecom during the summers of 2000 and 200 1. Ot,
operations are very interested in coming up with a commercial service aFer the end of the prc

European and international programmes.
The different datasets will be accessed
through a single internet-based

data

broker. INTERACT focuses on an interactive system for environmental protection
authorities for use in environmental
permitting procedures.

leading the waves
tisting methods for the monitoring of waterborne pollutants
e confined to spot-sampling and laboratory-based chemical
~~lysis.
This method has serious drawbacks, however, being
)W,

expensive and highly localised. Spot-sampling provides no

pi

dication as to how long a pollutant has been in the water, the
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rection of transport or the extent of the contaminated area.
.UE WATER is developing a system for monitoring water pollution based on computerised video cameras and advanced
]age analysis. Pollutants in water have a damping effect on the water surface. By comparing the surface signature of an

?

i

1

)served wave with that of ambient water the presence of major pollutants, such as hydrocarbons and algal blooms etc, can
?

detected.
BLUE WATER, the wave signatures associated with each damping effect will be monitored through a network of radio-linked

~le-mountedcameras.The solution will permit constant monitoring and give early warning of pollution incidents. Being cheap,
st and reliable, it is expected to be of great interest to authorities responsible for pollution control at sea, beaches and
3tenuoys.
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alling participation in the electoral
process IS an issue across the developed

computers. Active means opportunities

world.While the reasons for this are stdl

of decision-making, rather than simply rati

citizens t o participate and influence all as[

hotly debated, the clear downward trend raises

decisions made by others.This in turn shift

serious concerns for all those who believe in

focus t o "e-citizenship" and the policies

the democratic process.

structure!

.

.

-

work as a
By recasting the connection between the
people and their government, electronic

E-POLL a

government can help revitalise democracy.

developm

E-government links people not just t o each

voting pr

other and the e-commerce marketplace but also

Network is being set up as a trame!

t o the public marketplace of ideas and debate,

defining the components of the electronic

and puts ownership of government back in the

process (e.g. voting lists, virtual polling stat

hands of the people. In reshaping our attitudes

vote collection systems, voters' identific;

t o government,

important

devices) and the information flow betwee1

opportunities not just for better government

actors involved.This framework could prc

services but also for more direct involvement

the basis for a common European approac

in participatory dem0cracy.A~ people become

electronic voting.

IST presents

accustomed t o the advantages of online
communication
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commercial

EDEN aims t o stimulate greater interat

marketplace, they will expect the same of

in

the

and direct participation by citizens in deci

government services, including the ability t o

making processes. Focusing specifically ir

communicate

area of urban planning, the project is app

directly with their elected

representatives.

natural language processing (NLP) tool
make communication between citizens

For these e-democracy models t o work they

public authorities easier and more effec

need t o be both inclusive and active. Inclusive

The resulting tools will be integrated intc

means that they are open t o all on an equitable

planning applications, such as geograp

basis -an issue that is much more complicated

navigation, informal discussion fora, group

than merely providing universal access t o

applications, and polling services.

Count me in
Current approaches to the electronic voting process present serious 1imitations.The systems
be used in traditional voting places where special machines are installed. There is no guai
privacy and no safeguard thot the vote cannot be revealed and exploited by third parties.
the voting process be verified easily. Bringing voting into people's homes or workplac
important step in increasing participation in the democratic process.
CYBERVOTE is seeking to develop a secure online voting system thot will enable Europear
to vote through their mobile phones and internet-connected PCs.This should help increase tl
parricipation in all kind of elections, especially amongst the young, elderly, and socially-exclc
work involves a detailed review of functional requirements (including legal aspects of an
voting system), investigation of user requirements, specification of technical protocols,
development and testing of a prototype voting application.

Focusing on the area of democratic discussion

involve

and participative public opinion, DEMOS is

representatives, and online opinion polling on

citizens

and

government

developing a system t o support large-scale

issues of public interest. Other tools will

discussion of European political topics and the

handle

organisation of structured political debate on

security, as well as navigation and browsing.

identification,

authentication

and

the internet. The approach combines three
proven methods from social research and

Other projects in this area are concerned with

organisational development: Delphi techniques,

the transparency of legislation and business

surveys and mediation.

regulations (E-POWER), a common platform
for information exchange within the European

WEBOCRACY addresses the need t o improve

judicial community (E-COURT), and a common

communication flows between citizens and

architecture for electronic voting and other

public administrations. The web-based system

public services (EURO-CITI). A clustering

will provide automatic routing of messages

initiative covering these and other projects will

from citizens to the appropriate person within

be launched shortly.

the administration. Discussion forums will

IST con help citizens
become more
involved in the
democratic process

CYBERVOTE
DEMOS
E-COURT
E-POLL
E-POWER
EDEN
EURO-CITI
EVE
VSllS
WEBOCRACY

Administrations
IST- 1999-20982
lST 1999-20338
IST- 1999-20530
IST-2000-28 199
IST- 1999-21 109
IST-2000-28125
KT- 1999-20230
IST- 1999-21088
IST-2001-33008
KT-2000-25427
KT- 1999-20364

www.eucybervote.orglec
www.demos-project.org
www.e-poll-project.net
Belastingdienst.nllEP0WER

www.edentool.org
www.euro-citi.org

esprit.ekf.tuke.sk/webocracy

Commission Contacts: Antonis Galetsas antonis.galetsas@cec.eu.int
www.cordis.lulist/kaI 1adrninstrationslhome.htrnl
Web

-

he role of schools in educating younger

ev

generations has never been more

skills. Also t o a-

important than it is today. In the

Tomorrow is pio

Information Society, the future citizen will have

toys and wearat

t o deal with complex rules and t o cope with

students and tea

continuous change in their private and

projects and expe

..

. .

.

'

professional lives. We have t o provide young
people with the knowledge and skills t o handle

Another aspect I

these situations. O n the one hand, this means

provide schools

equipping them with the technical skills

platforms that art

necessary

appropriate for t

to

engage

with

the

new

technologies, so that they have a high level of

constraints. This

"digital literacy". But it also places greater

OASIS, which

emphasis on the higher level cognitive activities,

architecture as a

such as creativity, problem-solving, and team

economic deploy

work.

this project and I1
on the open

Following a call in 2000, the IST Programme has

interoperability o

launched a series of projects which aim t o

learning.

improve the quality and accessibility of learning
at primary and secondary school level by
exploiting the latest technological advances.The

Demonstrating the digital school

projects combine multidisciplinary research on

66

the development of new applications and

EUN-VALNET is a support initiative for projects on School ofTomorrow

demonstrations

that builds on the 500-strong network of innovative schools (EUN) set

with

a

comprehensive

pedagogical and socio-economic evaluation.The
work builds on and consolidates on-going

up under the European Multimedia Task Force. Activities include

national initiatives and is expected t o provide a

clustering of relevant IST projects, analysis of the potential impact of

significant contribution t o a European vision of

RTD on established pedagogical practices, and recommendations on how

the school of the future.

to integrate successfully the results of R&D work into the wider

Several projects are concerned with the
development of virtual labs, a tool of great value

framework of school innovation. A common evaluation framework for
project outputs is being developed, which will be used to test products

~
-

in the teaching ,of scientific disciplines. CO-Lab,

and services i n a t least 50 European schools.These and other outcomes

for example, is developing a collaborative

will be publicised through the E U N website and national networks.

learning environment for applied science that
Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

commission Contacts:
Web

IST-2001 111.2
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EUNVAL NET
ITALES
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METIS
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OASIS
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SEED
Carlos Oliveira
w.proacte.com
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Education and training
IST-2000-25435
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momic significance of the arts and

11

sector

has

long

been

l

!

over(ooked.Cultural organisations,such

and scenarios for future growth. Results are
due by the end of 2001 and will be widely
disseminated.

libraries, museums, publishers and theatres,
have traditionally been seen either as a social

The needs of the cultural economy at local and

nicetY. of little economic significance, o r as an

regional level are addressed in t w o new

underlying (generally free) resource for
educationor business.As well as being sources

projects. REGNET is setting up a network of
Cultural Service Centres throughout Europe

of learning and knowledge, the cultural and

t o provide dedicated IFservices t o cultural

creative industries are now increasingly reco-

heritage organisations. Within the network,

gnisedas an economic sector in their own right.

partners such as multi-media industries,
content

providers

and

service

centre

While the statistical base in this area is poor,

operators will work together t o develop digital

suchdata as there are seems t o support this

content, services and products.

view.Accordingt o recent research undertaken
for the European Commission, around 7.2

OpenHeritage also aims t o help memory

million people in the EU are employed in the

institutions exploit business opportunities.

cultural sector. Between 1995-99, employment

Using the application service provider model, it

in the sector grew by an average of 2.1% per

will establish service centres t o support

year, making it one of the fastest growing areas

cultural organisations in areas such as facilities

of the European economy. The increase in

management,

specialist (as opposed t o administrative)

management, promotion and transaction

customer

relationship

occupations was particularly strong, at nearly

services. The project, which includes partners

5% per annum.The sector is characterised by a

from japan and Russia, will also launch a global

high share of freelancers and very small
entrepreneurial companies, often run as

of European cultural heritage assets.

portal, openheritage.com, for the exploitation

lifestyle businesses.
Following a call in 2000, a series of 25 trial
The IST Programme is supporting a variety of

actions have been launched t o encourage take-

actions aimed at exploring and stimulating the

up of results and stimulate the implementation

future technological, social and economic needs
of the cultural sector. Digicult, for example, is a

of innovative products and services in the
European cultural heritage sector. These trials

foresight study looking at the future technology

should help create momentum for innovation

requirements of

cultural

and

memory

in cultural institutions. A support measure,

institutions.The study focuses on trends in five

TRIS, aims at bringing these projects together

key areas: technology, new services and

t o exchange experiences, develop common

demands, organisation and finance, exploitation,

approaches and share good practice.

Further info
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Interactive publishir>g,digital content and cultural heritage
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www.S(
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espite all the comforts of r
we still live at nature's merc
less exposed than some reg
world, Europe is at risk from natur;
such as severe weather, earthquakes,
landslides. There are also risks of
making, such as chemical spills anc
accidents, as forest fires.
By its very nature emergency man.
highly pressurised.Life and death dec
t o be taken at short notice, more
not on the basis of inadequate ir
Even if data is available it can be

(

people t o analyse quickly enough tc
into the decision process. In such
information and communication te
can literally save lives.
W i t h current emergency managemel
actions are often planned and execL
limited understanding of the size a1
of the event, a fact which substantially restricts
the authorities in promoting appropriate

68 measures. Few

systems. if any. manage t o

integrate the wealth of available information in
a manner which supports effective and timely
decision-making. This may have significant
impacts on the planning and implementation of
emergency plans. Furthermore, even if the
magnitude
recognised,

of
the

the

event

volume

is
of

adequately
information

stemming from the various sources is only
partially utilised. Smart approaches using IST,
such as land use maps generated from satellite
images, forest fire propagation models, and
hand-held personal assistants for rescuers, can
significantly improve the way the situation is
managed.
W o r k under the IST Programme aims t o
ensure a wide availability of efficient and
affordable risk and emergency management
systems and t o stimulate their take-up by civil
protection authorities and other end-users. I t
also aims t o "close the loop" with EU and
national legislation and t o increase citizen's
awareness of environmental risks.
Research focuses on the development of
intelligent, mobile and networked sensors and

Other projects target specific risk management
applications. FORFAIT, for

vulcanologists working close t o volcanic vents

example, will

during eruptions. Under GEOWARN data

demonstrate a decision support system t o assist

visualisation techniques are being applied t o give

civil protection agencies in optimising the

early warning of volcanic and seismic activity.

management of forest fires. In the area of
maritime accidents, MERMAID aims t o develop

CLIFF is a support initiative that aims, amongst

an internet-based data brokerage for accessing

other issues, t o increase the use of earth

marine environmental data, and RAPSODI

observation data in disaster management

targets an airborne remote sensing system for

applications.

oil spills based on synthetic aperture radar

standardisation

(SAR). ROBOVOLC is developing a mobile

measures, such as the sharing of procedures,

robotic system t o minimise the risk for

interfaces and resources.

Activities
and

will

focus

A coherent approach t o flood management
Recent catastrophic flood events i n southern and central Europe have demonstrated the necessity to
change the traditional approach to information dissemination in these critical environmental situations.
Existing flood warning and forecasting systems are mostly intended to be used by civil protection
authorities, such as fire brigades and environmental agencies. The wider societal requirements of crisis
monagement, such as communication with the affected population and support for self-help by citizens,
ore hardly considered.

OSlRlS is analysing organisational structures and procedures for coherent flood crisis management i n
river basins of various types.Al1 stages of flood risk management are taken account of; from preventive
measures and action planning, monitoring and forecasting, through to flood warning, attenuation
measures, crisis management and post-event monitoring. The project utilises a combination of
knowledge management tools and communication systems, such as wireless devices, street display
Panels, public terminals and websites.The application of lSTs is expected to significantly improve flood
manogement practices in terms of information handling, decision-making and crisis management.
b

Further info
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Environment
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ternpest.esrin.esa.it/-cliff

www.forrnidable-project.org
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www.brntrnis.cornlrnerrnaid1index.htrn

wwwist-osiris.org
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Web
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seem unconnected.At a
and rapid change, st:
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Nevertheless, new stz
required which reflect
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development in Europt
oriented, knowledge-dr

The definition, measurt
of new statistical indicat

Benchmarkin
Tracking policy initiatives suc:h as e-Europe requires practical mechanisms to be set up to generate statistical indicators of
change so that progress in all relevant domains can be benchmarked. Currently available data must be supplemented by a
fresh approach delivering the required new statistics. Such indicators constitute a major part of the benchmarking framework
necessary to follow up the e-Europe lnitiative and to track the development of the European Information Society.
SlBlS is developing a set of indicators that reflect the priorities and targets of the e-Europe Initiative. The project will pilot a
number of new indicators and undertake extensive surveys of enterprises and the general population in each EU country.
Based on the surveys, a series of I 0 reports will be published covering topics addressed under the e-Europe Action Plan. The
results will document the current state of European society with regard to a range of IS variables and, by providing insights on
the rate of change of these indicators, will strongly contribute to policy development. In addition, the SlBlS e-Europe Indicator
Handbook will detail indicator definitions and construction in a way appropriate for use by statistical agencies.
A new and complementary initiative, BISER, will define, develop and pilot a set of statistical indicators for benchmarking
progress on the e-Europe lnitiative at regional level.

L

More specialised w o r k on new statistical tools,
methods and applications is addressed under a
Cross Programme Action. The w o r k aims t o
demonstrate and disseminate the use o f these
new approaches in ICT-based applications
while serving the needs o f official statistics
within

the

Priorities

European Statistical

include statistical

data

System.
mining,

statistical modelling and the representation of
non-numerical data. The use o f administrative
data,

particularly

business

registers,

for

statistical purposes is also addressed, as well as
improvements in quality and in timely and lowcost data production.

Better statistics are essential
to our understanding of
the Information Society

Further info
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orldwide there are more than 750
million people with disabdities, 50
million of whom live in Europe. New

providing tools and activities that are specific t o
European requirements. WAI-DA's
role
involves raisinz awareness amongst European

technologies offer significant opportunities for

content cn

people with special needs, helping them t o

and direct

overcome the isolation of the past.Through the

networks

web they are able t o access information,

disability cc

distance education, workplace interaction,

and polic:

electronic commerce,and participate in society

evaluation

at large. If thoughtfully applied. IST can give

practices,

people with special needs a social and

t o promol

economic freedom they have not had before.

;

Content AI
Tool Acces

The key issue here is equality of access. As
more and more government services and

Support fo

important public information become available

on e-acces

online,ensuring access t o public websites for all

Action Pk

citizens is as important as ensuring access t o

include a p

public buildings. This does not mean treating

for acces:

people with special needs differently, however.

products,

Experience shows that consideration of

employabil

usability requirements from the beginning of

with speci;

the design process can often make new

standards

technologies easier for everyone t o use. This

CENELEC

"design-for-all" (or universal design) approach

implement;

brings great benefits usually at little extra cost.
Benchmark
Design-for-all principles can also be applied t o

also imp0

the web but at present technologists and web

expert grc

designers have a relatively poor awareness and

from the

(

understanding of accessibility issues. In an effort

monitor t

t o address this, the World Wide Web

standards.

Consortium (W3C) has launched the Web

activities ar

Accessibility Initiative (WAI) t o develop a series

Member S t

of technical guidelines on access t o and the

Recommendations will also be formulated for a

presentation of content on websites.

European curriculum on e-accessibility for
designers and engineers.

Following on from earlier work under FP4, the
WAI-DA

project supports the W A I by

Further info
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Manuel Monteiro
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the

,formation revolution is the ease with
yhich digitised content can be copied

'

l
l

1

this

suite,

a

certification

process

for

watermarking algorithms will be set up. CREA
NET is creating a collaborative and secure
environment

for

European

authors

and

and misu,jed. Broadcasters, record companies
and mult imedia publishers spend millions of

independent producers. A network of local

euros per year trying t o stop illegal use,
ion and sale of copyrighted content.
rnanip~lat

for complying with local laws, regulations and

Consequt?ntly, copyright owners are losing
t revenue through lost royalties.
si~nificanj

centres, called Crea Centres, will offer support
uses.

-

ApproF~ r i a t e safeguards for intellectual
proper1cy rights (IPR) are essential for the
creatioli of the content-based businesses and

Protecting multimedia data

service!j on which the Information Society
dependS.

,
1

1

ASPIS is developing an innovative software protection system for
protecting DVD-ROMS and, more generally, secure access to

Legal measures, such as the recent Directive on
copyrig'ht and related rights in the information

software and data through the internet.

society. are helping t o establish a level playing

The DVD-ROM protection system is based on a specially

field for copyright protection in the new digital
environment. Technological approaches t o IPR

manufactured optical disc containing a protection signature called

management also have an important part t o

Laserlock.This is a unique feature specific to each application that

play. They can enable information owners t o
keep cl(x e r control over information released

is produced on the mastering equipment, and cannot be copied by

and ensure that correct payment is received for

any commerciol or industrial CDR recording equipment. The

inform; ~ t i o n used. Such systems

protection sopware checks the signature to verify the authenticity

include

technologies for identifying protected digital

1

of the optical disc and will reject any illegal copies.

materiaI (watermarking) and controlling lawful
usage by professional o r private users.

The system is now being extended to internet distribution of
Within the IST Programme, IPR management is

multimedia programs. This development is based on extension of

addressed in the context of technologies and

the conditional access systems currently used for Pay W to the PC

solutions for promoting trust and confidence.

environment. Data will be held on a specially protected server and

The work includes the development and

only "trusted PCs" will be able to access added-value internet

validaltion of new protocols and business
mode4s

----

for

trustful

CERTIMARK, for

rights

example,

services.

management.
focuses

on

certification for watermarking techniques.
A suite of tools for benchmarkingwatermarking
technologies is being designed and, based on

Furtlher info
IST lk t i o n Lines:
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CERTIMARK
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Enhancing security in electronic transactions
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espite the efforts of designers and

technology-mediated

engineers over many years, most

issues are the performance, reliability and

people still find ICT applications,

scalability of e

devices and services complex. As users, either

technologies fc

we waste time in trying t o get the service o r

work and on tl

communication. Key

device t o function as intended or, more likely,
we give up altogether. Only the

most

HLT now has a

enthusiastic o r technically-aware are prepared

concerned wit1

t o invest the time and effort into getting the

and associate

most out of the system.We still have a long way

applications. !

t o go t o make applications truly "user friendly".

researching r
language tech

For new ICT products and services, such as

commerce serT

mobile devices, virtual environments and e-

travel

commerce, t o enter the mainstream, we need

demonstrators

more natural, mtuitive interfaces. Systems

telephone ban

should work the way people work and should

rail enquiries,

indusr

be able t o recognise and respond t o actions

NESPOLE! is

such as touch, pointing, speech, gesture and

between speec

expression, as well as the usual keyboard.These

different langui

so-called multimodal interfaces offer the

to-speech tran

prospect of making machines, systems and

74

services much more productive. In particular,
speech, being the most natural means of human
interaction, is likely t o be one of the most

Conver

important modalities in future systems.

The 2 0 0 4 uyrnprr

urrrrlrb rrl n r r l c r n wrll u e

LIK

rurgcar spur wrg

rvc;,,

Natural interactivity is a key theme under the

in Europe this decade. It will also be a showcase for the latest in user

IST Programme's RTD in Human Language

friendly technology. Systems developed under the CATCH-2004 projec

Technologies.The research aims t o enhance the
naturalness of human-computer interactions
and the effectiveness of interpersonal commu-

will allow tourists visiting Athens for the games to access a wide ranE
of information and e-commerce services during their stay. Users wi

nications.Areas covered include the cross-over

access the services through a variety of devices, including kiosks

of multilingual input-output with speech,

telephones and GPRS-enabled appliances, and be able to interac

language, and multi-modal interaction and

through speech, text and graphics depending on the characteristics of
the access device.Work to date has included specification of a platformindependent architecture, design of the speech recognition module, and
development of an appropriate "voice browser".

Further info
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Many local and regional governments have
accumulated valuable experience and are at the
forefront of novel IST solutions in areas such as
geograph:
ptions of

transport,

health,

new geoI
are the E

geography and global economic trends demand

nications

economic and social change, local and regional

our worlc

governments now find themselves as major

administration.

education

and

public

But the new information

a more fundamental approach. As foci for

in real til

nodes in a set of inter-related networks.These

regions.

span from the individual citizen, at one

(

geographi
different forms and patterns of development

extreme, through t o national, European and
even global structures at the other.This issue is
particularly critical for cities and urban regions

and integ;ration. lnformation and knowledge
become t:he main production factor for cities

which now accommodate a large proportion of

and regions within the globalised, digital

the European population.

economy.
We need t o find new forms of governance that
These t r ends present major challenges for the
way we at-e governed.To date the debate on "e-

levels of government. A t a technical level, we

governmemt" has focused primarily on the re-

need a more integrated approach that

engineeriri g of public administrations (the "back

improves the interoperability between different

and on the delivery o f digital

systems and services. But the main barriers are

office")

governmcm t
I

allow real co-operation between the different

services

to

citizens,

SMEs,

cornmunitty organisations, and other end-users

organisational

and

political

rather than

technological. Greater efforts need t o be made

(the "fror X office"). There is an intermediate

t o involve politicians and decision-makers in

level, haIwever, in terms

these types of innovation, so as t o ensure wide

of the

inter-

relationships between the different levels of

take-up and lasting political commitments.

government in fulfilling specific roles, and in
particular the relevance o f the territorial

Within the IST Programme, relevant examples

dimensior1.

are found in projects within both the clusters

Local and regional governments are important

separate articles). In addition, new projects

players in the lnformation Society. They can
foster wealth creation and promote a climate
for learning and innovation. They provide a

reflecting this "e-governance" paradigm, such as

foc us for dialogue between the private sector
antj the civil society, and become catalysts for

implemented at the beginning of 2002.

on Smart Government and e-Democracy (see

PANDORA and CB-BUSINESS, have recently
been selected and are expected t o be

c hmge. And, of course, they are the first level
of contact between citizens and the state.

Further info
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Administrations
Regional pilot actions and demonstrations for
the digital economy
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Web

urope's

cultural

and

scientific

To address these is:

knowledge resources are a unique

a series of recomm

public asset. They form the collective

as

and evolving memory of our diverse societies

the

Lund

P

coordination of digi

and provide a solid basis for the development

Member States. A

of our digital content industries and of a

activity and strategi

knowledge-based society. The key question is

is essential t o el

how best t o preserve and ensure access t o

discussion about
interested parties.

such resources in the digital age.

set up and main
The

eEurope

Action

Plan

includes

a

accessible informa

commitment t o stimulate European content in

policies and pro$

global networks t o ensure that the EU benefits

should continue tc

from the possibilities created by the new digital

and adoption of

environment. Digitisation is central t o the issue

benchmarking. lnfo

of European e-content. In both the commercial

and appropriate s

and societal arenas, effective exploitation of

disseminated so as

knowledge resources will depend on a

European cultural

coherent approach t o digitisation programmes.

should be made mc

Recognising that greater coordination is
needed, in April 200 1 representatives and
experts from Member States met at Lund in
Sweden t o discuss the issues involved and make
recommendations for future actions in this
area.
While affirming the value and importance of
digitised content, the experts noted key
problems which risk limiting the potential of
these resources in cultural, social and economic
terms. Though widely practised, digitisation
activities are highly fragmented resulting in
inconsistencies and sometimes duplication of
effort.

Inappropriate

technologies

and

standards may be used, leading t o resources
which quickly become obsolete o r require
repeat

investments. Citizens'

access

to

resources can be compromised by lack of
common approaches and technical standards.
and poor support for multilingual access.
Important copyright issues remain t o be
tackled, and improved linkages between
cultural and RTD programmes are needed.
Finally, the use of digitisation technologies and
tools requires cultural institutions t o adopt
new skills and working practices.

A comprehensive set of actions covering all of

Among the newly-launched projects, CHIMER

these areas have since been developed, under

will

the Lund Action Plan. This includes, amongst

disadvantaged areas t o contribute t o a better

other actions, commitments on: national

understanding of the cultural assets of their

websites on policies and programmes; a

regions making use of mobile technologies.

research

models

for

children

in

for benchmarking digitisation

COlNE will create interoperable web-based

policies; the development of indicators and

environments hospitable t o local cultural

framework

national inventories; promotion of good

activity while CIPHER will concentrate on local

practice case studies and guidelines; promotion

themes typical of particular regions such as

of competence centres; and co-operation on

Nordic story-telling o r the shared heritage of

future needs in relation t o infrastructure and

Central Europe. Together, they will open up

technology. Relevant actions will be progressed

opportunities for citizens from all walks of life

under the IST work programme for 200 1 and

t o document their own record of local culture

beyond.

across the continent.

Activities t o be launched under IST's Heritage
For All action line are complementary t o these
objectives.These aim t o foster collective living
online archives as a digital record of their
societies and t o safeguard access t o these
records for the future.The work takes account
of national and regional heritage initiatives and
digitisation programmes, and promotes cooperation between different types of memory
and

cultural

organisations

publiclprivate partnerships.

as

well

as

ravel

delays

and

congestion

are

common features of day-to-day life in

-

S

Europe. O n the roads. traffic congestion

I

costs the EU Member States more than € 120
billion per year and continues t o increase.To

Collabo
truck oj

1

TROP is

this must be added a further €160 billion a

fi

year attributed t o the cost of road accidents.

1

service to st

When environmental impacts are taken into

/

small compc

i

mainly conc

consideration, the true costs are even higher.
W i t h over 1.5 billion people travelling by air
each year and annual passenger growth

I
i

1

the transpor

averaging 6-7%. Europe's airports and airways
are also becoming ever more congested. O n
the

other

hand,

the

share

of

capacity. Tht

I

more

virtual net

environmentally-friendly traffic modes, such as
by sea o r rail, continues t o decline.

information

medium-sizt
l

!

their work,

Research in IST has a significant role t o play in

(

combinatior

optimising the use of transport networks.

1

managemer

Effective use of IST can Improve the quality and

to monitor

efficiency of transport services, and enhance
their

capacity

without

requiring

major

as if they

WI

investment in new infrastructure. I t can also

78

help rationalise energy use and reduce

Within the IST

environmental pollution. And by facilitating

transport

ini

multi-modal transport, IST can improve the

transport moc

efficiency of transport structures as a whole, so

W o r k focuses

encouraging balanced use of services.

through trave
control

and

Travel and traffic management services, for

innovative

example, can tell road users what is happening

Enhanced safe?

ahead so that they can plan
their

journeys

choose

their

better
route,

and
using

technologies such as guidance
systems. Tracking systems can
help fleet operators t o make
the most efficient use of their
fleet by improving transport
reliability, safety and customer
services. Similarly, in inter-modal
freight

transport,

intelligent

infrastructure can improve both
transport

network

management

and

terminal

operations.

Air,

rail

and

waterborne

transport

face

similar challenges in terms of
optimal
networks.

use

of

existing

I

nc

transport priority is also

/

being

mating intelligent transport networks

prepared

and

disseminated.

1~-NETis a thematic network that co-ordinates and promotes the widescale implementation of
cent transport systems.The network focuses on the interoperability of systems and continuity of

RTD in freight transport
addresses issues such as

,es across international boundaries, using the framework architecture for ITS developed under

innovative

AREN projectThe KAREN architecture is intended as a single European reference platform for

communication

information,
and

management systems for

evelopment of ITS products and services.

door-to-door

freight

transport, pre- and post-

ties include the creation of working groups, Preparation of guidance for users and co-ordination

transport

-going activities involving the framework. The work is undertaken in close co-operation with

and

co-operative

m
d activities in Europe.

resources

management.

transactions,

Logistics solutions for ecommerce, innovative ITS
such as traffic control, incident and emergency
management systems and driver assistance.
Open

systems

and

architectures

and

standardisation initiatives aim towards the
interoperability

of

different

transport

networks.

applications for supply chain management, and
in-vehicle platforms are also addressed.
PARCELCALL is developing and verifying an
end-to-end tracking and tracing solution for
transport and logistics applications. And TOP
TRIAL aims t o increase the accuracy of weighin-motion systems t o improve enforcement of

Intermodal and collective transport are

freight transport load restrictions.

promoted through aspects such as real-time
traveller

information services, integrated

payment technologies, on-line tracking and
tracing, and novel scheduling techniques.
PRISCILLA, for example, aims t o gather
experiences on bus priority systems through
large-scale trials involving between 100-300
buses at sites in Genoa, Southampton and
Toulouse. A guide t o best practice in public

Further info
I S T Action Lines:
Project References:

Commission Contacts:
Web

IST-200 1 1.5.1
AIRFORCE
DESCRATES
FRAME-NET
PARCELCALL
PRlSClLLA
TROP

In air transport, work focuses on the
development of communication, navigation and
surveillance systems and airport ground
systems.This includes tools t o assist airlines in
managing their business in the course of dayto-day disruptions (DESCARTES), and systems
t o predict the demand for air travel on
particular routes (AIRFORCE).

Intelligent transport systems
IST-l 999- 1 2 179
www.carnen.se/Descrates/
IST- l 999- 14049
IST- 1999-2966 1
wwwfrarne-online.net
IST 1999- 10700
www.trg.soton.ac.uk/priscillal
IST- 1999-20222
IST- 1999-20277
www.dernocenter.itltrop/

juhani jaaskelainen juhani.jaaskelainen@cec.eu.int
www.cordis/istlka I Itrans-tourism
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uch of the content for future

sets out a vision of a

multimedia services will be based on

lnformation Space in

data

all through large-scale,

referenced

to

particular

geographical locations. Geographical infor-

W

of geo-spatial data and

mation (GI) is already used in a variety of
applications, principally by governments and

RTD that contributes t

enterprises. Current uses include urban

under a number of IST

planning, public administration and environ-

including

mental protection. In the future, spatially-

geographic informatior

referenced real-time data will be available t o all

2001 work programm

and will become a common feature of our daily

new

lives.

cross-prog

models,

metal

applications which

I

accessibility, user-frienc
The European GI community faces major

of GI. The work in(

challenges in developing the tools, datasets and

platforms, and trials col

methods necessary t o integrate GI into the

and stability of new

lnformation Society. Common challenges,

integration of GI sysl

encountered across the numerous GI markets,

nications, navigation ar

include lack of generic technology platforms

including exploitation c

and common standards, leading t o difficulties in

Satellite System (GNSS

accessing data and interoperability between
systems. In some markets, lack of comprehensive, pan-European datasets is also an issue.
-..S"

.*

.---
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The European Commission has affirmed the
importance of GI on a number of occasions. I t
forms a centrepiece of the Green Paper on
Public Sector lnformation in the lnformation
Society, for example. GI is also a key feature of
the e-Europe Action Plan, especially in the
actions

on

online government,

environmental

awareness and

citizens'
intelligent

transport systems. In addition, various studies
undertaken

for

the

Commission

have

emphasised the key role of public sector users
in stimulating the market for GI in Europe.
A clear European strategy for accessing and
exploiting GI is still missing, although some
national strategies are emerging. This is in
contrast t o the position elsewhere (such as US
and Australia), which are more advanced in
their use of GI. Such a strategy needs t o
encompass the broader implications of the
emerging GI policy and infrastructure, including
awareness raising, promoting greater usage and
capacity building. I t must also address political
and institutional issues. Progress towards a
coherent European approach is being facilitated
by

EUROGI,

the

European

Umbrella

Organisation for GI.The EUROGI Action Plan

Efforts towards a European Geographic

Several projects in the software engineering

lnformation Strategy are being supported

area are making important contributions on GI

under GINIE. With strong participation from

issues. MURMUR is specifying a flexible

government, research and industry, the project

representation scheme that will enable users

will set out and promote a European strategy

t o combine data from different sources and

for GI that addresses key issues raised in the

easily view geographic data at different

EUROGI Action Plan. As well as defining the

resolutions. The system should considerably

overall strategy, GlNlE will prepare reports and

improve the manageability of large-scale geo-

case

databases. XML-KM is demonstrating a tourist

studies, organise

conferences

and

workshops, and participate in European and

information application using the new SVG

international working groups. In particular, it

(scalable vector graphics) standard and based

will lead the European contribution t o the

on an XML-based knowledge extraction and

Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDI), a

brokering system for

major international forum on spatial data and

including geographical information.

complex

related activities.The project builds on work
started under ETEMll,which addressed various
technical issues relating t o a European GI
infrastructure.

iasy access t o G1 for mobile users
S

the internet becomes an essential feature of our daily lives, we use it in more powerful ways than

mply browsing web pages on a PC at home. lnformation with a significant real-world context, such as
laps, traffic information or tourist attractions, is of particular value when accessed in this way. For
xample, when on holiday or a business trip information about local attractions, shopping or public
ansport is much more useful when making the visit.

AYPERGEO is developing tools for easy and friendly access to geographical information for mobile
users. Innovative software components will enable users to formulate advanced requests, to access
information in both "push"and "pull" modes, and to display the information efficiently in layers. From a
business perspective, the project will prepare the way for innovative GI-based service offerings for

-~
mobile users.

Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

IST-2001 V. 1.3 CPA3 Use of geographical information
ETEMll
IST- 1999-12096
ams.egeo.sai.jrc.itldg3gisletemii
GlNlE
IST-2000-29493
www.hypergeo.org
HYPERGEO
IST- 1999-1 164 1
MURMUR
IST- 1999-10723
Ibdwww.epfl.chlelMurMur
XML-KM
IST-1999-12030
falbala.ibermatica.comlxmlkm

Commission Contacts: Pascal Jacques (KA Ill)

Vincent Obozinski (KA IV)
Web

datasets

ollaboration is an established feature of

the participat

scientific research. Increasingly this

speeds.

collaboration

is

undertaken

over

electronic networks enabling researchers not

lnterconnectil

only t o communicate with their fellow

education or

scientists but also to access resources such as

countries,

very

development

large

data

collections,

scientific

experiments and high performance computing.

research and

In data- and computationally-intensiveareas of

new advanced

research, such as particle physics, genome

of new netwc

research and climate modelling, networks are

used as a tes;

now essential for mining, sharing and analysing

logies as quz

data and visualising the end results.

operational s
features pro1

These distributed global collaborations require

portfolio of

very high speed, intelligent networks - known

testing and in

-

as grids linking a variety of computers (single

protocol.

PCs, high performance computers) and data

82

sources (scientific instruments, data archives).

Contracts for

Grids represent a new concept in computing,

were signed

combining significant advances in software,

provide the n

il

middleware and hardware technologies. They

120 Gbit/s. Init

will fundamentally change the way researchers

trunk circuits 1

work, enabling them to access and manipulate
data in new ways and allowing research itself t o

further elever

be much more productive.

will access th

Gbit/s.At leas1
network

Recent policy initiatives emphasise the critical

be

November 20

importance of grids and their associated highspeed networks for Europe's position in
e-science. The e-Europe Action Plan targets a
world

class

internet

infrastructure for

European researchers and students as a key
objective. And in the Commission Communication on the Sixth Framework Programme, research networks are prioritised as
essential building blocks for realising the
European Research Area.
In Europe, the highly robust infrastructure
needed

to

support

future

research

networking and the evolution towards grids
is being provided by a new world-class highspeed network called ~ b ~ T . ~very
h i high
s
performance, pan-European network service interconnects the services provided by
Europe's National Research and Education
Networks (NRENs). G ~ N isT managed by
DANTE, a not-for-profit company owned by
the NRENs. G ~ N deploys
T
and manages a
ubiquitous infrastructure interconnecting

High-speed networks wiN kec
at the forefront o f scientific

The

capacity

requirements of

research

networks are increasing dramatically. Over the

With

research

co-operation

increasingly

undertaken at a global scale, interconnection

four year roll-out period, the project roadmap

between Europe and other world regions is

envisages that capacity will increase through

constantly expanding.An important element of

the provision of additional wavelengths in the

GEANT will

fibre-optic network and that overall capacity

connectivity

will at least double annually. The more

networks in other regions. Connectivity with

be

the

with

development

equivalent

of

research

aggressive national plans already provide for

existing networks in N o r t h America (such as

committed capacities in the order of tens of

Abilene and ESnet) and in Asia-Pacific (such as

Gbitls. Consequently, GEANT'S minimum

SINET, KOREN and SingAREN) are being

capacity by the end of its planned lifetime in

consolidated. In the case of Asian countries, the

2004 is expected t o be of the order of 100

newly-established Trans-Eurasia Information

Gbitls. A visioning exercise, looking at future

Network (TEIN)

technology

research

between the EU and Asia-Pacific (i.e. not

networks in the medium t o long-term, is

routed via the US). Initiatives are also

expected t o start at the beginning of 2002.

underway for improved connectivity t o the

requirements

for

provides a direct link

Mediterranean (see box) and Latin America,
under the EUMEDIS and @LIS initiatives
respectively.

Connecting the Mediterranean
The 1995 Barcelona Euro-Mediterranean Conference stressed in its economic chapter that the support
for the development of the Mediterranean scientific and technological community was a pivotal element
for the success of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership. With strengthening scientific and economic links
between the EU and the Mediterranean, improved network connectivity within Mediterranean countries is
critically important for their future prosperity.
DANTE, in close co-operation with the national research networks of the Mediterranean countries, is
leading an initiative called EUMEDCONNECT to enhance the research connectivity within the region and,
otentially, to provide these countries with direct access to G ~ N T project
T ~ ~is funded by the EUMEDIS
litiative of the MEDA Programme, which promotes the development of the information society in the
lediterranem region.

-

Further infcJ
I S T Action Lines:
Comrnissio~
n Contacts:
Web

IST-200I VII

Research networking

Mario Carnpolargo
www.cordis.lu/istlrn
www.dante.org

rnario.campolargo@cec.eu.int

ubstantial

expertlse

in

e-health

technologies has been accumulated

medical community and, when applicable,
submitted t o standardisation bodies.

over the years but for varlous reasons
t h ~ s experience has been slow in filtering

A network of bone marrow donor registries

through t o the user community. The IST

and stem cell banks in Central European

Programme supports a variety of actions t o

countries is being established under STEMNET

promote the uptake of health telematics

Best practice principles are being introduced so

applications by healthcare providers and

as t o increase efficiency reduce waiting times

admin~strations.Best practlce actions aim t o

and costs. These national networks are also

validate existing e-health solutions in a real-

being fully integrat ed into European activities.

React

world setting. While trials involve a large-scale
demonstration with clear European impact.
RESHEN, for example, combines experience in
the fields of telemedicine and public key
infrastructure (PKI) t o solve existing problems
in healthcare information securityThe project
will demonstrate best-practice in secure
communication and information exchange
between all levels of participants (primary &
secondary healthcare service providers, endusers) in regional healthcare information
networks.Activities include a survey of existing

84

technical and organisational security practices
in the healthcare sector, integration of tools
and solutions, pilot operation and extended

Accelerating citizen-centred care

validation, as well as business assessment and
exploitation.The expected results include three

SPIRIT is a pioneering initiative to accelerate the uptc

PKI implementations in regional healthcare

of regional health network solutions. It is creating a s

information networks, interconnected in an

sustaining and user-driven service for healthci

overall pan-European infrastructure.

software and other resources based on open sou

BEPRO is supporting five influential cancer

approaches. This highly-collaborative, selfsustain

centres in extending their use of results from

global community of healthcare software developers c

previous European projects in Health IST.The

healthcare professionals will share, improve, and create

centres will deploy additional applications,

innovative solutions for healthcare. The ready availability

integrate

them

within

their

current

environment, and receive training. Results will
be disseminated t o the relevant European

Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

Commission Contacts:
Web

IST-2001 1.1.3
BEPRO
CHARM
RESHEN
SPIRIT
STEMNET
llias lakovidis

of such resources will enable better citizen-centred care
both in Europe and globally.

Best practice and trials in e-health
bepro.vitamib.com
IST-2000-2521j2
www.charm.cup2000.it
IST-2000-253f39
www.biomed.ntua.grlreshen
IST-2000-253!54
www.euspirit.org
IST-2000-261 (52
IST-2000-261 17
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that

emerging, the objects that we work with

can be dynamically configured in this way poses

are

new challenges for computer science. What

Increasingly

endowed

with

nputat~onalpower.Through processors and

models of computation should be followed and

bedded software such objects are able t o

what are the implications for efficiency and

nmunicate with each other and t o interact

performance? How can an entity adapt t o the

h the everyday environment in carrying out

situation it finds itself in, given its lack of

znded tasks. W i t h the internet (and its

knowledge of the environment? H o w do

:cessors) sitting on top of communication

entities become aware of the

:works

resources and their costs?

of

increasing

flexibility

and

available

~dwidth,the result will be a highly complex
dynamic global information infrastructure.

FET's Global Computing initiative aims t o

the mobile telephone system, for example.

underpin the future design and construction of

j

develop

the

theoretical

foundations

to

,bile users will expect the environment t o

such systems. Focusing on large-scale systems

access t o services and functionalities

of autonomous mobile entities, the goal is t o

)W

erever they are and wherever they are

learn how t o construct systems that are

ng. In future road and air traffic management

flexible,

terns, cars and planes will communicate

efficient. The work is also expected t o be

ong themselves and with devices in the

beneficial t o the evolution of the grid, the global

~ironrnent so as t o make efficient use of

network of computational resources.

dependable, secure,

robust

T h e global infrastructure
is increasingly interconnected

ilable road and air space. Mobile entities
tributed over the global environment are

Radically new ideas and

)ected to have applications in a wide range

approaches

are

being

areas, from e-commerce t o distributed

pursued t o tackle some of

2ractive games.A whole new class of smart

the fundamental long-term

!ryday objects (as envisioned,for example, in

issues.A key aspect is the

T's Disappearing Computer initiative) will
provide new levels of mobility and interaction.

and

design

of

systems

composed of autonomous
entities whose activity is

These complex systems have new and unique

not centrally controlled.

characteristics. They are highly dynamic:

Analysing and reasoning

physical devices move around, connectivity and

about the behaviour of

bandwidth change, computational processes

systems comprising very

and data can migrate, and applications come

large numbers of entities is

and go. The availability and responsiveness of

considered, both qualita-

active resources at any given point in time are

tively and quantitatively.

unpredictable and difficult t o control. And the

The

Scale of the systems is expected t o be

detection of undesirable

extremely

behaviour through control

large,

both

in

number

of

Components and, in some cases, in geographical
scope.

avoidance

and

of the systems and its
environment is also addressed

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-200I V1.2.2

Global computing: co-operation of autonomous and
mobile entities in dynamic environments

Commission Contacts:
Web

David Pearce

david.pearce@cec.eu.int

www.cordis.lu/ist/fetgc.htm

e requirement t o know where things

soon nearby.

re, where they are in relation t o other

mobile e-col

iings, and where we and other people

of the purc

are in relation t o them, is a fundamental human

personalised

need.The existence of so many products aimed

used internal

at meeting this need, from maps and street

network opc

P

directories t o compasses, chronometers and
satellite navigation receivers, is testimony t o

Given this a1

both the persistence of the requirement and its

market for1

economic value.

demand for
users subscr

From the operators' point of view, mobile

services

telephony is inherently about location. Knowing

regulatory p1

b)

where mobile devices are, at least t o the level

proofed lo

of granularity needed t o route calls, is currently

prerequisite!

one of the core technical competencies of

exploit LBS.

every mobile network operator. Locationbased

services

competence,

(LBS)

and

build

upon

upon

the

this

technical

infrastructure used t o provide it, t o offer
greater functionality t o end-users.

Within the I
addressing
location-basc
platforms ar
Several of ti-

86

Many mobile calls in day-to-day life essentially

as pedestri

concern location updates ('I'm just arriving at
home now') o r requests for updates ('where

services for

are you?' o r 'are you near t o the client?'). Data-

forestry

o r multimedia-oriented LBS are expected t o

LOCUS sup1

(PEPTRAN)

:

demonstrate benefit5 for individuals and

enhanced I I

businesses alike. They can enhance personal

AGORA tar

safety through better access t o roadside

information.

assistance o r by reducing time for
the intervention of emergency
services.They aid the location and
tracing of people, goods and
services ('where is the closest
French restaurant!',

but also, 'do

come t o my shop, the sales are
great!').

And

they

facilitate

navigation and guidance ('direct me
t o the closest cinema during my
walk').
Mobile operators are showing
significant interest in LBS. Location
is seen as a way of overcoming the
current

shortcomings

of

the

"mobile internet", compared t o
fixed access networks, by providing
greater added value. For example, a
user could use a mobile device t o
query which films were starting

Locat~on-basedsewlces
will chanze your life!

In March 2001, an IST cluster on locationbased services, called LOBSTER, was launched.
The

cluster promotes t h e exchange o f

information and experience, bridging across
technological, service and regulatory issues.
Specifically, activities focus on stimulating the
pan-European deployment o f LBS, promoting
innovative positioning techniques relevant t o
mobile wireless personal communications, and
identifying

new

positioning

concepts1

technologies for LBS beyond 3G.

In Europe, a regulation for a pan-European emergency number I I 2 entered into force in 199 1. The eEurope Action
Plan set practical targets for the adoption of the regulatory framework for provision of location information to
emergency authorities for all 1 12 calls from fixed and mobile networks by the end of 2 0 0 /.The safeguard of privacy
is of the utmost importance for the wide acceptance of location based services. Privacy provisions governing
emergency services and value added services are also expected to be adopted by the end of 2 0 0 1.
In May 2000, a Coordination Group on Access to Location Information by Emergency Authorities (CGALIES) was set
up bringing together representatives of the emergency authorities, operators and manufacturers. This aims to build a
consensus on the large number of issues concerning the immediate implementation of the current regulatory
provisions relative to E-l 12 as well as the evolution of future requirements. Work is supported under IST's LOCUS
project and conclusions are expected by the end of 2001 (see www.telematica.delcgolies/).

-

Further info
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roject References:
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nti-personnel landmines (APLs) are one

developing specific tools for area reduction and

of the most horrific features of modern

mine clearance.

warfare. Cheap t o produce and easy t o
deploy, landmines have been planted in their

Initial work focused on combining existing

millions in conflicts around the world. Over

sensors into detection svstems through the

recent years they have become a problem for

use of advanced signal

Europe too. Once planted landmines are

processing methods,

W

difficult t o detect and retain the potential t o

software and hard-

maim and kill for many years. Often the warring

ware.

parties deliberately leave the locations of mine

advances have been

fields undocumented and even where locations

made in the use of

are known mines can be disturbed by weather

low-cost, light-weight,

o r environmental factors.

New solutions CC
weed ur, mine clearo~

Particular

high-performance
computing

systems,

Present clearance techniques are painstakingly

and new algorithms

slow and, with tens of millions of mines t o be

for

dealt with, there is an urgent need for reliable

processing such as for

solutions that can speed up mine clearance.

ground-penetrating

Current detectors have very high false alarm

radar (GPR).

complex

signal

rates, a limited ability t o detect small non-metal
and low-metal APLs, and poor performance in

Since

certain environments (such as ferrous soils).As

emphasis has shifted t o

well as the location and clearance of individual

the development

mines, accurate delineation of the affected area

new

("area reduction") is also of prime importance.

sensor arrays. The aim

2000

sensors

the
of
and

is t o increase detecBuilding on earlier work started under Esprit,

tion and reduce false-alarm rates by combining

demining RTD under the IST Programme aims

different sensors reacting t o different physical

primarily t o strengthen and support recently

characteristics of buried objects. This is

voted EU policies and operational efforts under

achieved by combining data from several types

the Stability Pact of 1999. Through innovative

of sensors, known as multi-sensor data fusion.

RTD projects, IST expects t o significantly

Projects in this area are aiming t o integrate

increase the efficiency of equipment for mine

conventional sensors, such as metal detectors

action programmes in South Eastern Europe

(MD), GPR, radiometers and infrared (IR)

and

sensors, and t o improve the processing and

improve

European

know-how

in

/

Clear waters

/

Of the millions of landmines deployed worldwide, probably 15% are laid in shallow inland water areas.

/
1

1

Currently, there is no effective method for detecting and identifiing these underwater mines. BULRUSH
is validating a vehicle-based sensor system that could lead to a quantum leap in mine clearance in ~nland
waters.

1
l

1

i

The system will comprise a novel sonar sensor and supporting software system mounted on an

1

1

operationally-proven remotely operated vehicle (ROV). For the purpose of the validation, the ROV will be

1

l

prototype system will be tested to the 99.6% detection levels required under UN standards.

I

deployed into a s h a b w water test site in which l 0 0 0 deactivated landmines have been positioned.The

'Pi

I

interpretation of data from multi-sensor

technologies

systems through the development of new

CLEARFAST. The work involves the fusing of

is

being

investigated

by

algorithms. Concurrently, a wide range of new

data from GPR, IR and M D sources and

sensors are being developed which aim at

improving the performance of individual

detecting explosives rather than mines.

sensors. ARC proposes an airborne system
based on a low-cost unmanned aerial vehicle.

DEMAND,for example, aims t o enhance three

This combines optical, IR and hyperspectral

existing sensor technologies, metal detector,

sensors, with a mine information system that

GPR and biological vapour sensor, through the

includes an advanced GIS. Airborne area

application

reduction is also targeted by SMART (see box).

of

data

fusion

algorithms.

Development of the vapour detector is also
the focus of a separate project, BIOSENS.The

DlAMlNE is building and undertaking in-field

performance of the prototype will be evaluated

testing of a novel smart system for detecting

in extended field tests in Kosovo, and the

entirely plastic APLs, based on the neutron

partners expect t o rapidly commercialise the

backscattering technique. The system will

product through a joint venture.

provide minimum hazard, very simple human
interface, and the capability t o image APLs.

A concept for efficient, low-risk area reduction
based

on

fusion

of

advanced

sensor

~

Homing in on landmines

As well as RTD, various support actions are
undertaken. EUDEMZ fulfils a technology
watch

function

communication

and
between

ensures

proper

research

and

operational groups. Other measures allow

In demining a lot of time is wasted in inspecting areas that turn

;

out to be mine free. Deminers are looking forward to methods

I

that can reduce the suspected areas.An important lesson from

I

early RTD projects was that it is impossible to detect APLs with
very high aerial photography. SMART proposes a method for
reducing the suspected areas indirectly using land-cover

classification

and detection of anomalies in survey data. An

airship will be used to undertake multi-sensor surveys and the
collected data will be enhanced using novel data fusion
techniques. This will greatly improve the detection capacity of
the interpreter.

researchers

t o access independent test

facilities t o evaluate and validate their systems
and equipment.

l
1

l

i

1

!

1
i

l

Further info
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Project References:
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DEMAND
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Web

Pascal Collotte
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for humanitarian demining
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he emergence of the e-economy is

-

enterprises) a complete person

revolutionismg Europe's tourism sector.
The changes extend far beyond simply

Tourism RTD under the IST F

the introduction of e-commerce,and go directly

toward the

t o the core of the industry's business processes.

systems bas

All involved are having t o rethink their

protocols. Tht

'

products, their business models and their

of tourism ser

marketing channels. Many are seeking co-

intensive

operation w ~ t hbusiness partners, establishing

Customisable

networks of alliances. Most importantly, tourism

information

actors, from hotels, restaurants and travel

Another key c

I

agencies, t o car rental companies, visitor

models and

attractions and tourist offices, are having t o

value chain. P

rethink their relationships with customers.

reservation,

Information is the raw material of the tourism

and reverse a1

5

supported by
industry. Each service provider must face the

l

90

challenge of packaging their information so that

Several projl

it is accessible, attractive, reliable and up-to-

profiling tect

date. Historically, the sector's information

dynamic beha

management has been based on large centra-

address mobi

lised reservations systems, mainly related t o air

targeted tou

transport, car rentals o r large hotel chains, t o

services

which consumers have no direct access. Over

orientation ini

recent years these have been supplemented by

user.

wil

Other

large web-based portals that facllitate business-

mechanisms, 5

to-consumer (B2C) transactions.

efficient stora
data. New b~

In the near future, the main activities will be not

researching ct

only B2B and B2C, but also service-to-service

systems and tl

as virtual networks of specialised enterprises

supporting vi

emerge offering value-added ISTbased services.

B2C interactions. Collectivel

This network of processes and transactions will

cover a wide range of tourism a

offer the consumer (individual tourist and

as urban, cultural, rural and alpi

Building a European tourism infrastructure
Today's tourism industry requires a model that takes into account the diversity

I

with its niche service offerings, personalised services ond innovative business
provide a seamless pan-European infrastructure connecting tourism application:
different networks, processes and devices. Based on a jlNI architecture and an

01

it will provide users with a single point of access to Europe-wide tourism resourc
FETISH builds on the InTouriSME initiative, now Enjoyeurope, which has brought t
regions to agree common metadata standards for key tourism information. Jhf
portal, www.enjoyeurope.com, as a common access point to local European tourh
is now migrating to a self-sustaining basis.

mhe IST Programme is working towards a vision of the f i
at home, at work, at leisure o r on the move, at the cent
d

-

are a set of key technologies and approaches that will

centred intelligent world.
One of the most important phenomena here is network conver:
of mobile and multimedia services demand new approaches t o n
be all IP-based, reflecting the convergence of fixed, mobile and wlreless recnnologles arouna Inrerner stanaaras.
Multimodal and multilingual interfaces is another key technology cluster. People will find IST applications easier
t o use if the interfaces through which they access them are more natural and intuitive.Technologies such as
speech and gesture recognition,simulation,visualisation, displays,and virtual and augmented reality are important
in this; respe~
the flexibility of both the development process and
In sofiware, new paraalgms are emerglng almea at ~mproving
the resulting IST a1~plications.Theseinclude continuing developments in distributed systems and middleware,
component-based architectures and service engineering, together with an increased emphasis on open source
S1

Trust, confidence and security is a general requirement for all technologies. applications and services.
Developments here focus on technologies and applications t o support information security, privacy, suppliers
and users rights, and the dependability of systems and infrastructures.
Embedded intelligence is another key theme. Continuing the trend of the last forty years, microprocessors will
continue t o become smaller and more powerful. In addition t o data ~rocessinefunctions. sensine
" and storage
"
U

capabilities are being added t o microdevict2s t o produce hugely powerful and versatile microsystems.These
technologies, together with related develc)pments in embedded software, are being integrated within an
increasing array of "smart" devices and proclucts t o enhance their functionality and performance.
While there is much scope for further integration of processor technologies,there are signs we are approaching
the end of the electronic age. Extensive effort is already being devoted t o alternative technologies,such as optoelectronics, nano-technologies and,for the longer term, quantum computing and bio-computing.

igital mobile communications is one of

had major economic benefits, both for

the great success stories of recent

European industry and consumers.

years, offering people levels of mobility
and service in personal communications never

With UMTS systems nearing commercial

available before. Worldwide there were more

service, attention is already shifting to the

than 700 million mobile users at the end of

longer term, t o so-called "systems beyond 3G".

2000 (of which some 70% use digital GSM

There is a continuing role for EU RTD, through

technology), with close to one billion users

the IST Programme,in preparing the ground for

expected by 2003. Currently, more than 200

the likely techn

GSM networks are

necessary t o r~

in live commercial

operation in over l00 countries.

mobile commun

The next window of opportunity for growth of
mobile

services

will

be

through

the

development of true broadband mobile
systems,

known

as

Universal

Mobile

Telecommunications System (UMTS). Part of
the so-called third generation (3G) of global
mobile systems, UMTS will integrate terrestrial

The Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF) is an industry-led forum
for strategic research and debate on wireless futures. Launched in

and satellite networks t o provide high quality,

December 2000, the initiative aims to formulate visions on strategic

high bandwidth mobile multimedia services

future directions in the wireless field among industry and academia, and

anywhere, at any time.With the technical and

to identifi research needs for mobile and wireless system technologies.

renulatory frameworks now in place, the first
commerc~alUMTS systems are due to become

94

Foundations for the Wire!less World

operat,onal m the E" durmg 2002.

It co-operates closely with the UM TS Forum, ETSI, 3GPe IETF; ITU and
other relevant bodies regarding commercial and standardisation issues
arising from research. Membership is open to all parties with an interest

In Europe,the groundwork for UMTS, like GSM
before it, owes much t o the EU's RTD
programmes. Programmes such as RACE
(1990- 1994)

and

ACTS

(1994- 1998) played a major
role

in

developing and

experimenting

with

technology,

and

the
in

formulating proposals for
relevant

standardisation

bodies.

This

work

culminated at the January
1998 meeting of ETSI, that
endorsed UMTS terrestrial
standards developed under
ACTS.

In addition, the

European Commission was
instrumental in the creation
of the UMTS Forum, an
industry body for UMTSbased developments now
recognised worldwide. The
early,

Europe-wide

consensus,first around GSM
and later around UMTS, has

in future mobile systems.

As a first step, IST has launched the Wireless

December 2000, of the Wireless World

Strategic Initiative (WSI) t o develop the

Research Forum (WWRF), which has taken up

conceptual basis for future wireless systems.

and continues its work (see box).The W W R F

Progress in the wireless domain is severely

is compiling a "book of visions", describing key

constrained by the development of radio

issues, trends and research needs for the

interfaces and terminals. Both areas need

emerging Wireless World. The final version is

innovative technology t o achieve the required

expected around the end of 200 I.

advances

in

system

performance. This

necessitates collaboration between a range of

Projects within the Systems Beyond 3G cluster

research teams, from basic research through t o

address particular aspects of this agenda.

applications and services. WSI is addressing

Amongst

these issues.

ARROWS will define and evaluate new and
efficient

the

most

Radio

recently

Resource

launched,

Management

methodologies for the UMTS Radio Access

Promoting the mobile information society

Network.The results are expected t o improve
capacity management for high bitrate IP-based
services. FUTURE is exploring the application

PRODEMIS is a support action for projects within the IST Mobile Domain. It

of

aims to promote synergy between the projects and help them to disseminate

IP over

a mixed

satellitelterrestrial

architecture, while M l N D targets broadband

their results to end-users, commercial decision-makers and policy-makers.A

multimedia services over mobile networks,

web-based discussion space provides a mechanism for projects to share

utilising results from another IST project

information and for setting up informal interest groups. A technology watch

BRAIN.

octivfty keeps projects informed of relevant technology developments and
CAUTION

trends. A major international conference on mobile and personal
communications will be organised, and results from this and the other
activities will be published on CD-ROM and in a three-volume book set.

IS

concerned with new network

resource management technologies t o ease
traffic congestion in current and future cellular

1

networks. Also

in the area of service

management, MONASIDRE is developing
technologies t o support seamless operation

In 2000, WSI convened a Think Tank of

across different wireless access systems,

international experts t o develop first concepts

namely UMTS, DBS (Digital Broadcasting

for the wireless future. The Think Tank met

System) and MBS (Mobile Broadband System).

three times and led t o the formation, in

Further info
IST Action Lines:
Project References:

IST-2001 5.2

Terrestrial wireless systems and networks

ARROWS
CAUTION
FUTURE
MIND
MONASIDRE
PRODEMIS
WSI

IST-2000-25 133
IST-2000-25352
IST-2000-25355
IST-2000-28584
IST-2000-26144
IST-2000-26459
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www.arrows-istupc.es
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Commission Contacts:

Bartolome Arroyo-Fernandez

Web

www.cordis.lulist/ka4/mobilelbeyond3g.htm

bartolome.arroyo-fernandez@cec,eu.int
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Tl

n the microelectronics industry, continued

on-silicon for information and communication

progress in semiconductor technology is

terminals, and for communication systems and

- opening up major opportunities t o reduce

networks. Priorities include low power design,

the size and cost of microelectronic systems.

mixed signal and RF, hardwarelsoftware co-

A t the same time, the end-user applications are

design and verification, and reuse of If?

increasingly specialised and product lifecycles
are shortening.The result is a widening "design
gap", with the gains in IC manufacturing (over

50% per year) significantly outstripping those in

Fast prototyping for A S K design

design productivity (typically 20% t o 25% per
year).

To improve design confidence at a satisfactory level, one praaicc

The complexity of IC design is increasing at

method is fast prototyping, a technique based on field programmob/,

several levels.The scale of integration continues

gate arrays (FPGA) for developing hardware models. However, to bl

t o grow, with designs containing up t o one

really effective two conditions should be met The platform should bl

billion transistors expected within a few years.

generic enough to be usable for a very wide class of applications and bl

As feature sizes decrease, t o 100 nm and

simultaneously a real-time model. Secondly, the redesign of an ASlc

below, other factors such as second order
effects and quantum effects also come into play.
Design also needs t o accommodate a growing

implementation should reuse most of the already validated design steps
and should not require any significant manual intervention.

diversity of functions, as demand for low-cost
solutions and higher frequencies drives further
system integration in a single chip or package,

1
' 96

so-called

system-on-a-chip

prototyping of complex digital applications that meets these conditions

(SoC). These

include logic, RAM, ROM. flash memory,

1

FLEXBENCH is developing an environment for design and rapi~

One of the results of this project is a product prototype for validation of

analogue circuits. RF components, and also

applications such as a communications handset or a digital audio

linkages t o low level and system software.The

system with signals up to 80MHz

integration of optoelectronics (using different
materials such as InP, GaAs etc.) represents a
further dimension.
To address these challenges, designers need t o
explore the design space and investigate new
types of architectures. They also need new
methods and tools which support system-level
design and provide a seamless path from
specification right through t o implementation.
This requires CO-designand CO-verification of
data and control flow, and of hardware,
software and architecture. I t also requires the
creation

of

models

of

proposed

implementation t o support early design
choices.
The IST Programme addresses these challenges
by supporting the development of advanced
methodologies and tools for microelectronics
design and test, in particular by increasing the
level of design abstraction, re-use of intellectual
property (IP), and setting up application-specific
design platforms.The work focuses on systems-

lncreosing complexity presents o design
ollenge for t h e microelectronics industry

Among

the

most

recent

projects,

A

technology-independent

FRENDTECH aims t o improve the models

hardwarelsoftware

used in technology-computer aided design, a

verification

device

simulation

technique

that

high-level

CO-design and

methodology

co-

and tools

for

can

reconfigurable system-on-chips are being

significantly reduce the costs of developing

developed in the ADRIATIC project. The

front-end processes.

methodology and tools will be validated
through the design and implementation of two

The productivity gap can be reduced by re-use

reconfigurable processors for HlPERLANl2

and exchange of intellectual property as well as

wireless terminals, a baseband communication

reprogrammability. VIPERS aims t o develop

processor and a video application processor.

new solutions for RF based embedded systems
for control applications. The project will

As feature sizes decrease, it becomes a greater

develop macrocells for RF links covering both

challenge t o overcome technology barriers t o

the 433 and 868 MHz ISM bands in home

enhance high frequency performance and

automation and a novel virtual prototyping

functionality. INVEST is integrating advanced

environment that supports rapid design and IP

complex metal oxide materials with silicon

re-use.

CMOS technology in order t o obtain very high
dielectric

materials which

improve high

frequency performance.

Power optimisation for embedded systems

Other projects address enabling technologies
for specific applications. IMPACT aims t o

Power dissipation is increasingly becoming a limiting factor in the

integrate

microwave

integration of complex SoC designs. This is starting to impact the mobility

advanced

CMOS

of communication and computing devices, and affecting the cost and

communications systems in the 5-20 GHz

reliability of communication systems and networks. Power management
and reduction is achieved most eflciently at the system level, at the stage

range.

The

components

technology

work

for

focuses

into
radio

on

the

characterisation and optimisation of a I OOnm
CMOS technology for MMlC design of

when algorithms are developed and partitioning is done. Experiments have

microwave front-end

shown that power reduction of several orders of magnitude can be

developing advanced RF building blocks based

achieved by optimisations at this level. POET is developing methodologies
ond tools for power estimation and optimisation in SoC design, taking
account of both hardware and software.

blocks.

PERLA

for Hiperlanl2 equipment. Use of SiGe
technology t o replace GaAs components is
expected t o lead t o low-cost mass-market
wireless devices based on the Hiperlanl2
standard.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

is

IST-2001 IV.8.1
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& application specific microelectronics

Project References:
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F
-

esearch

is

like

exploration. The

treasures sought could be close at

Experience shows tl
have depended on

S

L hand, in an area one knows well, o r

that resulted in leap

they could lie in a completely different and

inherently unpredicta

unexpected direction. As researchers we have

highly

t o probe our surroundings carefully but also

impractical; yet tryin]

keep an eye t o the distant horizon. IST' S Future

risky can often mate

unconventio

and EmergingTechnologies(FET) action aims t o

research o r new way!

balance the targeted approach of the Key

ultimately become

Actions with a more visionary and exploratory

reason, it is importan

perspective that will ensure the emergence of

within which invenl

new ideas and new research activities for

thrive. Therefore, FE

tomorrow.

ideas whose realisat
risks.

Specifically, FET promotes research that is of a

I

I

longer-term nature o r involves particularly high

FET currently manage

risks - compensated by the promise of major

projects and about

advances and the potential of industrial o r

impact of this work i:

societal impact. It does so by looking with an

addition t o specific sc

open mind towards the horizon of emerging

achievements produc

research opportunities. I t can be seen as the

proactive initiatives h

4

'nursery' of novel and emergent ideas, some of

Europe at a world-lea

which may become the mainstream topics o f

research domains

S

the future.As such, FET is not constrained by

information

the priorities of the Key Actions but aims t o

computing. A t the

open new possibilities and set new trends for

Framework Programme as a whole, FET's

future research programmes.
Two complementary approaches are employed:
one pro-active, the other receptive and open.
The

pro-active scheme has a strategic

character,setting the agenda for a small number
of specific areas that hold particular promise
for the future. Proactive initiatives run as
targeted, mini-research programmes consisting
of a set of autonomous but complementary
projects. Topics addressed so far include
nanotechnology information devices, the
"disappearing computer", global computing,
neuroinformatics, lifelike perception systems,
and quantum information processing &
communication.
The other scheme, FET Open, employs the
inverse approach : it has no 'top-down'
prescription and aims t o enable a range of ideas
for future and emerging technologies t o be
explored and realised.The scheme is open at
any time t o the widest possible spectrum of
research opportunities.

intetl
FET: pushing back
the fmntiers o f research

I

original ideas about project clustering in

Working towards ambitious technological

proactive initiatives, an "open" research area,

objectives often brings short-term rewards in

and networks of excellence, have now proved

terms of unexpected but exploitable spin-off

their value and are being adopted more

resu1ts.A recent analysis has shown that in the

broadly.This confirms the role of FET as the

t w o years since the start of the Fifth

pathfinding activity of the IST Programme.

Framework, at least one start-up company was
created every 3 months as a result of the work

While FET's research horizon is long-term, its

undertaken within FET projects.

economic impacts are already being felt.

ling for 2003 and beyond
2001 representatives from industry, academia and policy-makers
Brussels for a Strategic Planning Workshop to assess future
priorities. The two-day meeting discussed domains at the frontiers
:e and technology, as well as the policies that will be needed to
~ p pL such
,
frontier research in the broad area of IS1

The meeting reiterated the strong support for the FET experience in
sustaining basic research and emerging technologies in Europe. It was
noted that FET differs from mainstream RTD activities in a number of
ways. Firstly, FET is designed to create the state of the art, not to follow it

- or even to respect

it. The FET philosophy is to look into the future, not to

refine the present. Secondly, FET is characterised by high interdisciplinarity,
and so is quintessentially pan-European in nature. It is unlikely that, in
these frontier oreos, capabilities will be found all in the same place in
Europe. Thirdly, FET has created many interactive communities of expertise
in such interdisciplinary oreos, bridging geography and national structures.
The meeting also noted the emergence and importance of a number of
oreos and research challenges which will be of key importance for the
future. These include the interface between biological and IT systems, the
control of complex systems, and molecular computing etc.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-200 I VI
IST-200 I VI. I. I

Future and emerging technologies
Open domain

Commission Contacts:

Kostas Glinos

konstantinos.glinos@cecceu.int
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www.cordis.lulistlfethome.htm

uccessful business has always relied on

integrating USB into smart cards as a low-cost

trust and confidence. This is especially

security solution (see box), and USB-CRYPT is

true in the Information Society with its

developing a new, powerful but portable

reliance on open and global information and
communication

infrastructures

that

cryptography module with a USB interface.

are

increasingly vulnerable t o abuse. As access t o

Research into intellec

the internet diversifies, from PCs t o digital W s ,

also supported.The foc

mobile phones, personal assistants and very

services

to

suppor

soon cars and even home appliances, people

management of digital

will feel increasingly concerned about their

assets. RlTMO is lookir

security in this electronic world.

the independent musi
terms of legal contract

The European Union is committed t o ensuring

TRADEX is setting up

that businesses and individual citizens enjoy the

for cultural heritage, W

high level of trust needed t o stimulate the take-

will be able t o trade d

up and safe use of these new services and

cultural objects. Based

applications.This approach relies on extensive

smart cards and PKI.

RTD t o support and inform legislative and

cultural

regulatory

exhibitions.

activities

and

industry's

self-

regulation.The EU's research strategy is based
on the mid- t o long-term horizon together
with shorter-term deployment of current

'v
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innovative technoloeies.
Cryptography and related pubhc key
infrastructure

(PKI)

are

key

technologies for securing electronic
transactions and enhancing personal
privacy. Many commercial products are
already available but more needs t o be
done t o promote their use and foster
the right market conditions. PKI
Challenge aims t o do just this. Bringing
together key industry players, the
project is promoting interoperability
amongst a wide range of PKI products.
service providers and certification
authority

services.

demonstrations

of

applications

being

are

Showcase
PKI-enabled
organised

together with other promotional
activities. The project also promotes
specifications and best practice within
standards bodies.
In the RTD arena, NESS1 brings together
Europe's top cryptographic players t o address
the medium t o longer-term improvement of
cryptographic primitives. Two projects aim t o
utilise the common USB (universal serial bus)
interface as a security feature. SMART-USB is

institutions

Y

recently come together t o form a working

Plug-in smart cards

group, Bio-work.This will provide a forum for
discussion on biometrics RTD issues and

Smart cards are not an optimal solution for comfortable and unhindered

encourage

e-commerce. Their use requires the availability and use of an appropriate

technology in Europe.

the

broad adoption

of this

card reader which can be expensive and dificult to handle, especially for
mobile users. Use of the PC's serial connection can also be inconvenient.

Future RTD priorities will focus on the need
for trust and confidence in the mobile

However, most modern computers and mobile phones have an alternative

information society, in particular t o support

interface

the expected growth of m-commerce. Many

fast connection based on USB. SMART-USB aims to add a USB

to an existing security smart card chip and demonstrate its use i n banking
and healthcare applications. The result is expected to provide the basis for
a low-cost solution with broad market appeal.

hard problems still remain here. For example,
we need scalable security policies that enable
appropriate and acceptable levels of security
for the diverse network environment that is
now emerging. Similarly, we have t o look at

Biometrics is also a promising area. BANCA is

how t o define and manage privacy policies so

developing a biometric access control system

as t o permit access t o location-sensitive

for networked and e-commerce applications,

services without intrusion into the user's

while U-FACE targets the use of facial

private life. Both aspects require mechanisms

biometrics for access control. SABRINA is

for bringing together suppliers, operators and

concerned with a new approach for secure

users t o produce workable solutions that can

authentication based on ultrasonic scans of the

be put in the open domain. In addition,we need

skin. Key business issues for the widespread

a better understanding of sociological and

commercial deployment of biometrics are

psychological issues relating t o trust and

being investigated in BEE. I t will identify

confidence in a highly-mobile m-commerce

barriers

environment.These and other aspects will be

and

bottlenecks, and

propose

addressed

preparatory actions initiated under WP2OO2.

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

under

FP6,

scenarios for the wider take-up of biometric
security technologies.These IST projects have

with

relevant
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igh speed networking is of strategic
importance

for

Europe.

New

Assessing the true cost of /P networks

approaches t o networking are needed
t o cope wlth the explosive growth of the

lnternet protocol (IP) is seen as a common technical basis for next

internet and the demands of future moblle and
multimedia services.To achieve thls, new cost-

generation networks and services. The economic viability of such on

effective network integration technologies and

approach is unproven, however. TONIC is undertaking a techno-economic

servlces are required that allow fibre, copper
and wireless

technologies

to

evaluation of new communication networks and services to identifj,

converge.

economically viable so1utions.A business case study approach is being used

lnteroperability with legacy networks and
networks t o the new network technologies are

to assess new b,roadband and IP service sccwarios. The results are key
...
l.
-- --I...
economic indicators
sum as net preserrL vurue, internal rate of return and

also key concerns. Increasingly, these will be all-

payback period, together with a comprehensive risk analysis. These will

systems and a migration path from legacy

L

IP networks, reflecting the convergence of

ce rollout strategies.
help operators to develop optimal servi~

fixed, mobile and wireless technologies and
architectures around the IP standard, and in
particular the new IPv6 internet protocol.

r

l

mobile networks and interactive TV. Net\~ o r k
agility and management are also addressed with

The wide acceptance of IP originated from its

an emphasis on active and dynamiically

unparalleled ability t o provide ubiquitous

reconfigurable approaches.

access and low prices regardless of underlying

l

-H:

.-- ,
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networking technologies. Developing and

Active networks is a proposed solution for the

deploying new network services, i.e. services

fast and flexible deployment of new network

whlch operate on the IP layer, through best

services. The idea is t o enable third parties

practice and standardisation is t o o slow,

(end-users, operators, and service providers)

however, and cannot match the growth in

t o inject application-specific services (in the

service requirements. Similar t o the intelligent

form of code) into the network. Applications

network (IN) architecture in the PSTN world,

are thus able t o utilise these services t o obtain

the current internet architecture needs t o be

required network support (e.g. in terms of

enhanced

performance) in a way that is network-aware.

to

allow

for

introduction of such services.
These and related issues
are addressed under the
IST Programme's work on
network integration and
management.Activities aim
t o increase the bandwidth
capacity,

QoS

functionality

and
of

communications networks
and t o support seamless
service provision within a
diverse

network

environment. The focus is
on network gateways and
protocols t o support the
full

range of advanced

services and applications,
delivered through channels
such

as

the

internet.

a

more

rapid

xisting approaches t o

information

explicit relations

searching and retrieval are highly

simple inference an

problematic.Anyone who has ever used

ontology of sailing ir

a keyword search on a search engine will be

t:

different ways of

only too well aware of the limitations in terms

between port and

of precision and accuracy. Such approaches

that position depen

!

usually deliver raw documents, URLs in the

view of the enormo

case of web search engines, which require

from improved acce

significant effort t o process and extract the

virtually every comp

desired information. This burdens the human

agency o r individual

user and dramatically hampers automated

resources linked t o

information extraction by agents. Ontologies

this t o happen we nc

offer a means t o mediate information access

standards

and will be key elements in automating the

ontological descripti

and

tc

generation, maintenance and processing of all
forms of content.

Within the IST F

In philosophy,an ontology is a theory about the

perspectives, includi~

ontologies is addrc
nature of being. In information management

(KA II), information

technologies, an ontology is a formal definition

and software engine

of terms and the relationships between them.

ontologies and rela

;

As a mechanism for representing information

recognized as key te

and knowledge, ontologies are of crucial

towards the Serr

importance for the Semantic Web, the

supported under K/

emerging model of information management
that aims t o make content understandable by

Worldwide, various

machines.

t o develop standard
express

- -

ontologies. The

IST's

ON-TO-

In this context, an ontology is similar t o a

KNOWLEDGE project for instance, has

thesaurus. It includes a controlled vocabulary

contributed OIL, the Ontology Inference

for a particular topic, and rules for making

Layerllnterchange Language, while a DARPAsupported initiative resulted in DAML, the
DARPA Agent Markup Language. Through
EUlUS collaboration DAML+OIL was agreed,
based

on

the

Resources

Description

Framework (RDF) developed by the W 3 C (see
box). In August 2001, a W 3 C Working Group
was formed t o look further into ontology
language issues relevant t o the Semantic Web.
W i t h its precise relationships, mathematics is a
prime candidate for ontological representation.
OpenMath continues work t o agree a standard
for representing semantic relationships in
mathematics. Applications

to

date

have

included interconnection of computer algebra
systems, electronic books, searching mathematical databases, and software documentation.The latest project will undertake further
development and promote use of these
languages.

3DSEARCH proposes a 3 D ontology-based

existing prototype and introducing i t into

web search application. Using the system's 3 D

knowledge management processes.

search interface the user is able t o define a
search request by selecting objects in space

In the

from one o f several ontologies. The results

ONTOLOGGING

space is a powerful 3 D environment f o r

distributed approach t o ontologies, built over

visualising results. The project is adapting an

the existing W 3 C standards and Semantic W e b

knowledge

management
is

domain,

concerned

with

a

activity, like RDF, RDF-Schema o r upcoming
standards like DAML+OIL. I t will enhance the

The meaning of terms

possibilities f o r customising current K M
products, f o r example via a meta-repository o f

A prerequisite for the wide-scale use of ontologies is the development of a
joint standard for specifying and exchanging ontological data.The Ontology
Inference Layer (OIL), developed under the On-To-Knowledge project, is a
proposal for such a standard.

corporate knowledge, thus allowing costs t o
be reduced.

O N T O W E B is a thematic network that aims
t o bypass communication bottlenecks between
the different disciplines by networking the

OIL proposes a layered approach in which each additional loyer adds new
functionality and complexity. This is done such thot agents (humans or
machines) who can only process a lower loyer can still partially understand

ontology-related

research

community

in

Europe.
As part o f activities promoting best software

ontologies thot are expressed in any of the higher layers. OIL is compatible

practices, QUESTION-HOW aims t o promote

with RDF-Schema and includes a precise semantics for describing term

the latest developments o n ontologies and

meaning (and thus also for describing implied information).

other emerging web specifications from the
W 3 C within European industry. The project

Within the project, OIL will be applied as part of methods and tools to

will

develop

state-of-the-art

tools

to

demonstrate the emerging functionality o f the

bring the full power of the ontologicol approach to knowledge

new web, and inform European organisations at

management.

large about technological developments and
trends.
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ith the exponential growth of internet

charged accordingly.

services, internet address space is

packet routing, "enc

becoming a scarce resource. Today's

For network and

system, which is based on lnternet Protocol

subscriber growth

version 4 (IPv4), has many limitations. A t the

services, and easier

current rate of expansion the number of IP

lower costs and m(

addresses is likely t o run out in 2005, and this

1Pv6 has many advar

estimate does not take into accountUthemobile

with much more ad

internet" o r the refrigerators, air conditioners,

for service level di

and copy machines that are becoming internet-

play for easier inst:

enabled. Part of the recent success in

devices.

conserving address space is due t o address reuse. As an example, the Dynamic Host

The new technoloj

Configuration Protocol (DHCP) enables a small

compatibility. So, IPI

pool of addresses t o be shared by a large

will coexist at firs

number of hosts when only a few of those hosts

connected t o each c

are online at any one time. But these measures

and later vice-versi

do not provide a long-term solution t o the

ability of IPv6 t o

address space problem.

across different envi

In the wireless arena, for example, over one

devices and the r

billion people are expected t o use mobile

wireless access netv.,.

issue, as the numbe~

networks by 2003, and providing all of these

'W06

with "always-on" internet access will require
more unique addresses than can be made
available in the global IPv4 address space.With
the current IPv4, wireless internet access
subscribers will therefore only get "local"
addresses inside an address space controlled by
their ISPImobile operator. These "local" IPv4
addresses will limit access t o other services and
limit the visibility of the users on the global
internet. Similarly, integration of internet-based
systems into transportation (cars, aircraft,
trains,

ships and freight

transport)

and

associated infrastructures for e-mobility and ecommerce will require over I billion addresses
by 2005.
The new generation internet protocol, IPv6,
addresses these

shortcomings. W i t h

its

expanded addressing capabilities, from 32-bit t o

,-

128-bit, lPv6 can provide some billions of
billions addresses per square metre of Earth
surface. This allows multiple addresses per
interface, multiple interfaces per host and
multiple hosts per person. Another very
important characteristic of IPv6 is its ability t o
support auto-configuration, security and various
classes of services, so enabling the labelling and
prioritising of services which then can be

,

c- 2 9
:
'+-.P

., .,

...-. ----.

IPv6 presents major
opportunities for the internet

Europe has the opportunity t o lead the future

Additional projects from more recent calls are

lnternet

strategic

under negotiation and should start shortly.Two

through

IPv6.

The

importance of IPv6 for Europe has been

of them, Euro61X and 6NET, aim t o offer large-

underlined by two recent communications

scale IPv6 pan-European platforms for testing

from the Commission.These are the e-Europe

services related o r using lPv6 and involving

2002 Action Plan and the 3G Communication,

either

which stresses the benefits in terms of the

research networks. The thematic network

European telecom

operators

or

early introduction of 3G mobile services.This

Next Generation Networks Initiative (NGN-I)

has been reinforced by the recent formation of

is also in place with the objective t o provide a

the IPv6 Task Force as a focus for practical

roadmap

action (see box).

networks in which the migration t o IPv6 is one

towards

the

next

generation

of the key issues.
Within the IST Programme, many projects are
addressing IPv6 in various contexts. Six

Many of these projects have recently come

projects focus on fixed networks (61NIT.

together t o launch an IPv6 cluster, 6LINK.

LONG, AQUILA, SEQUIN, GCAP, NGNLab).

Activities will include the preparation of

A further seven focus on the interconnection

common reports based on projects' inputs and

and convergence of different radio access

the organisation of joint workshops and

platforms (DRIVETWINEGLASS,MOBY DICK,

regular 6LlNK cluster meetings. I t will provide

BRAIN, SUITED,WINE, 6WINIT), and another

a focus for

European contributions t o

addresses the interconnection between fixed

standardisation bodies. Common trials and

and wireless platforms (NETGATE).

demonstrations will also be organised, as well
as dissemination actions t o promote IPv6
towards business.

Progressing the IPv6 agenda
With IPv6 approaching the implementation phase, the European
Commission has launched a Task Force to develop a comprehensive action
plan aimed at ensuring the timely availability of IPv6 in Europe.The IPv6
Task Force members are senior representatives of European ISPs, telecom
operators, mobile operators, equipment supply industries, research
networks, and key "application" sectors. The Task Force is developing
concrete recommendations for a rapid and

efficient

transition to IPv6,

which will be submitted to the Spring European Council of 2002. More
information can be found at the Task Force website: http:llww~.ipv6t~org.

-
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hile we may wonder at
the capabihes of modern computer systems,
they are still clumsy and inefficient
compared t o the processing systems we see in Nature. Even the
tiniest ant has an "intelligence"
greater than that of any supercomputer, in the sense that it is able
t o perceive and respond t o i t s
surroundings. And when i t comes
t o human beings - well, clearly
there is no contest.
Hence,we have much t o learn from
Nature in the terms of the design
and

organisation

of

complex

systems. In particular, biological
systems have two characteristics
that are not truly encompassed by
any artefacts developed so far: they
live and grow. Living implies an ability t o adapt
t o and interact with the environment and t o
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deal with limited resources. Growth involves
concepts such as neurogenesis, morphogenesis,
memory organisation, learning and abstraction.
These concepts are fundamental t o biological
systems and dictate t o a certain extent the
overall behaviour, morphology, organisation and
strategies

applied

Methodologies

by

biological

entities.

and technologies for the

construction of artefacts that live and grow
would enable a leap in performance for many
systems as we know them today.

In 2000, Future and Emerging Technologies of
the IST Programme and the Neurosciences
action of the Quality of Life Programme
launched a joint Neuroinformatics initiative t o
study basic methodologies and technologies
that can pave the way for "living" artefacts.The
initiative aims t o explore new synergies
between

neurosciences

and

information

technologies so as t o enable construction of
artefacts that live and grow. This means going
beyond pure programming t o artefacts that are
truly self-adaptive.The work draws on methods
from the life sciences, and neurosciences in
particular, as a catalyst for the design, analysis
and implementation of new types of systems.

The artificial mouse
Using a parallel investigation of an artificial and a natural system, the AMOUSE project aims to
construct adaptive, flexible and robust autonomous architectures. The project addresses a number of
issues that are of crucial relevance for both the explanation of natural behaviour and the creation of
"living artefacts". For example, how do different sensory systems interact and how do the different
inputs influence learning, navigation, behaviour and spatiallobject memory?
Neural models derived from the results of neurophysiological and behavioral experiments will be
validated in real-world experiments using autonomous mobile r0bots.A multisensory robot ("artificial
mouse") equipped with visual sensors and artificial whisker system will be built to perform
experiments on navigation and learning based on multisensory cues.

Like the brain,
future systems must be able
t o adapt t o their surroundings

Eight projects (six in the IST Programme and

SIGNAL targets an architecture and strategy

two in the QoL Programme) are already

for

underway with a further five expected t o start

CEREBELLUM studies

in early 2002. ARTESlMlT is developing a

plasticity

self-evolving,
in the

learning

systems.

computation

cerebellar

system

and
and

"living" artificial hand that learns new complex

MICROCIRCUIT cortical, cerebellar and spinal

actions by imitation. INSIGHT2+ is concerned

neuronal networks with a focus on an interface

with the processing of pictorial 3D shape cues

of computational and experimental analysis.

and material properties based on neural
selectivity in the cortex. Using a model

-

Life-like Perception Systems is a related FET

analogous t o growing artificial tissue out of

initiative focusing on perception-response

stem cells, POETIC is developing a system that

systems that are inspired by the sophistication

mimics biological models of self-organisation

of solutions adopted in living systems.

and is able t o acquire different functionalities.

"Perception" here refers t o sensorial, cognitive
and control aspects, covering vision, hearing o r
any other ways in which a biological organism

From hand t o mouth

interacts with the environment. Involving more
than mere sensing, it is the process through

MIRROR is investigating the association between visual information and

which sensorimotor signals are integrated t o

motor commands in the learning, representation and understanding of

form internal representations of the sensory

complex manipulative gestures. The project aims to realise an artificial

world. Such systems would

system that learns to communicate with humans by means of body
gestures and to study the mechanisms used by the brain to learn and
represent gestures.

extend the

capabilities of machines o r be used t o augment
the human senses.
The emphasis is on a systems approach,
integrating perception with the appropriate

The biological base is the existence in primates' premotor cortex of a

resulting

motor resonant system, called mirror neurons, activated during both the

experimental and theoretical research and is

execution of goddirected actions and the observation of similar actions

action.

Work

involves

both

highly interdisciplinary. Key contributions are
expected from areas such as computer

performed by others.To investigate this pathway, a robotic system is being

science, signal processing, novel sensors,

developed that is able to mimic human movements, such as pointing,

computational neuroscience, cognitive science,

scratching and bringing food to the mouth, by learning from visually

cellular engineering, and microrobotics and
microsystems (biomechatronics). Projects will

Perceived motion.

start in 2002.

Further info
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V

irtual reality (VR) is now widely used in

part of a continuum

a

the emphasis is on

number

of

industries.

In

manufacturing, for example, VR is used

bringing virtual wor

t o produce digital mock-ups, reducing the

achieved by enhanc

number of prototypes needed in product

detail, introducing i

development with corresponding savings in

persistent and reacti

time and costs. Other common applications

the emphasis is or

include spatial planning and visualisation in

universes by enhancil

architecture, interior design and town planning,

range of applications,

and training simulators in fields such as

for navigation and in

aerospace and medicine. Augmented reality

making and interac

(AR), which integrates virtual information into

sensory

the user's real environment, offers many

investigated.

experien

additional possibilities.

A number of new pn
In augmented reality, the user can see the real

covering other are;

world around him with computer graphics

address augmented I

superimposed o r composited with the real

rich, mixed-media

images. Instead of replacing the real world.AR

advanced interaction

supplements it. Ideally, the user should perceive

10

that the real and virtual objects CO-exist.

ARTHUR is develo

Current applications of AR include aerospace,

friendly interfaces,

automotive, telemedicine, and devices for the

displays, t o make 3[

d~sabled.Development is still at an early stage,

even t o non-expert

however, and although some commercial

easy-to-use method

systems are available, the full potential of

and camera alignmer

augmented reality has yet t o be realised.

of current AR-solut
techniques for high c

After having conquered games,VR and related

virtuality in linear an1

technologies are rapidly penetrating t h e w and

being investigated

web for

integrates virtualis;

applications such as e-commerce is but the first

environments, which

movie industries. 3 D on the

step towards full 3D interfaces. AR extends

range of extreme m

human perception of the world, transforming

extensions.

computers in the new microscopes and
telescopes of the 2 1 st century.AR will
also be a cornerstone of ambient
intelligence systems, establishing the
missing link between visualisation and
mobility. One could argue that 3D,VR
and mixed reality systems will be the
next generation interface as well as
the main source of content for the
post-internet

information

infrastructure.
The

IST

Programme

supports

research into innovative technologies
and applications that aim t o bridge the
gap between the real and virtual
worlds. VR and AR are considered as

A virtu01 meeting environment
developed under project VIRTUE

STAR focuses on the use of mixed reality
techniques
commercial

with

a

view

products

to

developing

for

training,

box). And MUVll will develop new manmachine-interface devices featuring haptic
feedback.

documentation and planning purposes (see

STAR : A scenario for a virtual workmate
A service worker has to maintain a machine in a very noisy part of a plant.The machine is dirty due to it's
intense use. The job is to follow the maintenance instructions to successfully fulfil his task. The first step is
to find the orswitch which is hidden under a layer of dirt.The STAR modules are connected with the steps
of the maintenance procedure.
The object recognition module recognises the machine and highlights the off-switch to help the worker find
it. He changes position and presses the switch.This is recognised by the gesture recognition module which
now indicates that the next step is reached which is to open up one side of the machine to look inside.
The screws necessary to open and remove the side are being recognised and highlighted. With this help he
easily goes on to the next step which is to work inside the possibly broken machine. He starts maintaining
the machine with help of animations coming from STAR until he reaches a point where he finds a broken
part.
Because this is not a regular step ofthe maintenance procedure he has to indicate that he needs additional
help. Due to the noise it is not possible to use speech recognition.The worker now uses predefined gestures
of his hand and face to tell STAR what kind of instructions he needs (i.e. what part is broken, how many
parts have to be replaced ...).The instruction volume is provided by existing engineering tools via connection
interface module. In the control centre the watchers receive a video stream chosen by the camera hand
over module. Now having a good view of the situation they are able to send the necessary additional
formation to the worker.

Further info
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Mixed realities and new imaging frontiers

Project References:

ARK
ARTHUR
MUVll
ORIGAMI
STAR
VIRTUE

IST-2000-28707
IST-2000-28559
IST-2000-28463
IST-2000-28436
IST-2000-28764
IST- 1999- 10044

Commission Contacts:

Eric Badique
Remy Bayou
jorge Santos

eric.badique@cec.eu.int
remy.bayou@cec.eu.int
jorge.santos@cec.eu.int

Web

www.cordis.lu/istlka4/vision
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ew data storage technologies based on

the third quarter of 200 l. For PC applications,

advanced optical and magnetic media

a demonstrator of a consumer DVD+R/W

h
7
-

--

-

create requirements for associated

drive in the final form factor is being developed.

solutions in new peripherals. As storage

This product will compete with the DVD-RAM

densities increase and recording techniques

drives which have recently been introduced.

become more sophisticated, the quality and

Related hardware and software developments

reliability of the drive can become a limiting

are being commercialised by other project

factor. RTD has important contributions t o

partners.

F

make in optimising current generation storage
devices, as well as developing new storage
concepts

and

deploying

them

within

A new spin on nrgn-aensity storage

networked systems.

Noise is a common feature of magnetic systems and can severely limit
Significant results in this area have been
achieved by D-ARTS, a project initiated under

system performance. Understanding and controlling the noise is

Esprit. Hardware technology for a DVD writer

essential for sensor applications. The emerging science of "spin

of 4.7 GB has been developed together with

electronics" offers an exciting ne!W way of meeting the need for high-

toolsets for making linear DVD-Video, as well

speed, sensitive detection of den:;ely-stored data.

as interactive DVD-ROM titles with MPEG2
audiolvideo streams. DVD writers represent
the convergence of PC-compatible storage

1
12

In magnetic materials, noise can

VC

gcr

ULcu

VY

I

r,uLru

media. such as DVD-ROM, with consumer

and magnetic fluctuations whose respective weights strongly depend on

video recording media such as DVD-Video.The

the nature of the magnetic systems (e.g. all-metal spin devices, tunnel

basic DVD-writer "engine"

spin valves or oxide-based spin systems). In addition, the geometry and

IS

applicable t o

both. In addition, the availability of software
tools for creating multimedia applications on

shape of the devices can greatly influence noise levels because magnetic

low-cost recordable media should stimulate

fluctuations can be of a different nature in very small elements while

creativity and productivity in sectors such as

electronic transport is modified by ballistic effects.

publishing, advertising, education, culture and
entertainment.
The project has proven extremely timely. Since
its completion at the end of 2000, Philips has

MAGNOISE is characterising the different sources of noise in various
spin systems (model and commercial) and investigating new ways of
optimising spin devices. Potential applications include the GMR and

moved quickly t o incorporate the DVD-writer

TMR sensors used in high-density read heads for digital tape storage

technology within its DVD video recorders in

devices,

line with increasing market demand. The

encephalographic medical imaging.

systems were due t o enter mass production in

and

superconducting

sensors

used

in

magneto-

he increasing sophistication of modern

T

The

wireless and mobile communication

components and their integration as parts of

systems and devices presents designers

larger ICs o r subsystems is a key aspect of the

with many new challenges. In particular, a

IST Programme's work on microsystems.

in
components

the

number

of

used

would

have

discrete
major

design

Among

and

the

MEMSZTUNE

development

most

recent

of

projects,

addresses issues such

as

advantages in terms of higher functionality and

reliability, reproducibility

reliability, and reducing size, weight and costs.

necessary t o bring RF-MEMS from laboratory-

Devices such as mobile phones, for example,

scale experiments

currently

hundred

prototypes. New wafer-scale

components but have only t w o o r three VLSl

packaging concepts are also

comprise

several

to

and

HF

integration

production-worthy

ICs. The level of integration can only be

being investigated. EMMA

M E M S for wideband RF

improved through a higher integration of

aims t o improve the stability

systems

passive components within high frequency (HF)

of capacitive components

IC architectures.

that are generic building
blocks for RF-MEMS.

WIDE-RF is designing and testing RFMEMS switches and other passive devices

Microsystems (MEMS) technologies can be
used to fabricate passive components such as

Millimetre-wave transceivers

to provide new functionality and high-

adjustable capacitors, high-Q inductors, low

applicable

performance in RF IC architectures. The

loss switches and high-Q micromechanical

antenna and switches are

resonators. The advantages of microsystems

studied

are the similarity of the fabrication process

applications are commercial

with the microelectronic circuits, the batch-

broadband satellites working

to IOGHz, which covers current and

e collective fabrication technology, the small

in the Q band (40-50GHz)

future RF applications (ISM, GSM, UMTS

: and the unique functionality. For instance, a

and future generations of car

and HIPERLAN).

ical surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter on a

radar systems (operating at

to

by

specialised

MIPA. Target

r t z substrate has a size of I X l cm, whereas

77GHz).

IEMS resonator has a structure of just a few

demonstrating

MELODICT

project is originally wide-band focused,
with a frequency range from 8 0 0 M H z up

is
the

New designs for wide-band low-voltage RF

iare micrometres. The higher level of

fabrication of various passive

switches, high-Q on-chip programmable

intc?gration should also lead t o a lower power

RF-MEMS components at a

andlor tunable capacitors and inductors

corlsumption and lower costs. Specialised

production scale, integrating

aPFdications

MEMS with ICs on the same

where

the

new

MEMS

teclhnologies will be used include wideband-

CC'MA

and

the

new

generation

silicon substrate.

are being developed. Accurate modelling
and characterisation techniques are also
being explored. In addition, the ageing

of

ltistandard handsets.

characteristics of these devices is being
studied as a first step to improving their
reliability and bring them to faster
commercialisation.
Further info
IST Action Lines:

Project References:

Commission Contacts:

Web

IST-2001 IV7.1
IST-2001 IV.7.2

Subsystems
Microsystems

EMMA
MELODICT
MEMS2TUNE
MlPA
WIDE-RF

IST-2000-2826I
IST-1999- 10945
IST-2000-28231
IST-2000-28276
IST-2001-33286

Dirk Beernaert
Marcel Hugen

dirk.beernaert@cec.eu.int

www.isen.fr1recherchelmelodict

marcel.hugen@cec.eu.int

www.cordis.lulist/ka3lieplhome.html

T

.*he

long-term

competitiveness

of

adva~

European industry depends on world

CO-01

class research facilities and skills in

also I

microelectronics. Building and maintaining the

procm

required

of t h

research

infrastructure

involves

massive investment. I t is very important t o
provide access t o state-of-the-art facilities t o as

The

broad a segment of the research community as

large

possible,in particular those who cannot afford it

cont

This has advantages for all involved. Researchers

the r

will have facilities, and also facilities will have
more researchers, thereby greatly contributing

that

t o the level of innovation.

to

S

orde
The aim of the take-up actions in microelectronics is t o address the issues above and t o

In p:

broaden

the

"roa

semiconductor"food-chain" who can contribute

Tecb

to

(ITR

the

the

range

advancement

of

actors

of

in

semiconductor

technology and also exploit the results.This is

14

achieved by means of a number of initiatives

The

which increase access t o the latest semi-

acce

conductor technology and stimulate its transfer

and

from the suppliers t o the users.

Part
rese

The SEA (Semiconductor Equipment Assess-

to

ment) initiative promotes the development in

offer

Europe of improved production facilities and

proc

their introduction in the production process. I t

has

benefits both the equipment suppliers and

serv

equipment users in the semiconductor industry,

for

by stimulating the rapid take-up of the most

European researchers
and SMEs hove access
to world-class facilities
in semiconductor
technology

C

5

3"L

n

ONQCS

The best practice actions aim at training

The Research Training initiative, CO-funded by

engineers in SMEs "on the job" t o fully use the

industry, supports education and training in

potential of microelectronics in the company's

advanced microelectronics both t o address the

products. Building on the success of the FUSE

skills shortage and t o strengthen critical

initiative under Esprit, the actions in IST

disciplines needed for future development.

concentrate on specific functionalities.VAM!? for

Under WP 200 1, the scope was extended t o

example, targets speech processing capabilities.

include opto-electronics and a variety of other

Three expert centres are working with a group

actions have also been invited,such as training of

of European SMEs t o introduce voice-adapted

trainers, support for skills development in newly

interfaces into a range of existing industrial

associated states, and careers-awareness for

applications. Similarly. SIDCOM addresses the

high school and university students.

first use of microelectronics for wireless
sensing, identification and data communications,
while JENET focuses on embedded internet
technologies.

In this highly knowledge-intensive field, skills
shortage is also a major concern. Lack of skilled
personnel has reached critical levels and has also
become a factor which limits the growth of the
industry. The initiatives mentioned above are
therefore complemented by training activities.

Further info
IST Action Lines:

IST-200 1 1' $3
IST-200 1 IV.8.4

Development of skills in micro- and opto-electronics
Industrial microelectronic technologies
- take-up measures

Project References:

EURACCESS
SEAD
EUROPRACTIC-IC
JENET
SIDCOM
VAMP

IST-1999- 10407
IST-I999- 1 1025
IST- 1999-12057
IST-2000-28422
IST-2000-2955I
IST-2000-29393

Commission Contacts:

Patrickvan Hove
patrick.van-hove@cec.eu.int
Georg Kelm
georg.kelm@cec.eu.int
Michael Hohenbichler michael.hohenbichler@cec.eu.int

Web

www.cordis.lulist/ka4/mellindex.htrn

www.irnec.be1EURACCESS
www.sea.rl.ac.uk
www.europractice.com

ociety at large

IS

becoming more and

of valuable assets).

more dependent on the crit~calinformation infrastructure that stems from

As a common driver across many areas of the

the pervasive and inter-connected deployment

IST Programme, dependability is addressed

of computer systems. Whether in the form of

through a Cross-Programme Action (CPA).The

business-critical applications, public services.

European Initiative on De~endabilitvIDEPPY)

multimedia information provision, embedded

aims t o contribute toward,

system o r control systems, this IST infra-

trust and confidence in

structure is becoming increasingly complex. It is

systems

also intrinsically coupled with the other

dependability technologies

infrastructures of modern life, such as energy,

a dependability-aware cul

financial services, healthcare, commerce etc.

and

service!

ICT components, system
networks throughout thei~

This

intricate

interlacing raises serious

concerns about the safe and secure operation

W o r k under the 1999

of complex ICT systems, and about the

addressed the full rang

potential consequences of massive disruptions

requirements, with an en

cascading from one system t o another. Thus,

incident management tool:

the dependable and predictable behaviour of

and services that are sel

the ICT infrastructure is coming t o be

self-healing. W P

recognised as a key challenge for the future

vulnerabilities of large-sca

development of the information society. In

from the tight connectivi~

particular, it is of central importance in ensuring

and

trust and confidence for all IST stakeholders.

commerce for examp1e.n

Identifying the dependability of information

takes

a stage further,

emphaslslng

infrastructures as a priority issue, the e-Europe

approaches and technologies

relating t o

Action Plan proposed measures t o stimulate

dependability and survivability of information

private-public co-operation in this domain.

infrastructure at global level.

Dependability is a generic term that is difficult

For instance, DDSI is supporting the develop-

information
this

2000

infras

t o define o r measure. I t embraces attributes

ment of dependability policies across Europe

such as: availability (readiness for usage);

and across sectoral boundaries. I t is setting up

reliability (continuity of service); safety (non-

networks of interest t o provide baseline data

occurrence of catastrophic o r risky events);and

and develop policy roadmaps, and has strong

security (avoidance of threats t o privacy o r loss

links in Accession States and the USA.

ATION INFRASTRUCTURE
CABERNET is a N e t w o r k of Excellence (NoE)

quality of power supply) in the future scenario

established in 199 1 which recently received a

o f a fully interconnected European electric grid

three years extension. I t will co-ordinate

with heavily loaded transmission lines.

research in distributed and dependable systems
t o make stakeholders more aware o f the topic,

Following a meeting in Brussels in March 200 l, a

and develop a Europe-wide shared vision for

European Working Group on Interdependencies

RTD as a focus f o r future w o r k in this field.

and Vulnerabilities in Information Infrastructures
was established. The Group aims t o network

EXaMlNE is developing information techno-

European actors working on dependability issues

logy t o improve the security o f the European

and promote partnerships and information

power system, so as t o establish the basis f o r a

exchange. I t also provides a channel for

real time control strategy t o be adopted

consensus-building on future strategy and RTD

Europe-wide. To this end, the project will

needs.The first meeting of the Group was held in

design, prototype and test a novel monitoring

November 200 l.

system supporting the EPS control centres.The
system will allow automatic control schemes

Dependability is increasingly a global issue and

t o be developed and tested under highly

the strengthening of dialogue and collaboration

disturbed conditions, so as t o avoid large-scale

at global level is a priority for the IST

interruptions of service.The final objective is t o

Programme. In particular, links are being

maintain current security standards of national

strengthened with research initiatives and

electric systems (related t o continuity and

programmes

in

the

US which

address

dependability and protection of
critical infrastructures. Over the

Protecting the operation of embedded automation systems

last three years a number of joint
meetings, conference sessions and

Embedded automation systems with both IP (inter-site) and dedicated (intra-site) connections

thematic workshops have been

prevoil in dynamic environments to effectively cope with physical, design or malicious faults or

organised.Through DEPPY, a joint
inventory of EU and US projects

with influence from other systems that share the inter-site network. Dynamic behaviour of the

on

dependability

and

critical

systems is also required to accommodate for remote diagnosis, maintenance or upgrades.

infrastructure protection is being

DepAuDE is developing an architecture and methodology to ensure dependability for non-

vulnerabilities

set up.A joint study on large-scale
has also

been

safety critical, distributed, embedded automation systems. The outline of the resulting

completed, drawing on lessons

architecture will be modular, situated at middleware level, with approaches to maximise the

from theY2K roll-over.

local (intra-site) service-level and to ensure the survivability of the services (inter-site). Its
methodology will be characterised by a systematic approach to applying this architecture to
the applications.

-

Further info
l S T Action Lines:

Project References:

IST-200 I V. 1.4 CPA4 Towards dependable and survivable systems
and infrastructures
CABERNET

IST-2000-25088

www.newcastle.research.ec.orgl

CAUTION
CORM
DBENCH
DDSl
DEPAUDE
EXAMINE

IST-2000-25352
IST-2000-25031
IST-2000-25425
IST-2000-29202
KT-2000-25434
IST-2000-261 19

www.telecom.ece.ntua.gr1caution

caberned

Commission Contacts: Andrea Servida
Web

www.nr.no.lcorasl
www.laas.frlDBench1
www.ddsi.org/
www.esat.Ituleuven.ac.belacca/depaudel

andrea.servida@cec.eu.int

mart cards are emerging as one of the

complementary ac

key building blocks of the Information

innovative

Society. They enable secure access t o

supported t o fost

applic

electronic services and are a vital element in

masses of users

building trust and confidence in e-commerce.

Best practice act

Together with secure network infrastructures

acceptance of smal

f;

and appropriate legislation,smart cards provide

services from any t

the privacy and confidentiality necessary for

including for disad!

the widespread acceptance of new electronic

building among us

services by individuals and businesses.

other

means, v

deployment of sma
The European Commission's eEurope Action

on standardisation

Plan, in which smart cards are one of the

productivity in sm:

priority areas, stresses the need t o encourage
the use of all forms of smart cards for secure

Key projects incluc

access t o e-services. In April 2000 in response

public services (SP

t o eEurope, the European smart card industry

in the specificatic

endorsed the Smart Card Charter setting out

Cards (VERlFlCAl

a detailed action plan for developing EU smart

new, highly-secure

card markets.This was followed, in September

card chip (G3CAR

2000, by the setting up of twelve working

transport

groups

development of RI

("trailblazers")

to

take

forward

implementation of the Charter within specific

and

read capabilities (L
forum on comm

18

issues

(CAPTIN

IST's Cross-Programme Action on smart cards

interfaces (I-PROV

aims t o complement the consensus-building

application smar

and awareness measures being pursued under

measures t o accelc

eEurope. Several of the most recent projects

smart cards for bu

link directly into the working groups (WGs).

internet (SMART-I:

EUCLID supports the activities of W G I, which
is working towards a European standard for
public identity documents. The
FINREAD initiative (see box)
underpins the work of W G 4 on
a generalised card reader. And
SINCE is addressing RTD issues
related t o W G 6 on contactless
smart cards. Support for the
steering committee

charged

with

of

coordination

the

working groups and overall
implementation of the Smart
Card Charter is provided under
SMARTCORD, whilst SMART@
PAY focuses on the topics of
WG5.
W o r k under the W P 2001
directly

addresses

e-Europe

objectives through a range of

Smart cards are becoming
a common feature of everyday life

N "MAI'"

CARDS

Despite the increasing use of smart cards by

maintains its current technology and industrial

businesses and public services, and the

leadership in smart card technology. Key

technical successes of recent years, many

domains are chip and card design, secure

technological issues remain t o be addressed. In

embedded software, manufacturing technology,

preparation for FP6, in May 2001 the

and development of smart card applications.

Commission convened a consultation meeting
on research needs for the medium t o long

Future RTD must take account of various

term. Entitled Research for the Smart Card of

socio-economic factors relating t o smart card

20 10, the meeting affirmed that significant

production and use. Increasingly, users are

investments are needed t o ensure Europe

ready t o accept different levels of security for
different applications and means need t o be

.

-

_

smart card solutions

found t o verify that appropriate levels of
security are being used. Demand for very low
cost cards t o replace bar codes is likely t o

t all of the RTD on smart cards relates to the cards themselves:

grow, necessitating a sharp reduction in

nmon solutions for reading the cards are just as important. The

production costs. And as the volume of cards

JREAD initiative brings together technology companies and payment
vtion providers to specifjl a European standard for secure smart card
rders.The resulting specifications will be used primarily in a wide range
.-commerce payment and home banking applications, but could also be
blied to other sectors such as health services or e-government.
FINREAD is supported through a cluster of related IST projects. Under
Embedded Finread, an existing specification for a PC-based smart card
reader is being extended to suit other access channels, such as GSM, 7V
ret-top boxes, webphones, PDAs etc. Formal certification of the security

architecture is being taken forward under Trusted Finread. C-TRAVEL will
upply the Finreod solution for the commercial transactions involved in a
typical business trip (booking a plane ticket, hotel reservation, airport
:heck-in etc.), while the Finread Showcase will promote and disseminate
the Finread specification.

rises

into the

billions

of

units, their

environmental impacts need t o be considered.

imulation and visualisation technologies

oriented models which allow components t o

have progressed tremendously over the

be

last ten years. Once confined t o

increasingly in evidence.Access platforms have

supercomputers

and

high

performance

reused. Open

source

solutions

are

changed too. N o longer confined t o single

networks, today the barriers of high power,

networks,

speed and costs are falling and high quality

applications are increasingly deployed across

computer

distributed environments which provide users

graphics

everywhere, from

are

widely

used

drug development

to

simulation

and

visualisation

with access t o common applications and

children's games.

datasets.

Simulation, involving virtual models of real-

Under IST, the emphas;is is on RTD for neW

world processes, can bring many benefits for

generic simulation tools.

S

-F,

8.

I ne

.

appllcatlon of

users. One benefit is the ability t o reduce costs

open tools t o support large-scale, real-time

of complex activities, such as product assembly,

simulation within distributed environments is

through

before

one priority. Another theme is middleware

implementation. Another major application

a

virtual

run-through

solutions t o interface computer graptiics,

area is in risk-free environments for practising

design technologies and model specificstion

complex tasks, such as medical surgery o r

tools. This

nuclear operations. Simulation is also widely

interoperability

takes

simulation

systems. Advances

telecoms

networks.

heterogeneous

novel

computing

visualisation

the

of
of

models and real-time cont r o l

used t o model complex systems, such as
service

provisioning over

account

interfacing

particular

and

of

in the

large

use and 3D

datasets, and

in

architectures, biological processes, industrial

collaborative pre- and post-processing of

processes,weather forecasting and traff~cflows.

simulation data are also addressed.

Visualisation is closely related t o simulation: it

Following a call in 2000 a series of new projects

seeks t o provide an efficient human interface t o

have recently been launched. MOMENTUM

the simulation results,which allows researchers

deals with the development of a simulation

t o study scientific, technical and medical

environment for UMTS, and EUROSIGNAL is

phenomena in ways which provide new
understanding and insight. Using graphical
representations, users are able t o
compress a lot of data into one
picture t o reveal new correlations
between different quantities, and t o
view data selectively and interactively
in real time.Visualisation techniques
are now widely applied on PC
platforms, with important application
areas

in

physical

sciences,

engineering, biomedicine and virtual
laboratories.
As well as advances in processing
speed, simulation and visualisation
have benefited from developments in
software algorithms, which permit
much smoother manipulation and
representation of data. Programming
models

have

evolved

from

specialised applications t o object-

m

"3R COMPLEX SYSTEMS
realistic

systems, such as the IT infrastructure itself. IT

simulation1visualisation of human motion in

networks are increasingly complex, requiring

Advanced

technology

for

the

virtual environments is targeted by REAL

the

MAN.VIRTUAL FIRES is developing a system

technologies

inter-working

for assessing fire safety in tunnels that will

simulation (RTS) and large-scale simulation

replace real fire tests. And VlSlCADE is

(LSS) are means t o validate, test and optimise

concerned with an innovative simulation

the design and operation of such complex

and

many

different

subsystems.

of

Real-time

framework that enables an integration of C A D

systems. In particular, they offer a way t o test

and

the dependability and robustness of large-scale

CAE

tasks

into

virtual

reality

networks not available through any other

environments.

means. Potential applications include service
An

efficient

man-machine

interface

is

engineering

and

management,

traffic

exercise,

engineering in mobile networks and in the

especially in the real-time control of complex

internet, and interoperability between loosely-

systems. Hence, the semantic representation,

coupled network domains.

fundamental t o

any simulation

interactivity and usability of simulation and
visualisation data is also an important focus.

In terms of simulation technologies, the

This includes the distributed visualisation of,

deployment

of Very

and data mining from, very large data sets, and

computing

(in

the incorporation of real-time multi-sensory

performance region) and the use of intelligent

techniques, such as feel and sound, into virtual

agents for distributed simulation and efficient

environments.

profiling by manipulating very large data sets

the

High

Performance

terafloplpetaflop

will receive particular attention. Simulation of
on the

complex scientific problems, like complex

development of distributed, collaborative

biological and geophysical phenomena will also

simulation environments with the potential t o

be addressed, with an emphasis on new

apply simulation technologies t o the design and

simulation tools that make effective use of the

development of real-time and very large

ICT infrastructure and services

For the future, IST will focus

Further info
I S T Action Lines:

IST-2001 IV.4.1

Simulation and visualisation

Project References:

EUROSIGNAL
MOMENTUM
REAL MAN
VIRTUALFIRES
VlSlCADE

IST-2000-29405
IST-2000-28088
IST-2000-29357
KT-2000-29266
IST-2000-28123

Commission Contacts:

Kostas Papanikolaou

konstantinos.papanikolaou@cec.eu.int

Web

www.cordis.lulist/ka4/vision
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ince

the

early

1970s,

the

microelectronics industry has followed
Moore's law, doubling the processing
power of its chips every 18 months. This
performance increase has been achieved mainly
by reducing the size of circuit features and the
optimisation of CMOS technology.Technological
constraints and increasing design complexity
may slow further progress, however. With each
generation of semiconductor technology ever
more costly t o develop, there is an increasing
need t o find new approaches that break away
from conventional miniaturisation.
The Nanotechnology Information Devices
(NID) initiative supports innovative research
aimed at the development of new concepts for
information processing systems operating at the
nano-scale. Part of IST's Future and Emerging
Technologies (FET) action, NID draws on the
successful work on nano-scale ICs undertaken
by MELARI, launched under Esprit, but is
broader in scope. NID covers any research field
that could contribute in shaping future visions

22

for information processing nano-systems. from
quantum electronics t o nano-mechanics and
biology. Key priorities under W P 200 1 have been
silicon-compatible devices beyond CMOS (such
as

hybrid

systems

integrating

magnetic,

superconducting device concepts and other
effects with a silicon interface),and novel devices
and systems operating at the atomic o r
molecular scale (molecular computing).

Next generation memories

B

The active memory (mostly DRAM) currently used in electronic
devices is volatile and dissipates large amounts of energy.
NANOMEM is developing two new types of memory based on
magnetic tunnel junctions. The project aims to progress this
technology, known as tunnelling-magnetic RAM (MRAM), to the
stage where it is able to replace the current generation of
semiconductor-based memory. In the longer term, the basic science
undertaken is expected to pave the way for replacing computer
hard disks with tunnelling-MRAM, thus affording much faster
memory access times and no moving parts.

Several of the projects focus on self-assembly.

producing

N A N O M O L is employing a combination of

Electronics project is exploring the electronic

chemical

properties of D N A and its potential for future

synthesis

and

conventional

lithographic techniques for the self-assembly of

junctions.

The

DNA-Based

information processing.

nano-scale logic elements and memory cells.
BIOAND is pioneering new technologies for

In late 2000, the Commission published the

nano-fabrication using principles learned from

latest edition of its Technology Roadmap for

Nature. The tools will support the self-

Nanoelectronics

assembly of a variety of nano-scale electronic

trajectory

structures, devices and circuits, and are

contributions from a wide range of European

in

setting o u t the future
this

field.

Drawing

on

expected t o lead t o a better understanding of

experts, the roadmap reviews the state of the

self-assembly processes.

art, places the current N I D activities in context
and makes extrapolations for the future,

A t the interface of electronics and chemistry,

highlighting the technological bottlenecks.This

SATURN is studying single-wall

carbon

highly successful and influential publication has

nanotubes, which are seen as one of the

since been adopted by the Semiconductor

important elements of molecular electronics.

Industry Association as the basis for its own

The work focuses on nanotube growth and

technological roadmap for concepts "beyond

manipulation, with a particular emphasis on

CMOS".

-he nano-designer
he development of nano-scale devices suitable for large-scale integration
nd operation at room temperature is a challenging task. This quest will
reatly benefit from a more intensive use of detailed modelling of
~olecular and nonoelectronic devices. NANOTCAD is developing and
didating a software package for the simulation and design of a wide
learum of nonoscale devices, based both on semiconductors and
tolecular electronics. The tools will be used to design and realise a series

f prototype devices and the final NANOTCAD package will be made
eely available to the NID community.

Further info
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Web

espite the recent setbacks of satellite

interactivity. IBIS will validate an interactive

constellations designed t o provide

broadcasting system compatible with

mobile services, the satellite industry

transport and DVB-RCS taking as a platform a

has continued t o flourish over recent years.

regenerative multibeam satellite.The project is

Broadcasting remains the 'success story' of this

key t o demonstrating the viability of satellite

sector, with 80 million users receiving satellite

systems t o address mass markets, which

TV programmes in Europe, either directly with

require standardised low-cost terminals.

D T H (direct-to-home) receivers, o r indirectly
after retransmission over cable networks.

Today, satellite system

Satellite systems have also been instrumental in

context are primarily

the success of the DVB European standard,first

usage, and expansion

introduced for digital broadcasting via satellite.

thus open further
CODlS

intends

t

Beyond broadcasting, satellite communication

broadcasting as a cor

systems have successfully addressed the new

The project includes

opportunities

terrestrial broadcastin)

offered

by

the

rapid

development of internet services, with some

demonstrates optimist

European operators such as Eutelsat already

for content delivery. SE

dedicating about 50% of their satellite capacity

be demonstrated, del

t o internet traffic. This trend is expected t o

platform.

continue

in

the

communications
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IP

future,

with

becoming

an

satellite
important

The evolution of mob1

delivery channel for services such as interactive

theme.Today, satellite

multimedia. mobile voice and data, and digital

at L o r S band a

audio radio systems (DARS). Integration of the

professional users l

latter t w o systems, i.e mobile and broadcasting,

system.

is also considered as a promising avenue t o

larger

open up new markets and applications.

ng mol
markets

requires very close
integration

The IST Programme's work related t o satellite

satellite

communications is largely consistent with this

with

evolutionary

networks

picture anticipated

by the

industry. IST-sponsored activities do not target

of
systems

terrestrial
and,

insofar as possible.

spaceborne equipment, such as payloads o r

use

platform

standards. The issue

technologies,

nor

the

ground

of

common

equipment used exclusively in a satellite

of interoperability

context. Rather, IST projects take terrestrial

with

systems and networks as a starting point, with

terrestrial systems

mobile

a view t o validating the related technologies

is

and services in the mixed satellite-terrestrial

VIRTUOUS

addressed

by
and

environment that is likely t o emerge in the

FUTURE.These t w o

future. In this context, the vast majority of

projects

projects include a satellite and a terrestrial

demonstrate

network component, and aim at optimising

heterogeneous

interoperability within this mixed environment.

aim

to
a

platform compatible
with terrestrial and

Several projects address the evolution of

satellite

broadcasting systems towards interactivity.The

partly building on

DVB

previous

standard

has

recently

been

complemented with the DVB-RCS specification
which introduces a return channel t o provide

t

UMTS,

developments.

ESA

O n a similar issue, SATIN aims t o exploit the

O n the issue of generic integration with

best

terrestrial networks. BRAHMS has defined a

feature

of

satellite,

its

inherent

broadcasting ability, with terrestrial networks

comprehensive

(GPRS o r UMTS) t o provide a cheap mobile

seamless integration of satellite networks with

interactive

thus

IP-based networks, compatible with both IPv4

represents a key contribution t o the debate on

and IPv6.The specification includes support for

channel.

The

project

architecture

allowing for

mobile-broadcasting convergence. SUITED has

services up t o 150 Mbls and details how QoS

already

features

demonstrated

a

heterogeneous

testbed combining a mobile satellite network

researched

in the

context of

terrestrial networks can be supported by the

at Ka Band with a terrestrial GPRS-based

satellite system. GEOCAST is also addressing

network.The novel QoS protocol, called GRIP,

similar issues, though with a focus on

developed by the project has been submitted

multicasting.

t o the IETF.
Other projects focus on specific technological
aspects, such as the design of a cheap antenna

Zo-operation on satellite communications

for ships at sea (MOBILITY), the design of a
flexible

S 7 3 RTD projects are implemented in the wider political context of
stablishing closer links with the European Space Agency (ESA), as called

on-board

Ka

band

antenna

(MULTIKARA), o r satellite solutions for
dedicated applications such as telemedicine
(HEALTHSAT).

,r by the Council Resolution of 16 November 200 l . In the field of mobile
ommunications, the EC and ESA have jointly launched a Task Force on
dvanced mobile systems, the ASMS-TF: This industry-led initiative aims to
erive a European vision of the future of mobile systems, from both a
~ h n o l o g i c a l and economic perspective, and to identify critical
tandardisation and regulatory issues. It also provides a platform for
xchange of information for projects financed under the 1ST and the ESA
mbrellas. Final reports are expected around the end of 200 1 and should
rovide useful inputs for future RTD actions in this field.
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he impressive performance increases

lithography t o be used t o produce feature sizc

observed in microelectronics result

as small as I 0Onm.The InternationalTechnolo~

. primarily from continual innovation and

Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), howew

improvements in the way microchips are

requires optical lithography t o go much furthc

manufactured.

down t o feature sizes of 70nm and smaller.Th
is well beyond the reach of 193nm lithograph

A t the heart of the manufacturing process is a
technique called lithography. I t defines t o a large

Two recent IST projects address 157nm optical

degree the performance of the products, as

lithography

well

sources

as productivity and costs of the

ultra-violet light

for the 70-50nm feature size.

manufacturing process. Many of the elements of

UV2LITHO aims t o develop processes t o allow

lithography are known from photography and

the introduction of 157nm lithography in pilc

also from graphic art. Machines, known as

production lines from 2004, when full fie1

optical scanners project the images of the

production 157nm scanners will be introduce1

electrical circuits from a mask onto a

W o r k focuses on possible resist options an

photosensitive material (resists) coated on the

demonstrating manufacturing capability for th

silicon wafers. In this way a design consisting of

70nm technology level. As an example of

several hundred million elementary devices

cross programme co-operation, UV2LITH(

such as transistors o r capacitors can be

forms part of the EUREKA/MEDEA+ projec

'printed' onto a single chip

- a piece of silicon

FLUOR. A

related project,

I57CRISPIE

the size of a fingernail.This design will in turn be

focuses on prototype resist materials an

replicated so as t o cover an entire silicon wafer

understanding resist chemistry.

of 300 mm in diameter.
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-

- using lasers as

Lithography allows steady miniaturisation by
enabling feature sizes t o be resolved at eversmaller levels - at present down t o 130
nanometres.The continuing challenge is t o find
ways which allow this feature size t o be
reduced even further still. I t is a real
achievement that feature sizes of 130 and 100
nm are significantly smaller than the wavelength
of the light used t o produce them (248 and 193
nm respectively). This is possible due t o
intensive research in optics, high precision
mechanics, photosensitive materials,

and

software. From the 130nm technology now
being prepared for production, the industry
expects t o proceed t o feature sizes of IOOnm
by 2004, 70nm by 2007, and t o 35-20nm by
20 12-20 16.
Extending the usefulness of existing lithography
technology is very important because the
upgrading of a production facility t o the latest
technology is an extremely expensive exercise.
Already

it is clear that

193nm optical

lithography will achieve feature sizes much
smaller

than

LICOTRENAS

originally
project,

foreseen.
for

IST's

example,

developing modules which allow

is

193nm

it

n

OGRAPHY
But what comes after optical lithography? H o w

A number of options for "Next Generation

is the semiconductor industry going t o

Lithography" (NGL) are being investigated

manufacture micro chips with feature sizes in

worldwide. These include extreme ultraviolet

the 50nm range and beyond, for which

(EUV), X-ray, electron-beam projection and

exposure wavelengths would have t o be even

ion-beam projection lithography. EUCLIDES, an

shorter than they are now? A t these non-

Esprit project, aimed t o make the big step

visible wavelengths the known optical materials

down t o soft x-rays (or EUV) at about 13nm

would n o t be transparent and radiation

wavelength. The work focused on potential

resistant enough.

bottlenecks for commercialisation of this
technology (see box). Overall, the results
provide a firm foundation for the development
of EUVL production tools and further work on

Promessing EUV lithograp hy

this is expected under MEDEA+.

The EUCLIDES project, initiated under Esprit, evaluated the viability of
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography at resolutions of 70nm and below.

Further advanced work on NGL is invited
under IST's Work Programmes for 2001102.
This should focus on activities complementary

With existing lithography techniques the light passes through the
illumination and projection optics on its way from the light source to the
silicon wafer. EUV, however, presents a problem due to the low

t o those undertaken in national and MEDEA
programmes and projects. A concerted action
is also envisaged t o provide a forum for the
exchange of ideas and results and t o improve

transparency of known optical materials at EUV wavelengths. Therefore it

synergy between N G L programmes and

requires a reflective mask and several aspherical mirrors covered by about

projects at national and European level.

one hundred very thin layers which reflect the radiation onto the wafer. For
such an arrangement entirely new radiation sources, optical materials and
system solutions are needed.
Significant progress was made in a number of key EUV areas, including
designs for illuminators and projection optics, high reflective multi-layer
coatings, and optics metrology. Excellent results were obtained in relation
to the fabrication of EUV mirror substrates and a synchrotron source
design was developed with a throughput greater than state-of-the-art
plasma sources. The total system architecture was also investigated to
ensure the concept met the semiconductor industry's cost expectations.

Further info
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IST-200 1 IV8.2
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all

lnterconnectlon of computers and networks,

aspects of our society and our I~ves.In

omputlng

mcreasmgly touches

tomorrow's "lntelhgent ~nfrastructure"will be

W technological terms, this observation

the environment through which we access and

represents the convergence of two distinct

deliver

trends.

automatically and dynamically according t o

services. I t will

need t o adapt

O n the one hand, computing systems and

satisfy

services are becoming"distributed",that is they

communication, storage and service needs.

network and resource requirements, and will
all

of

the

user's

cornputin-

are spread over a broad range of networks,
resources

and

locations.

Distributed

The nature of applications t o o will char

approaches enable users t o integrate and share

Rather than processing and delivering data, t

legacy systems and applications within different

will be a means t o interact with many data:

computing environments and in geographically-

and tasks, some of which will be dynamic

dispersed locations. In addition, distributed high

changing.To enable us t o handle such comF

performance computing (HPC) enables users

situations it will be necessary t o augm

t o mobilise vast computer processing power t o

human capabilities in analysis, interpretat

solve real-world problems in business and in

and decision-making through smart cogni

scientific research. These very high-speed

systems.

intelligent networks, known as grids, are

communications become ubiquitous, con1

opening the way t o solutions and business

and cognition will rank as key enabzlIur,

practices that could not have been addressed

technologies.

Thus,

as

computing

i

before.
The IST Programme's work on computing
A t the same time, more and more computing

addresses the requirements of distributed

systems are required t o operate in real time.

systems operating under real time conditions.

Embedded hardware and software support a

Models, technologies and tools for the sharing

broad range of safety-critical, mission-critical

and interactive use of real time applications and

and security-critical applications in areas such

resources in distributed environments are a

as finance, transportation, telecommunications

key focus. High performance, distributed

and industrial control. Increasingly, real-time

control systems able t o meet the stringent

approaches are required in embedded mobile

requirements of

applications too, such as automotive control

regarding robustness and fault tolerance) are

systems. Whether as part of a networked

also addressed.

infrastructure o r embedded in products, realtime systems are essential building blocks in

Vision systems are

enabling our surroundings t o become more

one

intelligent and responsive.

particular

priority,

in
the

development

of

Having traditionally been quite distinct, these

robust

cognitive

t w o areas of computing are now merging:

vision

systems

distributed systems are needing t o operate in

capable of acquiring

real-time, and real-time systems are becoming

and

interconnected. Together

knowledge

with

increasing

using
for

sensing

decision-making.

technologies, the net result is a pervasive

The challenge here

computing environment.

is t o recognise and

network

bandwidth

and

new

integrate a large
This situation presents many challenges for the

number of objects

development of the computing infrastructure.

and visual cues, and

Whereas

the

then t o reason and

the

learn

today

infrastructure

we
as

conceive
being

of

simply

from

this

real-time systems (e.g.

Real-time networked systems are increasing\)
important in applications such as heolthcarr

information in a way that is meaningful for real-

COGVlSYS will build a self-adaptive vision

w o r l d decisions. Novel architectures and

system that is able t o reason from an explicit

computational frameworks are required that

knowledge base. Demonstrators will translate

permit adaptive, real-time responses.

visual information into textual description for
applications such as traffic surveillance, sign
language interpretation, and video annotation.

Among the most recent projects in this area,
COGVlS aims t o provide methods t o enable

The market penetration o f real-time and

objects and events t o be identified according t o
a

recalled

"memory".

The

system

distributed systems is also an important issue.

"understands" in the sense that i t is able t o

A series o f new projects promote best practice

recognise and categorise through association. I t

in real-time technologies in machine vision

also "knows" in that it uses a memory as a

(EUTIST-IMV), medicine (EUTIST-M), agent

basis f o r information representation and

technologies and middleware (EUTIST-AIM).

maintenance. and is able t o learn new tasks.

and open source operating systems and

A prototype will be built which will be able t o

software (INES).

interpret user actions and perform simple
tasks, such as fetching and delivering objects in
real-life situations.

A framework for ambient intelligence
The recently-launched OZONE project will investigate, define and
implement a framework to enable consumer-oriented ambient intelligence
applications. The resulting framework is intended to offer services to
individuals, anywhere and at anytime. The project performs a technology
gap investigation based on the defined user trials, resulting in prototype
platforms and recommendations for further research issues in the domain
of efficient pervasive computing.
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n the "always on" information society that
now emerging, users will have access t o
whole variety of services through new type
t
of
personal
devices
connected
informationlservice infrastructures. Some of th
devices will take over the role of convention:
every-day objects (maps, books, diaries, camera
etc.) by combining and adding value. Others W
allow users t o access new types of intelligen
value added services, made possible by th
innovative combination of existing and emergir
technologies, like mobile internet, geographic,
information systems, etc.

)

Potential applications could adapt the
functionality, taking into account factors such z
the position and the activity of the user as well z
locally available resources (like surroundir
devices and services). A digital camera, fc
example, could have the ability t o identify il
position (using GPS data) and thus retrieve local
available and related historical information. Th
information could then be translated (
necessary) into the user's language, the phot
could be edited and commented on by the use
and the enriched image transmitted t o a storag
device o r other destination (e.g. via UMTS).
Value chains are changing and in consumer
sectors, in particular, intrinsic value lies
increasingly in embedded services rather than in
the products themselves. Equipping information
appliances with the ability t o assess the resources
o r service coniponents available within a host
network is critical for the new generation of
adaptive, user-friendly mobile services. Besides
the obvious access t o centrally-provided
information, services will more and more enable
end-users themselves t o generate and provide
information which can then be used by others.
The introduction of new end-user services into
networks and appliances presents major
challenges for service engineering, however.
Whereas users are looking for seamless services
with a high level of functionality, the underlying
components are derived from many different
infrastructures. These include global positioning
systems, mobile networks, micro-payment
services, geographical information systems, webbased services etc.
In the past, service engineering was concerned
predominantly with connectivity, e.g.: network

well as describing its dynamic behaviour (how it
interacts, collaborates and negotiates with other
components o r services). The automated
brokering of service components within mobile
environments is also likely t o emerge.

integrated in service building blocks. methods
and environments t o support the design and
development of highly usable context-sensitive
interactive software systems are examined by
CAMELEON. I-KnowUMine is developing a
novel generic platform for semi-automated reengineering of online services based on content,
knowledge and website metrics. SPARTA is
demonstrating an approach t o IT security based
on agents, and EPOMAT is building a brokerage
service for European designers and end-users of
PLCs.

Another RTD objective is t o increase the
simplicity and usefulness of intelligent services
over networked devices and appliances by
encouraging experimentation with new
interaction models and their related design and
development process. This includes supporting
the emergence of industrially usable instruments
which will assist in assessing, choosing and
implementing user-centred interaction and
functionality designs early in the development
process.

The work in this area also underpins wider
efforts, which are addressed through related
cross-programme action lines, e.g.: t o exploit
geographical information and location-based
services, t o develop middleware for grid
computing, t o develop middleware for seamless
access t o services, and t o design networked
embedded systems.

Among lSTf projects on e-services,WISE aims at
producing integrated tools and methods t o
engineer services on the wireless Internet. GlDA
intends t o create a novel service type in the
financial investment business (see box). RAA is
investigatinga new,very fast and robust approach
t o the analysis of audio information t o be

Creating a novel service type
The GlDA project aims at creating and developing a novel service type in the financial investment
business based on an integrated internet platform. This will support customised information filtering
and consulting services by combining predictive models for financial analysis with existing advanced
text processing techniques for information retrieval, information extraction and language processing.
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ver recent years, software radio (SR)

series of disjointed problems,and thus enables a

concepts have become one of the most

level of synergy otherwise unattainable. I t

important topics of research in mobile

provides the user, operator, manufacturer and

and personal communications. SR promises the

application developer with a tremendous

capability t o allow a single terminal t o assume

degree of flexibility without sacrificing efficiency.

different characteristics (i.e.. air-interfaces) on-

O n the contrary, by fully exploiting all available

demand, through software definition (hence the

systems (i.e. using the most appropriate:

alternative term Software Defined Radio. SDR).

each data stream, it will increase spec

The concept applies, obviously, also t o base

efficiency, allowing eventually for full spec

stations. In this scenario, mobile and base station

sharing (DRiVE).

transceivers become a generic processing
platform

capable

instructions

of

implementing

downloaded

to

the

them. This

transition from standard-specific t o "general
purpose"

processing

architecture

a mIatm'6

reconfigurability in terms of operations
maintenance, it opens the field for applic;

brings

developers and service providers (in

significant gains in terms of flexibility to the

broadest sense) by allowing them t o bec

network operator and also t o the user.

players

Some see SR as "simply" freeing us from
standards, as "everything" could be defined at
will, without any need for consensus. In Europe,
however, the perspective is a broader one.
changing not only the way we think about radio
systems and networks, but also the way we
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Besides the obvio~,

define and provide the services and adapt the
applications that run on top of them.While the
"canonical" SDR approach concentrates on the
terminal side, ours covers the whole system,
extending through the network into service
creation and application development, and
delving into the impact on spectrum usage,
regulation and standardisation. Instead of
settling for defining the terminal in software, we
envision reconfiguring on-demand not only the
terminal but also the serving network(s) and
the services they provide.
In the future, we could see mobile networks
completely controlled and dynamically reconfigured by software.They would be capable
of dynamically assigning resources t o specific
users, varying the coding and modulation
according t o load and QoS demands (as studied
in project WIND-FLEX), and using different
access techniques and frequencies (DRiVE).This
ability t o re-configure and adapt t o demand and
user profile will be a key characteristic of next
generation mobile networks.
Reconfigurable radio provides for an integrated
approach t o what is commonly treated as a

in

the

mobile/wireless

m:

(MOBIVAS). By requiring an open architecture,

A key goal is the study of mechanisms for

a need insistently voiced in Europe, it is already

secure downloading of software both for the

changing the mobile landscape.

air-interface

(TRUST)

applications

and

(MOBIVAS.

higher

layer

CAST).

The

Within the IST Programme, work on re-

importance of managing and controlling

configurable radio concepts forms a significant

reconfigurability, beyond the simple software

element in RTD on mobile and personal

download, soon emerged as a critical issue

communications. The emphasis is on systems.

(CAST).

architectures and network concepts applied t o
emerging third generation cellular systems and

A Reconfigurability Cluster has been launched

mobile broadband systems. The scope cuts

t o co-ordinate the activities of the on-going

across mobile communications, information

projects and maximise synergy, as well as

theory,

motivate new projects in this area.The current

software,

algorithmic

research,

networking, and micro-electronics, calling for a

activities of the cluster include elaboration of a

truly multi-disciplinary approach.

vision document, and synthesis of the work
done in the areas of RE broadband and
networks.

A

yearly

Colloquium

on

Reconfigurability will be held t o promote the

One-stop gateway for mobile services

dissemination of the results of the cluster and
interaction with non-European specialists and

Architectural approaches for integrated sofiware platforms and systems

programmes.

are being investigated by MOBIVAS. Adaptable to different network
services and technologies, such architectures

should open new

opportunities for advanced value added service (VAS) providers. The
development of innovative and modular network components for seamless
and eflcient service provision will enable reconfigurable VAS.
With the system's one-stop charging and accounting model, the user will
be able to access multiple services and pay for them via one bill to the
network operator, who will then make settlement with the serv~ce
providers. For network operators, the introduction of dynamic new data
services will enable them to enrich their product offerings at minimal cost
while adding new revenue streams.
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nnovatlon in the design and manufacture of

I

products is essential t o the commercial

and introduce them into products. While the
Manufacturing Clusters offer foundry services

well-bemg of European industry. In many

in a variety of technologies at low, medium and

areas of the marketplace, microsystems play an

high volume production, including hybridisation,

increasingly important part in this innovation

packaging a1

process. From consumer goods t o industrial
equipment and medical devices, microsystems

Europractic

are key t o making products more intelligent

significant i~

and more marketable.

Europe. DI,
more than

A microsystem is a miniaturised system

were SMEs

comprising several functions such as a sensor,

microsyste~

signal processor and actuator. Alongside

research, c

systems-on-a-chip, microsystems will be key t o

other servic

the development of user-friendly products and

orders rece

systems with embedded intelligence.They can

Given the fi

make existing products smaller, cheaper, better

period, a re1

and more reliable but also open up many

and 5 was a

products. Existing

emphasis W

examples include D N A chips, drug delivery

telecom (I;

possibilities

for

new

systems, smart cards, accelerometers for
automotive airbags, and inkjet printer heads.

The servicr
further thrr

Europractice aims t o stimulate and assist the

the same t

wider take-up of advanced microsystem

non-silicon

technologies by European industry. Originally

and polyme

launched under Esprit, the initiative offers a

the service

complete service, from idea t o product,

the future, i

including: contract research, feasibility and

micro-nanc

proof-of-concept studies; prototyping and low

implements

volume production; access t o large-scale

be

vital

industrial manufacturing facilities; custom

competitiv~

design; software; and training. Having focused

technologie

initially on application-specific

integrated

forthcomin

circuits (ASICs) and multi-chip modules
(MCMs), under IST the emph:isis is primarily on

both in the

microsystems technologies (P
The Service gives customers
access t o a wide range of
technologies for design and
manufacture. Competence
Centres provide application
know-how and assistance
with

specific

emerging

technologies, particularly for
new users. Design Houses
provide

access

to

multidisciplinary expertise
necessary t o develop and
design MST components

ICROSYSTEMS
While the detailed approach has yet t o be

biopackaging and RF devices. Similarly, mobile

decided, as with FP5 RTD activities are likely t o

information devices will draw together

focus at the system integration level. Such an

MEMS, micro-optic

RF-

display technologies.

approach could have dual objectives, driving

miniaturised data storage and power suppliers,

technology-application pairs as well as spinning

and various types of MEMS-based sensors.

off results into other application areas. As

Another key application area is environment,

currently,

where advances in polymer devices, lab-on-a-

structural

activities

aimed

at

stimulating take-up and creating a critical mass

chip, microfluidics and sensors could be applied

of users are likely t o be a key priority.

within large-scale decentralised monitoring

One

optical

networks. Other potential applications include
example

of

technology-driven

communications,

applications is implantable bio-devices for in-

navigation

body diagnostics which

transport.

developments

in

brings together

microfluidics,

and

and

intelligent

information systems for
'

biochips,

The electronic dashboard
In vehicles, digital instruments based on TFT displays (similar to those used in laptop PCs)
provide a powerful alternative to the usual electromechanical cluster instruments. They will
enhance safety, adapt to user and situation requirements, and be easy to install, configure, and
maintain. They enable the driver to receive a much wider range of information matched to
particular road situations. ACTIVE, an Esprit project, investigated variable and adaptive digital
displays as the basis for a totally new driver information system.
The project showed that information can be displayed with an accuracy comparable to or
better than conventional instruments and can be fitted dynamically to the driver's
requirement. Modern display technologies allow the contents of the display to be adapted as
necessary. The digital console allows traditional pointer instruments to be supplemented by
other data such as technical information, driving statistics, navigational hints, parking aids, and
video images (e.g. from a rear view camera). These presentations can be enhanced when
critical values are exceeded, for example by enlarging the fuel gauge or the coolant
thermometer.

F
--

he ever-increasing size, complexity and
cost of software systems means that in
many cases they can no longer be built

Consensus on commercial software component!

entirely from scratch. The widely accepted
component-based paradigm has been more and

The use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) softwore components

more adopted as a means of improving the

becoming an economic and strateg~cnecessity for European organisatio,

productivity

in a wide variety of application areas.The European COTS User Workir

of

software

development.

Developers try t o reuse software t o contain
costs, reduce development time and increase
quality. In doing so, the focus is on design,

Group addresses the common problems faced by COTS users, identific
solutions, and facilitates consensus towards the definition of standard

classification, certification and brokerage of

Special interest groups communicate by a web-based system, electron

individual software components.

discussion forums, SIG meetings and workshops. The Working Group
results are packaged as technical reports which are widely disseminate

Although component-based approaches greatly
contribute t o the development of software-

to industry, government and standardisation bodies.

intensive systems, their efficiency depends on
the system architecture. In fact, the role and

with changes in available resources

interface of components is determined by the

services, and in users' requirements.

architectural design of the system where they
can be used and reused. This dependence is

A basic concern in software developr

drawing more attention t o the importance of

which is compounded by the fact that sys

architectural design. Issues t o be dealt with

are being built from components, is the

include the need for more reusable software

t o predict and control the emergent propt

architectures and more flexible and evolvable

of such systems, especially perform

2

architectures. This is a growing concern in the

reliability and scalability. For example, ex

area of new services, where the software

approaches generally describe functional1

architecture must be reconfigurable t o deal

the

architectural

level,

using

mod

languages such as UML, which do not
direct assessment of such quality aspects.1
is a need t o ensure, at the architecture
that the required properties for the
software system will be met. This n
describing not only the interfaces ber
components at the syntactical level, but
how the properties of the component!
combine t o determine, for example, the q
of specific services offered by the system.
The IST Programme emphasises progres
software development at the architec
level.Tne research focus is shifting t o mc
tools and notations t o describe sy
architectures and t o compare altern
scenarios from the standpoint of their fi
evolution o r reusability. These models
notations would relate components thr
semantic descriptions which tell the sy
architecture what functionality the compc
has and how i t interacts with other moc
Many of the developments would be in adc
t o standards aiming at platform independ1

with an emphasis on architecture frameworks

enable the use o f component-based software

for particular types of distributed systems.

development (CBSD) across the full software
lifecycle, from design through t o maintenance.

Among recent projects,AGEDIS is developing

Software process improvement and capability

an automated test suite t o improve the

determination for CBSD and object-oriented

efficiency o f software testing in distributed

development is addressed by OOSPICE.

component-based software systems.A tool t o
support the description o f real-time software

O t h e r aspects targeted include: the application

architectures is being developed by CARTS.

o f CASE models f o r software testing in

The solution will enable the components t o

embedded systems (TOGETHER); the remote

interact and behave according t o rules set by

composition and documentation of software

the application architecture. COMPONENT+

products (REINDEER); and the specification o f

is extending the built-in test (BIT) approach f o r

formal contracts guaranteeing the quality o f

self-testable and test-reusable commercial-off-

software components (QCCS). A series o f

the-shelf (COTS) software components.

trials, which introduce CBSD approaches
within specific user environments, are also
supported.

Building on the results o f a previous Esprit
project, ECO-ADM is producing tools t o

Pervasive component systems
Plummeting hardware costs are leading to an explosion of interest in new applications of embedded systems. Current CBSD

I

13

approaches do not support the special requirements of embedded applications, porticulorly in meeting the severe resource

I

constraints and the expression and validation of non-functional constraints
PECOS seeks to enable CBSD for embedded systems by defining a meta-model as well as a repository for components that
reflects non-functional requirements. These additional features will be integrated in a graphical composition environment. An
ultralight component environment will also be developed that allows the composed application to be run on the embedded
system.
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hotonics, the science and engineer~ngof

direct 1to the home. Advanced processes,

systems based on the generatlon,

materialS and devices are also investigated, with

manipulation and harnessingof photons,

an empliasis on integration with basic CMOS

offers a real departure from the established
electron-based

information

and

communication technologies. In telecoms,

processes, thereby

adding

light-emitting,

photodc:tection and interconnection functions
-

- -

t c logic circuits.

photonic technologies are widely deployed in
the optical fibre networks which make up the
core

of

modern

communication

E,arly p rojects are already producing significant
rt? S U ~ S .IPICCO, for example, is concerned with

infrastructures. These technologies are key

Hravelength-scale

building blocks

- l c acommunications
O*~&~~ u
s

for

the

all-optical high

bandwidth networks needed today.

photonic components for
(see box). A related

project, PCIC, has produced the world's
smallest ever laser with a cavity length as small

Developments, such as optical amplification,
passive

optical

devices

and

as 12 prn.

continuous

increases in laser output power, beam quality

WILD

and efficiency, have already enabled optical fibre

semicoli ductor lasers for use in optical

S

i t

developing high-power, wide-aperture

networks t o reach cost parity with traditional

rs.The project focuses on novel device
amplifie~

copper cable for new residential broadband

geometlries that allow active control of certain

installations. However, new cost-effective

laser prloperties.

components are required t o further exploit
fibre capacity and push photons further into
the access network. Key challenges include
cost-effective

optical

technologies

for

multiplexing, switching and routing, and in
optical transmission technologies such as
W D M and DWDM.
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is an
approach for enhancing the capacity of an
optical fibre

by

using more than

one

wavelength (colour). Each one of these
wavelengths can carry an electrically modulated
data stream, without interference, multiplying
the total amount of data transmitted. Recent
technological advances in W D M have moved
key building blocks such as optical amplifiers
and W D M transmitters from development t o
products. Next generation systems, known as
dense

wavelength

division

multiplexing

(DWDM), will utilise as many as 100 different
wavelengths in a single fibre.
The IST Programme's work on optoelectronics
builds on the substantial experience developed
under both ACTS (Photonic Technologies) and
ESPRIT. From an industrial perspective, it
focuses on advanced optoelectronic materials,
devices and modules for high-speed routing,
processing and interconnection, including
devices for low-cost broadband applications

source), amplifiers, waveguides, and switches.

Improving the performance of optical
components

Material research is also supported and
includes non-linear doped glass and plastic
optical fibres).

PlCCO is developing wavelength-scale photonic components for optical
communications such as low-loss waveguides, bends, couplers, combiners,

While telecommunications

filters or monolithic wavelength converters. A waveguide with a loss of

driving force behind the development and

2dBIIOOpm has been demonstrated, a world best for a device of this type.
New etching technology is expected to further reduce the losses by an

has been the

highly visible success of optoelectronics
technologies, there are many other fields which
will certainly benefit from the research

order of magnitude or more. Fabrication processes using silicon-on-

breakthroughs in this area.The Programme is

insulator (SOI) are also being addressed. By using DUV (deep ultra violet)

supporting the diffusion of optoelectronics

lithography, 400nm lattices have been made without the need for e-beam

into other application areas, such as medical,
sensors,

technology.

environment,

and

lighting.

TERAVISION, for example, is developing 1 - 10
THz lasers that promise advanced techniques
Reliable high-brightness laser diodes and

for medical imaging.

optical modules that will improve transmission
efficiency in small diameter fibres are being

It

developed under ULTRABRIGHT. As well as

competencies in these technologies across all

is,

of

course,

necessary

to

build

increasing the power and brightness of laser

of Europe. Reflecting this need, several of the

sources used in W D M networks, the results

projects have recently been extended t o

will also be applied t o photodynamic therapy,

include participation from newly associated

an advanced cancer treatment.

states. WILD, AGETHA. TERAVISION and
PClC have all welcomed new partners.

Other areas being supported include optical
storage (lens technology and optical receiver

These and other projects involved in work on

chips), and active and passive components for

optoelectronic technologies and networks

all optical networks. Examples include laser

participate in the cluster project OPTIMIST.

sources (widely tuneable, quantum dot, pump
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isplay technolog~es are essential t o

and interact with

information systems and devices.

systems. The main focus is on improving the

advanced information

Users will access the next generation

usability of portable devices often limited by

of networked applications and services through

their display performance, size and endurance;

intelligent, accessible interfaces, t o which

and

displays are increasingly contributing. Flat panel

technologies through the development of new

adding

value

to

existing

display

displays are already key components of many

materials, processes and components including

systems and are becoming a very large part of

their

the ICT equipment market.The EU is one of

actuators.

the largest users of flat panel displays, with a

performance applications

system

integration

Innovative

with

sensors1

concepts
like

for

high

large-scale

sizeable production for its local telecom and

projection and immersive virtual reality and

automotive markets, but still imports a large

augmented

share of its needs.

addressed.Thin flexible displays for smart cards,

reality

applications

are

also

electronic paper, visualisation and wearable
EU RTD programmes have supported a wide

computers are another key interest. As in

variety of research, into both advanced display

previous programmes, there are close lir '

technologies

basic research on new materials, which i

and basic components and

materials. Under FP4, for example, Esprit

is being undertaken under the Gr

funded 18 projects relating t o advanced display

Programme.

technologies, providing total funding of €38

F 3 4 0

million. Many of these have already led to, o r

The

are proceeding towards, commercialisable

developing a unique head-up display for

OEDIBUS

project, for

example, is

results. Within IST eleven projects have been

assisting automotive drivers in difficult visibility

launched with a maximum EU funding of €25

conditions.The flat and transparent display will

million.

overlay

infrared

viewing

and

control

information over natural scenery, also matching
W o r k under the IST Programme addresses the

eye accommodations for comfortable and safe

need t o find intuitive ways t o capture, deliver

driving. CANADIS and PRlNDlS are preparing

I

High performance mobile phone displays
The HIGHLIGHT project is perfecting the polymer light emitting display (PLED) technology invented
in Europe for small passive colour displays for the next generation of mobile phones. This technology
does not require backlighting, is visible in the dark, has a sharp appearance and broad viewing angle
like CRTs. In addition, it only consumes power on lid pixels, and can be manufactured more cheaply
using, for example, ink-jet printing to pattern the pixels. CDT; the leader in PLED technology, provides
active materials used by Philips in their component manufacturing. Philips Display Components is
expected to introduce commercial devices by 2002.

future large-size field emission displays with

wide viewing angle and instant operation even

electron emitters based on carbon nanotubes

under very cold conditions.

and innovative semi-insulators. Applications
include TVs with flat and slim CRTs-like

Other novel technologies being pursued under

devices, with a view t o less than half the

current

manufacturing cost of AMLCDs o r PDPs.

compensation films for liquid crystal displays

CARBINE is improving a new reflective LCD

colour message boards based on 2D tiling of

technology able t o retain images without

LCD pixels for highways and city public

power supply for very low power consumption

information (CROMATEAM).

IST

projects

include

optical

(OCDIS), and low power, large multimedia

in portable devices like smart cards. It will be
compatible with existing mass volumeTN LCD
manufacturing.

IST's

ADClS

project

is

developing an information display system for

Increasingly, advanced displays are being
integrated

with

sensors

and

actuator

technologies and with multi-sensory interfaces

cars based on medium voltage field emission

as part of seamless end-to-end services. The

display (MVFED) as an alternative t o AMLCD

aim is t o achieve a mode of integration that is

solutions.This seven-inch diagonal flat and slim

relaxed, natural, enjoyable and intelligent: "lean

display technology is the closest t o the well-

back" rather than "lean forward".

Iknown cathode ray tube (CRT) and offers very
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Il-optical

communication

networks

'. represent the best means of meeting

the bandwidth requirements of future
multimedia applications and on-line services. In
multi-wavelength (WDM) all-optical networks.
the transmission, multiplexing and switching is
done completely optically, without performing
inefficient

opto-electronic

conversions.

Migration paths t o such an all-optical future will
differ

between

operators

and

between

countries. However, it is clear that optical (or
photonic) technologies provide a technicallysuperior, cost-effective solution for meeting
future demands on network performance.
Optical communications technologies, which
use light as their basic transmission medium,
are already widely deployed. Along with
increased competition, the wide take-up of
fibre-optic networks has been a key driver in
reducing the cost of long distance calls over the
last decade. In addition t o telecoms, current
uses of optical networks include broadcasting,
high-speed corporate networks, and as the
backbone for the internet.
For existing installations, the cost of replacing
copper networks has been a deterrent in
deploying fibre

to

the

home and

has

encouraged network operators t o deliver
enhanced

bandwidth

infrastructure,

using

technologies such as xDSL.
Nevertheless, on current
predictions, within the next
ten years we are likely t o
see

broadband

services

delivered direct by fibre t o
the home in tandem with a
W D M optical transport
layer.
Due t o the broad range of
technological

issues

needing t o be addressed,
projects relevant t o optical
technologies

are

found

across the IST Programme.
Their work includes topics
as diverse as integration of
IP and D W D M technology,

over

existing

b+OPTTCAL NETWORKS
range of 500-1000 km. The results will help
assess maximum signal distortions that can be

A roadmap for European photonics research

tolerated in future all-optical

networks.

Reconfigurable high-speed optical networks

OPTIMIST is a thematic network for IST projects in the areas of photonic

are

technologies and optical networks. It facilitates the exchange of

wavelengths are used t o achieve a bandwidth

information and best practice across IST work areas related to photonics,
in particular between projects focused on components and basic research,

studied

by

HARMONICS. Multiple

of 16 Tbit within the core network, while a
hybrid access system integrates the optical
component with

and those concerned with systems. It also leads interaction with industry

investigates

and with international bodies on research requirements. A "Photonics

networks.

xDSL.

future

Project

optical

DAVlD

packet-based

Roadmap" has recently been published setting out the development
perspective for the medium to long term across the whole field of
photonics and optical networking technologies.

In the area of research networking,ATRIUM is
setting up a testbed for terabit IP routers.
A 2.5Gbps optical network is being installed
between 3 nodes (Antwerp, Paris and Liege)

In METEOR, the partners are designing and
demonstrating a terabit metropolitan area
network based on optical technologies. The
network will be realised on an optical ring with
40 dense wavelength division multiplexing
(DWDM) channels operating at bit rates up t o
40

Gbitls.

ATLAS

is

studying

WDM

and connected t o an existing high-speed
research network. Using multilayer protocol
system (MPLS) over a D W D M network, the
testbed will be used t o study and assess key
issues for terabit networks, such as traffic
management and engineering, and quality-ofservice.

transmission in I terabit fibre links over a

Further info
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nformation

and

communication

advanced learning environments and innovative

technologies (ICTs) are now widely used in

pedagogical approaches. In addition, active

education

enabling the

contributions are being made t o international

implementation of new approaches t o learning

standardisation activities and t o European best

(e.g. distance learning, sharing of course

practice.

and training,

materials, virtual laboratories). While there are
many practical benefits in the use of ICT, the
production of learning content is expensive.At

Lecturing goes digital

the same time new learning requirements are
emerging, with a shift towards personalised

Lecture theatres currre r r r

learning services flexibly delivered.Thus, more

come with a range of teaching aids to help the lecturer and ultimately

cost-effective

learning

environments

are

required based on open standards and reusable

U

wruc vurrery ul

>rrupt-> urru

~ c >Modern
.

halls

facilitate the teaching process. But in essence they have remained
unchanged for centuries.

learning objects.
Building on work initiated under previous

VIRTUAL BLACKBOARD is contribu;

Framework Programmes, the IST Programme's

learning environments in higher educc

initiative on Open Platforms and Tools for

lecturing environment that makes efe,,,

Personalised Learning aims t o develop open
architectures for education

and training

applications and services.The work focuses on

., ,,,,

,, ,,.,.

,,

,,..,.

h MPEG4 and takes advantage of
The system utilises technologies SI~ c as
the high bandwidth infrastructure of academic institutions.

the development and validation of reusable
components, and

is

closely

linked

to

component software engineering. New tools

44

and processes are being developed for
producing and maintaining reusable learning

The resultintg tools and methc3dologies will be put to a number of uses.
A.. A..l;..-":..."
L.;.-L.1..
These inclucr~
U C I I V C I I I I ~111~111~-specia1ised
course content for joint courses,

for instance when the students and tutors do not reside in the same

detail

institution. Other possible uses are to support remote lecturing when one

("granularity").Tools and processes for locating

of the tutors is actively engaged in field research, or when students are

and sharing learning objects are also addressed,

unable to attend the lectures in person.

objects

at

different

levels

of

including solutions for operational issues such
as intellectual property rights, accreditation and
payments. Another area of interest is the
assembly and maintenance of
new types of flexible learning
environments

based

on

reusable learning objects.
Following calls in 1999 and

2000, a total of 18 projects have
been

launched. The

development

areas

main

include:

learning object manipulation
(metadata
retrieval
object

generators
systems);

and

learning

authoring

systems;

and

trust

security
infrastructures

(APls,

smartcards);
repositories;

knowledge
and

language

translation.The results feed into
longer

term

research

on

Open systems enable educational

TRIAL SOLUTION is using open platforms

learner's

and tools t o develop and validate a powerful

interests, skills etc.). KOD enables educators t o

new way of creating, delivering and managing

learn about student's needs and provides the

personalised education and training. The

user with a full spectrum of instructional and

scalability

of

the

approach

is

being

demonstrated through trials in a range of

personal

profile

(background,

informative data tailored t o their needs and
prior knowledge.

learning settings across the EU, from smallgroup work, t o mass audience systems.

Tools for personalised learning are also
addressed by 3DE.With the 3DE system each

K O D is concerned with adaptive learning

course can be customised specifically for the

environments for personalised learning. The

needs of individual learners.The system builds

idea behind the KOD system is the generation

up its "learner packages" from a library of

of personal learning paths (knowledge routes),

micromodules developed t o match a variety of

which are generated and updated based on the

learning styles.The packages also take account
of the learner's

competences and final

educational goals.

Language-independent tools for learning
resources

The EASEL project is exploring technologies
which can be brought together t o offer course
constructors an environment in which they can

Current tools for developing KT-enabled courses have two structural

readily combine existing learning objects t o

problems. Course development tools are restrictive and provide insufficient

create new online courses.The work involves

guidance for training centres to develop high quality, personalised

the development

of an XML metadata

repository for storing descriptions of learning

interactive courses.And no standard methodology and tool is available that

objects, assessment modules for interrogating

enables training centres in different language areas to co-operate in course

objects, a web-based search gateway and a

development. CODEX-IP is overcoming these problems by developing costeffective tools to develop and maintain language-independent learning
objects across IP-based networks.

construction kit.The project is working closely
with industry initiatives on learning object
methodologies,such as W3C, Dublin Core and
IEEE LOM.

,
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3D

three-dimensional

ACTS

Advanced CommunicationsTechnologies
and Services Programme, of the EUs
Fourth Framework Programme

ADAS

advanced driver assistance system

ADSL

asymmetric digital subscriber loop

AL

action line

AR

augmented reality

ASK

application-specific integrated circuit

ATM

asynchronous transfer mode

BPR

business process re-engineering

CADICAM

computer-aided designlcomputer-aided
manufacture

CATV

cable television

CBlM

content-based information management

CDMA

code division multiple access
complementary metal oxide semiconductor
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CORBA

common object request broker
architecture

CPA

Cross-Programme Action

CRM

customer relationship management

DAB

digital audio broadcast

DAVlC

Digital Audio-Visual Industry Council
(www.davic.org)

DECT

digital enhanced cordless
telecommunications

DG

Directorate-General

DSL

digital subscriber loop

DVB

digital video broadcast

DVD

digital video disc

DWDM

dense wavelength division multiplexing

EBU

European Broadcasting Union
(www.ebu.ch)

EC

European Commision (www.europa.eu.int)

ECMS

electronic copyright management system

EHR

electronic health record

EHS

European home system

ERMS

electronic rights management system

ERP

enterprise resource planning

European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (www.etsi.ot-g)

vww.iso.org)

RTS

real-time system

formation society technologies

SAR

synthetic aperture radar

formation Society Technologies
-ogramme (www.cordis.lulist)

SCM

supply chain management

SDH

synchronous digital hierarchy

SDR

software defined radio

SEA

Semiconductor EquipmentAssessment

SGML

standard generalised mark-up language

telligent transport system

SiGe

silicon germanium (semiconductor)

ternational Telecommunications Union
vww.itu.org)

SME

small and medium-sized enterprise

SOC

system-on-a-chip

Sol

silicon-on-insulator

SPR

surface-penetrating radar

S-UM

satellite-universal mobile
telecommunication system

TAP

Telematics Applications Programme, of the
EU's Fourth Framework Programme

Tbit /TB

terabits I terabytes (1012)

TD-CDMA

time divisionlcode division multiple access

THz

teraheru

TTP

trusted third party

T-UMTS

terrestrial-universal mobile
telecommunication system

UMTS

universal mobile telecommunications
system

URL

universal resource locator

USB

universal serial bus

VGA

video graphics array

VHDL

very high speed definition language

VR

virtual reality

WAP

wireless application protocol

W-CDMA

wideband code division multiple access

WDM

wavelength division multiplexing

W-LAN

wide-area local area network

WML

wireless mark-up language

WP200 1 (2000)

IST Work Programme 200 1 (or 2000)

WWW

world-wide web

XML

extensible mark-up language

formation Society Technologies Advisory
roup
formation Society Technologies
ommittee

-vehicle terminal
int Photographic Experts Group
int Research Centre
ey Action I: Systems And Services For The
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~yAction II: New Methods Of Work And
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:y enabling technologies
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rge-scale simulation
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icro-electromechanical system
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eta1 oxide semiconductor field effect
ansistor
otion Picture Expert Group
icrosystem
motechnology information device
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~blickey encryption
lantum information processing and
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The annual publication of the IST Programme presents an overview of the programme's
activities and achievements. I t describes technical challenges and policy issues addressed
by the work programme and highlights some of the on-going RTD projects. The
presentations focus on the use of IST within three key settings: by individuals and in
personal spaces; by enterprises and in the workplace; and by public services and society
at large. Enabling technologies which underpin future applications and services across
these scenarios are also described. Covering IST development from many different
perspectives, the book shows how the Programme is contributing t o the realisation of
an Information Society for All. Further information on the IST Programme is available at
www.cordis.lulist

